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Board Decision 
Amending Open Solicitation Policy to Authorize Approval 
of Mature Technologies  
May 6, 2009 


Purpose  
 
Create two tracks for project approval in the Open Solicitation program: (1) a “mature 
technologies” track in which the executive director could approve projects involving less than 
$500,000 in incentives; and (2) the current Open Solicitation process (RAC review and 
board approval for projects involving $50,000 or more) for other projects. Initially, only 
traditional hydropower projects would be included in the “mature technologies” track; the 
board could add new technologies later.  
 
Background 
 


• The Open Solicitation Program was established by the board in 2002.  
 


• The program was based on a Renewable Energy Advisory Council (“RAC”) 
recommendation. The Council recommended a process for considering unsolicited 
proposals that could: 


o be implemented quickly 
o fund good ideas that languish for want of a little push  
o fund new technologies in established applications 
o fund old technologies in new applications 
o establish an ongoing path for projects that do not fit criteria for subsequent 


Energy Trust programs  
 


• Because the Open Solicitation Program was designed to deal with novel, untested 
project technologies and applications, projects are subject to an extensive review 
and approval process: 


o Projects involving incentives of $50,000 or less are approved by the 
executive director, with summary provided later to the board and RAC. 


o Projects entailing incentives of $50,000 to $125,000 are reviewed by the RAC 
and placed on a consent agenda for board action unless a member of the 
board asks to have the project placed on the regular agenda. 


o Projects involving incentives of more than $125,000 are reviewed by the RAC 
and placed on the regular agenda for board approval. 


 
• Energy Trust now has established programs for solar and biopower, which are not 


required to go through the Open Solicitation Program. 
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Discussion 
 


• Over the years, the renewables department has dealt with fewer unusual projects, 
and has focused more on replicable, scalable projects, particularly hydropower. 
These projects involve well-established hydropower technologies.  


 
• Recognizing that mature technologies involve few novel issues, staff proposes that 


the board authorize two approval tracks  
o A “mature technologies” track: like the process for biopower, this track would 


allow the executive director to approve projects involving less than $500,000 
in incentives. Initially, only traditional hydropower projects would be included 
in this track, but the board could add new technologies later. 


o For unsolicited projects that use other technologies, existing Open Solicitation 
procedures (RAC review and board approval) would still apply.    


 
• Later this year, staff will recommend adding wind as a mature technology and 


creating a single budget for wind, hydro, and geothermal technologies. Staff will also 
recommend renaming the Open Solicitation Program to recognize its differentiated 
character. 


 
Recommendation 
 
Establish a second approval track for the Open Solicitation Program so that the program will 
have two tracks: (1) a “mature technologies” track; and (2) the current Open Solicitation 
process for other projects. Only traditional hydropower projects would be included in the 
“mature technologies” track initially. 
 


RESOLUTION 513 
 


ESTABLISHING TWO TRACKS FOR OPEN SOLICITATION PROGRAM 
PROJECT APPROVAL  


 
 WHEREAS: 


1) The Open Solicitation Program was established by the board in 2002 
to deal with unusual technologies or applications; because of their 
novelty, these projects undergo more extensive review than 
established technologies and applications; 


2) In recent years, the Open Solicitation Program has focused on more 
established technologies such as hydropower generation. Because 
these projects are relatively well understood, it is appropriate to re-
configure the program to reflect different levels of review for different 
project types. 


 
Therefore, BE IT RESOLVED: That the Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc., 
Board of Directors: 
 
1) Authorizes two tracks for approval of projects within the Open 


Solicitation Program and not covered by other Energy Trust 
renewable energy programs: 
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a. Mature technologies, i.e., traditional hydropower projects and 
such other technologies as the board may designate in the 
future: The executive director may approve projects involving 
incentives less than $500,000; board approval is required for 
projects involving $500,000 or more.  


b. Other projects:  
i. Projects involving incentives of $50,000 or less may be 


approved by the executive director. A summary of any 
such project will be provided subsequently to the 
board and Renewable Advisory Council. 


ii. Projects entailing incentives of $50,000 to $125,000 
require review by the Renewable Advisory Council and 
will be placed on a consent agenda for board action 
unless a member of the board asks to have the project 
placed on the regular agenda. 


iii. Projects involving incentives of more than $125,000 will 
be reviewed by the Renewable Advisory Council and 
placed on the regular agenda for board approval. 


 
2) Replaces the current Open Solicitation Policy with this resolution. 
 
 


Moved by: _____________   Seconded by: ______________ 
 


Vote:    In favor: _____   Abstained: ______ 
 


  Opposed: [list name(s) and, if requested, reason for no vote] 
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4.13.0001-A Review Process for Open Solicitation 
Renewable Energy Projects  
 
History 


Source Date Action/Notes Next Review Date 
Board Decision April 30, 2003 Approved (R183) April 2006 


Board Policy Committee April 2006 No change  April 2009 
 
[Narrative would be replaced by the narrative in the May 6, 2009 action memorandum:] 
[Purpose  
 


To clarify and establish a formal review process for renewable energy projects proposed through 
the Open Solicitation Program. ] 
 
[Background 
 


The Open Solicitation Program was established following discussion by the board at its January 30, 
2002, meeting.  
 
In early 2002 the Renewable Energy Advisory Council recommended establishing a procedure for 
considering and funding unsolicited proposals. Their intentions included: 
 


• Quick implementation   
• Fund good ideas that languish for want of a little push  
• Fund new technologies in established applications 
• Fund old technologies in new applications 
• Establish an ongoing path for projects that do not fit criteria for subsequent Energy 


Trust programs  
 
The application form establishes both general and specific criteria for evaluation. These criteria 
include: location, viability, replicability, energy generation, leverage/partnership, expansion potential, 
market transformation, environmental benefits, best practices, education and capability expansion. 
Staff evaluates the proposals based on these criteria and the guidelines above. The staff review 
includes resource, engineering and financial data as appropriate to evaluate project feasibility and 
chances for success. Staff generally requests additional information for about half of the proposals 
received.  
 
If the final information is complete and the proposal meets the criteria, staff calculates the above- 
market costs of the proposed project and compares these to the request. We use the approved 
methodology but also calculate alternate views of the market value of the power (if the appropriate 
data exist). Typically, recommendations are presented to the Renewable Energy Advisory Council 
for discussion. This has been presented in a structured format for larger projects and as general 
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conversations for smaller projects. On occasion, the council has taken straw votes to help draw 
wide-ranging discussions to a conclusion. ] 
 
RESOLUTION 
 


BE IT RESOLVED: That the Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc., Board of 
Directors authorizes two tracks for approval of projects within the Open 
Solicitation Program hereby approves the following review and approval 
process for projects brought forward under the renewable energy Open 
Solicitation program: 
 


1.1. Mature technologies, i.e., traditional hydropower projects and 
such other technologies as the board may designate in the future: The 
executive director may approve projects involving incentives less than 
$500,000; board approval is required for projects involving $500,000 or 
more. 
2. Other projects: 


a. Projects involving incentives of proposed for $50,000 or less 
of Energy Trust funding may be approved by the executive 
director. A summary of any such project will be provided 
subsequently to the board and Renewable Energy Advisory 
Council. 
3.b. Projects proposed forinvolving incentives of 
fundingbetween $50,000 and $125,000 will be placed on a consent 
agenda for board action, unless a member of the board asks to 
have a specific proposedthe project placed on the regular agenda. 
c. Projects proposed forinvolving incentives of more than 
over $125,000 of funding will be reviewed by the Renewable 
Energy Advisory Council presented and placed for board action on 
the regular board agenda for board approval. Subsequent board 
approval would be required if the contract implementing an 
approved project is over $500,000. 
d.The Renewable Energy Advisory Council will review all projects 
over $50,000 that staff recommends for funding. 
e. A summary of any project under $50,000 approved by staff 
will be provided subsequently to the board and RAC. 
 


4.Projects proposed for over $125,000 of funding will be presented for 
board action on the regular board agenda. Subsequent board 
approval would be required if the contract implementing an approved 
project is over $500,000. 


5.The Renewable Energy Advisory Council will review all projects over 
$50,000 that staff recommends for funding. 


6.A summary of any project under $50,000 approved by staff will be 
provided subsequently to the board and RAC. 


 
 
Original adopted on April 30, 2003, by the Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc., Board 
of Directors; amended May 6, 2009. 
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Briefing Paper 
Board Strategic Planning Retreat  
May 6, 2009 


Summary 
This paper summarizes the status of strategic planning and proposes a draft agenda for 
the June board retreat, developed with the board Strategic Planning Committee. 


Background 
• At its June 2008 retreat, the board directed staff to develop a framework for a 


long-term strategic plan that includes a simple, clear vision statement, broad 
mission statement, unquantified long-term goals (to 2025); and measureable 
shorter-term objectives that can link to two-year action plans and annual budgets.  


• Since then, staff has worked with the board Strategic Planning Committee on the 
draft long-term vision, mission and goals, which are largely completed.  


• The board also asked staff to organize workshops on two strategic issues: (1) 
innovation and risk management (help last October 8), and (2) Smart Grid and 
Demand Response (held last January 22). 


• Staff began an extensive organizational redesign process in early 2009, which is 
expected to produce recommendations before the June retreat. At least some 
recommendations may have strategic implications. 


• The Strategic Planning Committee and staff are currently working on 
measureable, shorter-term objectives for a strategic plan, which will need to be 
integrated with findings from the redesign process.  


• The Oregon legislature has several bills under consideration that could affect 
Energy Trust’s strategic direction. 


• By the June 12-13 retreat, we will have most and perhaps all of the elements of a 
draft plan for review: long- and short-term plan elements incorporating policy 
implications from the redesign process and changes need to respond to 
legislation, if any.  


Next Steps 
We suggest the following retreat agenda: 


 
1. Decision whether to fund a large-scale solar project that emerged from PGE’s 


2008 renewable energy solicitation  
2. Strategic plan: 


a. Review vision, mission and long-term goals  
b. Review quantitative 5-year goals and objectives 
c. Discuss strategic-level recommendations from the organizational 


redesign process 
d. Discuss strategic implications of legislation, stimulus funds, regional 


initiatives, etc.   
3. Other board issues (e.g., Living Building Initiative) 








 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 
Board Decision 
Providing Programs to NW Natural Customers in Washington 
May 6, 2009 


Summary 
Endorse a proposal to provide energy efficiency services to Washington residential and 
commercial customers of NW Natural. Proceeding to implement the proposal would be 
contingent on Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission (WUTC) approval. 


Background 
• NW Natural serves approximately 60,000 customers in Washington. Most are in Clark 


County, and most are residential (55,000). 


• In 2008, NW Natural sought WUTC approval of a “decoupling” proposal to remove what 
the company sees as a disincentive to utility efforts to encourage customers to reduce 
gas consumption. Less gas use reduces net revenues and the Company’s ability to 
recover fixed costs. NW Natural asked the WUTC to allow it to decouple rates from sales 
to allow the Company to recover these costs as they fund expanded programs 
encouraging consumers to reduce gas use. 


• In April 2008, NW Natural contracted with the Energy Trust to conduct Phase One, of a 
reconnaissance-level planning study related to the proposed implementation of Energy 
Trust residential and commercial programs in NW Natural’s Washington service area.  


• The Phase One study concluded that providing these programs would be feasible, and 
recommended that Energy Trust should proceed to Phase Two – preparation of a 
detailed implementation plan. 


• The WUTC and an advisory committee organized for purposes of the decoupling 
proceeding approved the Phase One study. Energy Trust staff is in the process of 
completing Phase Two, which will be reviewed by the committee and WUTC. 


Discussion – Findings Based on the Phase Two Study 
• Energy Trust’s existing programs are generally applicable to these customers.  


• Based on NW Natural’s 2009 Integrated Resource Plan, and adjusting for the current 
economic downturn, 75,000 – 125,000 therms of energy savings could be cost-
effectively attained from residential and commercial programs in the first year, increasing 
to 350,000 per year after four years. The housing stock is relatively new, so the 
residential retrofit potential is proportionately smaller than in Oregon. 


• The cost of acquiring these savings would be approximately $7.00 per first-year therm, 
assuming current levels of evaluation rigor and reporting of net savings. The costs of 
acquisition are on the high end based on Oregon experience, but Washington allows 
gross, deemed savings without adjustment for free riders.  


• NW Natural would pay Energy Trust approximately $ 700,000 to provide these services 
during the first 12 month test period. Unless the WUTC requires otherwise after the first 
year of service, services would continue indefinitely. 
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• The WUTC is comfortable with Energy Trust’s approach to reporting. We are still 
discussing with them our incentive levels. Washington is accustomed to higher 
incentives as a percentage of total expenditures. 


• Impacts to Energy Trust IT, financial and contracting are likely to be substantial initially.  
Differentiated marketing materials, advertising, web pages, etc. may be required to 
reflect differences between Oregon and Washington tax credits, loans, etc. We also 
expect to expand our trade ally network to Clark County, and to work closely with Clark 
PUD, which provides electric service. Start-up costs are estimated in the range of 
$200,000 to $300,000. 


• Once programs are up and running, impacts should be modest. There should be no 
impact on Energy Trust’s ability to serve Oregon customers is expected.  


• Overall, 2.0 -2.5 Energy Trust FTEs would be required to do this work, which would be 
covered by NW Natural Washington public purpose revenues, and included in the total 
delivery cost of $7/therm. 


• There is a remote possibility that Energy Trust Oregon funds could be exposed to a 
Washington liability for activities associated with this program. For this to occur, a liability 
would have to exceed NW Natural-Washington funds and Energy Trust insurance limits. 
It would be possible to organize a Washington subsidiary corporation to limit this liability. 
However, the risk appears small enough and the complications of dealing through a 
subsidiary are significant enough that staff recommends against organizing a subsidiary.  


• Program management contracts would need to be amended to carry out this initiative. 
Under board policy, the executive director may execute contract amendments without 
board approval as long as they do not entail more than 10% change in funds obligated, 
or more than 20% change in energy saved or produced. Contract amendments for these 
services would involve less than these amounts. Accordingly, if the board follows this 
policy, the contract amendments would not require board authority. 


Recommendation 
Staff believes providing these services would enhance Energy Trust’s relationship with NW 
Natural, save energy, and provide continuity to Energy Trust’s trade allies whose operating 
territories span the Columbia River. The policy committee supported the proposal. Staff 
recommends that the board endorse the proposal by adopting resolution #512.
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RESOLUTION 512 
ENDORSING PROVISION OF EFFICIENCY SERVICES TO NW 


NATURAL’S WASHINGTON CUSTOMERS 


WHEREAS: 
1. At NW Natural’s request, Energy Trust has completed a study of 


providing energy efficiency services to NW Natural’s residential and 
commercial customers in Washington, approximately 60,000 people and 
businesses. The study indicates: 
a. About 75,000 – 125,000 therms could be saved cost-effectively from 


residential and commercial programs initial offerings in the first 
year, increasing to 350,000 per year after four years as program 
outreach infrastructure and offerings mature. 


b. The cost of acquiring these savings would be approximately $7 per 
first-year therm, assuming current levels of evaluation rigor and 
reporting of net savings. 


2. NW Natural would pay Energy Trust $700,000 to provide these services 
in the first year of the program. Unless the Washington Utility and 
Transportation Commission requires otherwise after the first year of 
service, services would continue indefinitely. 


It is therefore RESOLVED: 
1. The board of directors of Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc. endorses the 


proposal that Energy Trust provide efficiency services to NW Natural’s 
residential and commercial customers in Washington. 


2. The executive director requires no additional authority to receive funds 
from NW Natural for this purpose, or to execute contract amendments 
to provide these services. 


 
Moved by:       Seconded by:       


Vote: In favor:       Abstained:       


 Opposed: [list name(s) and, if requested, reason for "no" vote] 


 








 


 
 
 
 
Board Decision 
Providing Programs to Certain NW Natural Industrial and 
Commercial Customers       


May 6, 2009 


Summary 
Extend energy efficiency services to certain NW Natural industrial and commercial customers. 


Background 
• NW Natural has received OPUC approval to recover rate revenues to provide energy 


efficiency services to certain NW Natural industrial and commercial customers for the 
next two years (the customers are on several rate schedules: industrial firm sales 
customers; interruptible sales customers; and large commercial customers receiving firm 
sales or interruptible sales under industrial tariffs).   


• These customers comprise about 900 accounts. Some are firm energy customers and 
some are interruptible sales customers. These customers have not participated in 
Energy Trust programs previously. 


• To provide these services, NW Natural would pay Energy Trust $900,000 in the first year 
and $1.75 million in the second year, but no more than $500,000 per year for 
interruptible customers.  


Discussion 
• Staff estimates that about 295,000 therms of energy savings could be cost-effectively 


attained from the proposed programs in the first year, increasing to 500,000 per year in 
the second year. 


• The cost of acquiring these savings would be approximately $3.00 per first-year therm, 
assuming that the costs are alignment with the natural gas incentives currently delivered 
in the Existing Buildings program.   


• These services have not been provided previously to these customers, and we believe 
customers will welcome them. We plan to deliver services using existing efficiency 
programs and contractors. Contractors will provide some additional outreach at the 
outset, but the service should look seamless to customers as part of a complete 
package of industrial and commercial energy efficiency services. The scope of the effort 
relative to overall program delivery will be in alignment with the funding levels (gas 
incentives are less than 10% of incentives across commercial and industrial programs).  


• The addition of these services will require some initial effort for the planning, legal, 
marketing and PE and EB staff. These efforts include the negotiation of contracts with 
NW Natural, planning and coordination with NW Natural industrial account managers, 
revisions to forms, and development of an approach to track spending across Existing 
Buildings and Production Efficiency programs to assure that budgets are carefully and 
cooperatively managed for this discrete account. Once established, these services will 
not require much additional staff effort other than budget tracking and annual reporting.  
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• Program management, program delivery and other contracts would need to be amended 
to carry out this proposal. Under board policy, the executive director may execute 
contract amendments without board approval as long as they do not entail more than 
10% change in funds obligated, or more than 20% change in energy saved or produced. 
Contract amendments for these services would involve less than these amounts. 
Accordingly, if the board follows this policy, the contract amendments would not require 
board authority. 


Recommendation 
Staff believes providing these services would enhance Energy Trust’s relationship with NW 
Natural and save energy. The policy committee supported the proposal. Staff recommends that 
the board endorse the proposal by adopting resolution #514, below. 


 
  RESOLUTION 514 


NW NATURAL INDUSTRIAL PROGRAM 


WHEREAS: 
1. NW Natural proposes to contract with Energy Trust to provide energy 


efficiency services, over a two-year trial period, to the NW Natural 
industrial firm sales customers, interruptible sales customers, and 
commercial customers receiving firm sales or interruptible sales. 


2. About 295,000 therms of energy savings could be cost-effectively 
attained from programs serving these customers in the first year, 
increasing to 500,000 per year in the second year. 


3. The cost of acquiring these savings would be approximately 
$3.00 per first-year therm, assuming costs are in alignment with 
the gas incentives currently delivered through Existing 
Buildings. 


4. To provide these services, NW Natural would pay Energy Trust 
$900,000 in the first year and $1.75 million in the second year, 
but no more than $500,000 per year for interruptible customers 


It is therefore RESOLVED that the board of directors of Energy Trust 
of Oregon, Inc.: 
1. Endorses the proposal for Energy Trust to provide efficiency services 


to these NW Natural customers in Oregon. 
2. The executive director requires no additional authority to receive funds 


from NW Natural for this purpose, or to execute contract amendments 
to provide these services. 


Moved by:       Seconded by:       


Vote: In favor:       Abstained:       


 Opposed: [list name(s) and, if requested, reason for "no" vote] 


 








 


 
 
 


Briefing Paper 
Portland Clean Energy Fund Pilot 
May 6, 2009 


Summary 
The City of Portland and Multnomah County are taking the lead on a pilot program to provide 
homeowners access to low-interest, long-term financing for quick, easy and affordable 
investments in energy efficiency. Energy Trust will oversee up to 500 home assessments and 
coordinate installation of measures by qualified trade allies. Shorebank Enterprise Cascadia, a 
nonprofit financial institution, will pay contractors through a revolving fund seeded with City 
funds from the Recovery Act of 2009. Participants will repay the loans on PGE, Pacific Power 
and NW Natural bills.   


No Board action is required. 


Background 
• The City of Portland and Multnomah County recognize that residential and commercial 


buildings together account for 44% of carbon emissions in the Portland region. They have 
committed to reduce carbon emissions as part of the regional Climate Action Plan.  


• Together the city and county also share goals of creating quality, career green jobs; 
enabling Portlanders to save energy without upfront costs; and helping keep housing 
affordable in the long run.  


• Energy Trust, the city and county would like greater uptake of energy efficiency 
improvements by homeowners. Testing indicates several barriers to greater uptake: lack of 
readily available financing, high up-front costs and homeowner confusion over what steps to 
take and how.  


• The City of Portland’s Bureau of Planning & Sustainability and the Portland Development 
Commission have created a financial model for a Clean Energy Fund. At the outset, this 
revolving fund would be seeded with eligible portions of the city’s energy block grants 
through the American Recovery and Reinvestment Tax Act of 2009. The city is negotiating 
with the nonprofit Shorebank Enterprise Cascadia to manage the fund. 


• With Energy Trust, the city has outlined plans for a 500-home pilot to provide up-front 
financing through the Clean Energy Fund, customer-focused support for homeowners 
throughout Energy Trust home assessment and upgrade process, and payback on utility 
bills.  


• Upon invitation from the city, all three local utilities – Portland General Electric, Pacific 
Power and NW Natural – have expressed a desire to participate in the pilot.  


• Portland Mayor Sam Adams touted the Clean Energy Fund and pilot in his first 100 days 
plan and highlighted it in his State of the City speech in February. The pilot is included in the 
City/County draft 2009 Climate Action Plan unveiled April 17.  


• A bill in the Oregon Legislature, HB 2626, the Energy Efficiency and Sustainable 
Technology Act, is designed to enable a similar effort throughout the state.  
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Discussion 
• Energy efficiency measures are by far the most cost-effective ways to reduce carbon 


emissions (“Reducing Greenhouse Gas Emissions: How Much at What Cost?” McKinsey & 
Co. and The Conference Board, 2007). However, building and homeowners are hesitant to 
invest in energy efficiency because of up-front costs, fragmented contractor interactions and 
other obstacles. The Portland pilot will test creative approaches to overcoming these 
barriers. 


• A handful of cities, including Berkeley, CA, Cambridge, MA, and Babylon, NY, have recently 
launched energy efficiency retrofit programs that offer unique approaches to financing and 
service delivery. Berkeley’s 40-home solar pilot was fully subscribed in nine minutes.  


• In general, financing terms for the pilot will be at or below market interest rates with longer 
than typical amortization periods (e.g., up to 20 years). The program is being designed to 
offer equitable access among a variety of income levels and credit qualities. 


• Energy Trust incentives for eligible improvements will be used first to cover front-end 
customer service costs, and then to buy down the loan principal.   


• Pilot participants will be recruited from several sources, including customer lists maintained 
by Energy Trust, Portland General Electric, Pacific Power, and NW Natural. The pilot will 
include a mix of gas- and electric-heated homes, focus on detached single-family, owner-
occupied homes built before 1993, and likely include a limited number of rentals and small 
multi-family properties.  


• The pilot will focus on key weatherization efforts like insulation, air sealing and duct sealing, 
space heat options (furnaces and heat pumps) and possibly hot water measures. The long-
term aim is to include more measures – from insulation to space heat to windows to solar 
photovoltaics. 


• Customer participation: 
- Prescreened homeowners who have previously shown interest but have not made 


efficiency improvements will be invited to apply  
 


- Homeowners will be scheduled for a home energy assessment by a certified Building 
Performance Institute contractor from a contractor pool of qualified and specialized 
Energy Trust trade allies 


-  
- Energy Trust will assign an “Energy Advocate” to assist the homeowner during the 


assessment, explain recommended measures and financing options, and help the 
homeowner through installation 


-  
- Homeowners pay nothing up front. Repayment is via their utility bill.  
-  
- For basic weatherization measures, homeowners should experience little to no increase 


in their utility bills if their energy usage behavior stays generally the same. 


Next Steps 
• Complete pilot design. 


• Prepare for possible national media event linking the pilot to federal recovery act clean 
energy efforts. 
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• Begin outreach to potential pilot participants in May, conduct the first home energy 
assessments and begin retrofits in June, and provide the first utility bills with efficiency 
payments in July/August. 


• Complete up to 500 homes in the Portland pilot by early 2010.  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 








 
 
 
 
Board Decision 
Douglas County Landfill Gas-to-Electricity Project 
May 6, 2009 


Summary 
Authorize funding of up to $1,235,255 paid over four years to offset the above-market cost of a 
1.06 megawatt (MW) cogeneration facility fueled by methane, located at the Douglas County 
Landfill, owned and operated by Ameresco, Inc.  


Energy Trust Goals 
• The Douglas County Landfill gas-to-electricity project supports Goals 2 and 5 the 2007-


2012 Strategic Plan: to provide 10% of Oregon’s electric energy from renewables by 
2012, and to encourage and support Oregonians to integrate renewable resources into 
their daily lives. 


• This project supports the Biopower program goal of using methane at smaller Oregon 
landfills that are economically challenging to develop.  


• At 1.06 MW, the Douglas County project would be a significant increase in the Biopower 
program portfolio. Currently, Energy Trust has 5.2 MW of biomass in operation. The 
Stahlbush project, 1.6 MW, is due on line later this year.  


• The project also supports Oregon’s goal to have community energy projects (defined as 
less than or equal to 20MW) help meet a portion of the state’s renewable portfolio 
standard. 


Background 
• Douglas County owns and operates the landfill in Roseburg Oregon. The site has 


accepted waste as a conventional landfill since the 1960s and is divided into the Main 
Fill, which is currently inactive and a Lateral Expansion, which opened in 1999.  


• The Main Fill is unlined and the Lateral Expansion is lined. The Lateral Expansion 
presently receives 100,000 tons of waste per year and is expected to operate for the 
next 20 years.   


• The landfill has an active gas collection system on both the Main and Lateral Fill. The 
methane is presently captured and flared. 


• In 2007, Douglas County solicited proposals and Ameresco, Inc. was selected to 
develop, own and operate a gas-to-energy facility at the site. Ameresco is an energy 
services company with worldwide experience in waste-to-energy projects. They have 
developed 15 landfill gas-to-energy projects with eight more underdevelopment. 


• In July, 2008, Ameresco applied for an Energy Trust incentive.  


 
Technical Analysis 


• The proposed facility would: 
o install a new generation facility, including a containerized engine, blower/skid 


system, and a system to clean the gas; 
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o use a generator rated at 1060 kilowatts at full load, expected to generate 0.97 
average megawatts (aMW) operating at an annual capacity factor of 92%; 


o expand the gas collection system to increase collection by 170%; 
o be a Qualifying Facility, with output sold to PacifiCorp under standard rates and 


terms; and 
o pay a royalty to Douglas County based on volume of gas delivered to the 


generation facility. 


 
Financial Analysis 


• Energy Trust determines project incentives based on a project’s above market cost, i.e., 
the difference between the market value of the cost to produce the power from the 
project over its life and equivalent grid power at standard rates. The analysis Includes 
tax credits and other benefits available to the project. Above-market costs are calculated 
as a net present value, which is the sum of the discounted value of the installation costs 
and the annual operating expenses of the project over its lifetime.   


• A project financial summary is displayed below: 


Project Financial Summary - NPV Basis


Size (MW) 1.06
Annual Output (mwh) 8519
Evaluated Resource Life (years) 20


Revenues
Power Sales 4,795,957$    


State BETC Pass-through 1,160,737$    


Total Revenue 5,956,694$    
Costs


Capitalized Cost 3,274,484$    
Operations Expense 2,511,373$    


Maintenance Expense 794,380$       
Other Expense 873,821$       


Taxes 309,686$       


Total Project Cost 7,763,744$    


Gross Above Market Cost (Total Revenue - Total Project Cost) (1,807,050)$   
Tax Benefits 785,867$       


Net Above Market Cost (1,021,183)$   


Equivalent Value Paid Over Four Years 1,277,500$    
 


• Staff and an independent contractor reviewed the project design and costs and found 
them to be standard and reasonable for projects of similar size, type and design.  


• The total capital cost of project is $3,464,888.  The capitalized cost shown in the table 
above reflects the net present value of the equity and debt costs.  (The lower, 
Capitalized Cost value is used to establish the Above Market Cost). 
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• The project’s above-market, net-present value is $1,021,184 over 20 years, including 
installation and operating costs, and assuming the project qualifies for state and federal 
tax benefits. 


• Staff proposes to pay $1,235,255 into an escrow account to be disbursed over four 
years. The net present value of this four-year payment is $970,961.  


• Disbursements from escrow would be in equal amounts, based on project performance: 
the first payment would be made on project commissioning; the next four would be paid 
annually.  


• At a total payment of $1,235,255, the project’s energy would cost Energy Trust about 
$1.27 million per average megawatt (aMW). On a net present value basis the cost to 
Energy Trust is $1,000,991/aMW. 


• This cost is in the range of what we are doing for other biomass projects. The Rough & 
Ready biomass project cost $1.48 million/aMW; the Columbia Boulevard biogas project 
cost $241,000/aMW; and the Stahlbush bio-digester is expected to cost $636,154/aMW.   


• Energy Trust will receive 85% of the green tags (environmental attributes of renewable 
energy that can be used to meet renewable portfolio standards and/or sold apart from 
the underlying energy) produced annually by the project. 


• The green tag allocation would be based on board policy, which requires Energy Trust 
either to take ownership of green tags in proportion to its contribution to above-market 
costs (95% in this case), or match the green tag market price if it is projected to be 
higher.  


o At the proposed incentive, the levelized cost of a green tag is $9.79. Our market 
forecast shows green tags at $11.25, levelized.  


o Reducing our share of tags to 85% would meet the future market value of the 
tags. The table below summarizes the calculation 


 
Incentive  Share   Levelized Value 
    (NPV)               ($/MWh) 
 
$970,961     95%        $9.79 
$970,961       85%        $11.25 
 


• Funds for the project are within the 2009 Biopower program budget. 
 


Recommendation 
Approve $1,235,255 in funding for the Douglas County landfill gas generation project, by 
adopting resolution #515, below. 
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RESOLUTION 515 
APPROVING FUNDS FOR THE DOUGLAS COUNTY LANDFILL GAS-


TO-ELECTRIC GENERATION PROJECT 


WHEREAS: 


1. Douglas County has selected Ameresco, Inc. to develop a 1.06 
megawatt cogeneration facility (expected to generate 0.97 
average megawatts) fueled by methane at the Douglas County 
Landfill. 


2. Staff and an independent contractor reviewed the project design 
and costs and found them to be standard and reasonable for 
projects of similar type and design. 


3. Staff proposes an incentive payment for above-market costs to 
Ameresco of $1,235,255 paid over four years, which has a net 
present value to the project of $970,961 over a 20-year operating 
lifetime). 


4. At the proposed payment, the project’s energy would cost Energy 
Trust about $1.27 million per average megawatt (aMW), which is 
in the range of other Energy Trust biomass projects. 


5. Energy Trust’s biomass generation portfolio is currently 5.2 MW. 
At 1.06 MW, the Douglas County project would be a significant 
increase. 


It is therefore RESOLVED, that the board of directors of 
Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc. authorizes: 
1. Payment of up to $1,235,255 into escrow to be paid to Ameresco 


over time to offset the above-market costs of the Douglas County 
Landfill gas-to-electric generating project;  


2. Energy Trust will take ownership of at least 85% of the green tags 
produced annually; and 


3. The executive director to enter into contracts consistent with this 
resolution. 


 


Moved by:       Seconded by:       


Vote: In favor:       Abstained:       


 Opposed: [list name(s) and, if requested, reason for "no" vote] 


 













 


 
 


 


Briefing Paper 
Market Indicators Report 
May 6, 2009 


Summary 
The purpose of this report is to provide information about indicators we use to understand and 
manage demand for our programs.  Of particular interest is any type of information or trend that 
might lead us to change budget assumptions about a particular measure, initiative, or program.  
In addition, anecdotal accounts and other news sources will also be reported from time to time, 
depending on availability and level of importance. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 








MARKET INDICATORS REPORT 
MACROECONOMIC DATA 
 
University of Oregon Index of Leading Economic Indicators 
Table 1: Summary Measures 2008       2009   
  Sep  Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb 
U of O Index of Economic Indicators (1997 = 
100)  90.4 89.4 88 86.1 86.4 85.6 
% Change -0.3 -1.1 -0.9 -2.8 0.3 -0.9 
Diffusion Index 35.7 21.4 42.9 7.1 64.3 28 
6 Month % Change, Annualized -7.8 -9.4 -9.7 -12.8 -10.9 -10.9 
6 Month Diffusion Index 28.6 14.3 14.3 14.3 14.3 14.3 
Table 2: Index Components 2008       2009   
  Sep  Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb 


OR Initial Unemployment Claims, SA 
     


9,648 
   


10,780 
   


13,615  
   


15,504  
   


13,865 
   


14,679 


OR Employment Services Payrolls, SA 
   


34,920 
   


33,141 
   


31,609  
   


28,959  
   


29,833 
   


28,809 


OR Residential Building Permits, SA, 5 MMA 
       


999  
       


987  
       


959  
        


872  
       


947  
       


918  
OR Weight Distance Tax, $ Thousands, SA, 3 
MMA 


   
20,730 


   
19,304 


   
19,748  


   
18,661  


   
18,387 


   
17,747 


U of Michigan US Consumer Confidence, 5 
MMA 62.1 61.7 61.5 61.3 60.9 58.1 
Real Manufacturers' New Orders for Non-
defense, Non-aircraft Capital goods, $ Millions, 
SA 


   
40,249 


   
37,419 


   
37,769  


   
35,485  


   
31,307 


   
33,353 


Interest Rate Spread, 10 yr Treasury Bonds 
Less Fed Funds Rate 1.88 2.84 3.14 2.26 2.37 2.65 


 
Unemployment  
 Oregon (SA)  US (SA) 
March 2009 12.1% 8.5% 
February 2009 10.7% 8.1% 
March 2008 5.5% 5.1% 


 
The increases in Oregon’s unemployment rate have been particularly rapid during the 
most recent five-month period. In October 2008, Oregon’s unemployment rate was 7.2 
percent. This means that over the past five months, the average increase in Oregon’s 
unemployment rate was one full percentage point per month.  Overall, employment has 
declined in Oregon for 14 consecutive months. 
 
From Energy Trust of Oregon’s perspective, it is perhaps more instructive to see the 
numbers of jobs lost in key industries for the last 12 months, in percentage terms: 
• Total non-farm employment: 5.3% decrease. 
• Total private employment: 6.8% decrease. 
• Construction: 19.1% decrease. 
• Manufacturing: 13% decrease.  


• wood products employment 19% decrease. 
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• computer & electronic manufacturing: 11.5% decrease. 
• Accommodation and Food Services employment: 5.2% decrease. 
 
Consumer Price Index (CPI) 
The index has decreased 0.4 percent over the last year, the first 12 month decline since 
August 1955.  A significant, prolonged period of deflation would provide enormous 
challenges for businesses or households in debt, as the real value of their existing debt 
would increase given a falling price level. 
 


Percent Changes in CPI for all Urban Consumers (CPI-U) from preceding month: 


  
Jan-09 Feb-


09 
Mar-
09 


3 mo. Compound 
annual rate end Feb 


2009 


Unadjusted 12 
months end Feb 


2009 
All Items 0.3 .4 -0.1 2.2 -0.4 
All Items less 
Food and 
Energy 0.2 0.2 0.2 2.2 1.8 


 
ENERGY TRUST PROGRAMMATIC INDICATORS: 
 
Existing Homes Report from CSG (monthly) 


• Completed 806 HERs in March, 700 in February and 401 in March 2008. 
• The PMC received 433 Online Home Energy Review (HER) requests in March. 
• The Contact Center answered 4,329 inbound calls in March 2009; this is an 


increase compared to 2,349 calls answered in March 2008. 
• The program exceeded both of the March monthly stretch case goals (electric by 


21%, gas by 9%). 
• Single family participant incentive savings were 164% of March 2008 with all 


program tracks exceeding the savings realized during this period last year. 
• The program has still not experienced a drop in single family application volume 


as a result of the economic downturn.  
 


New Homes Report (weekly) 
• New SF starts in Oregon are down 63% year over year in February (732 to 272). 
• New SF starts in Oregon are down 80% from Feb 2009 to Feb 2007. 


 
Foreclosure Data 


• Oregon ranked 9th nationally in foreclosures in February, 12th in March. 
• RealtyTrac: Oregon had 10,547 foreclosure filings in the first quarter. 


 
Multifamily 


• Only 30 multifamily transactions with total sales volume of $62 million were 
recorded in the first quarter of 2009. Only 3 properties had more than 50 units. 


• In the first quarter of 2008, 49 transactions worth $483 million were recorded. 
 
New Commercial Buildings  
 
In February 2009, Oregon added $111.7 million in new contracts for new, addition, and 
major alteration projects, compared to $214.7 million in February 2008. Cumulative 
value for 2009 is down 46% from this time last year. 
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Permits: February 2009 February 2008 Decrease 
PDX-Salem-Vancouver 36 46 22% 
Eugene 5 7 28% 
Bend 14 50 72% 
Medford 27 31 13% 


 
As reported in the PMC’s first quarter market assessment, the office, retail, and 
multifamily sectors pose serious challenges as new construction activity has undergone 
significant decline.  To meet goals, emphasis and effort will be required to reach niche 
markets and smaller projects.  . 
 
Forecast Committed Incentives  


Percent of 2009 incentive budget paid or committed to be 
paid in 2009 - includes all named projects - committed, 


proposed, or estimated as of April 1, 2009


0%
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commerical industrial residential renewables
 


 
SUMMARY REVIEW 
The current economic climate provides many challenges to tracking the success of 
Energy Trust of Oregon’s endeavors.  From a macroeconomic standpoint, the rate of job 
losses is alarming, particularly in the above, highlighted sectors.  While forecast savings 
and incentive levels for existing homes and existing buildings do not appear to be 
tapering off, activity in both new residential and commercial construction has become 
highly threatened, and will remain to be so until some sort of economic recovery takes 
place. Stabilization in the employment markets will serve as an indicator of possible 
recovery (or lack thereof).  Until that happens, continual attention will be paid to the 
evidence and cases presented to Energy Trust of Oregon and it’s PMCs. 
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SYNOPSIS of Recent Market Activity  (April 24, 2009) 
 
• Country Coach, an RV maker in Junction City, has laid off 460 workers who had 
been furloughed since mid-November. It recently restarted production and expects to 
have about 100 workers making one RV a week by the end of the month. Register-
Guard, 4-9-09. 
 
• Hampton Affiliates will curtail operations at a lumber mill in Tillamook on June 6, 
laying off 85 workers. The shutdown is indefinite but is expected to exceed six months. 
Portland Business Journal, 4-7-09. 
 
• B.J. Cummings Co. in Portland will close by June, citing lack of work for its 
commercial construction services. It employs about 25 people. Portland Business 
Journal, 4-3-09. 
 
• The Crook County Planning Commission approved a proposal from West Butte 
Wind Power Project to build the first wind farm in Central Oregon. It will sit on a 10,000 
acre private ranch in southern Crook County. About 100 jobs would be created during 
construction and 10 to 12 jobs once it is operational. Bend Bulletin, 3-27-09. 
 
• Cascade Steel Rolling Mills in McMinnville, which laid off 73 people in December, 
will lay off 76 more workers. New-Register, 3-25-09. 
 
• Element Power, a global renewable energy company, has chosen Portland as its 
North American headquarters. The company works on utility-scale solar and wind 
energy projects across the country. It will employ 50 people. Portland Business Journal, 
3-23-09 
 
• About 200 construction workers will build a 210,000-square-foot facility at the 100-acre 
Solar World property in Hillsboro. By 2011, the Hillsboro campus is expected to 
employ up to 1,000 people and make enough cells to generate 500 megawatts of 
electricity a year. KRDV.com, 3-23-09. 
 
• Swanson Group, a lumber company headquartered in Glendale, is cutting production. 
It will lay off about 45 workers at its Roseburg stud mill, 43 at its Glendale plywood mill, 
and 24 at other locations. The News-Review, 3-18-09. 
 
• Boise Cascade will curtail the second shift at its stud mill in Elgin effective April 6. 
Thirty employees will be laid off. About 100 workers will remain at the mill once the 
curtailment is in effect. The Observer, 3-17-09. 
 
• Window and door manufacturer Jeld-Wen will lay off about 50 people from its 
corporate headquarters in Klamath Falls. KGW.com, 3-16-09. 
 
• Weyerhaeuser will lay off 59 employees at a sawmill in Warrenton. Affected 
employees will continue to receive pay and benefits through May 14. Portland Business 
Journal, 3-10-09. 








 


 
 
89th Board Meeting  
Wednesday, May 6, 2009, 12:30 p.m. – 5:00 p.m. 
851 SW Sixth Avenue, Suite 1200 
Portland, Oregon 
 
AGENDA TAB PURPOSE 
    
12:30 p.m. Call to Order (John Reynolds) 1 


• Approve agenda   
• April 1 meeting minutes   Action 


 
12:40 p.m. General Public Comment  
 The president may defer specific public comment to the  
 appropriate agenda topic 
 
12:45 p.m. NEEA annual update (Claire Fulenwider, Executive Director) 2 Information 
 
1:15 p.m. President’s Report  Information 
 
1:25 p.m. Committee Reports  
   


• Audit Committee (Julie Hammond)  Information 
 
• Board Nominating Committee (Rick Applegate)  Information 


 
• Evaluation Committee (Debbie Kitchin)  Information 
 
• Finance Committee (John Klosterman) 3 


 
• Policy Committee (Jason Eisdorfer) 4 


1. Open solicitation policy amendment (R513)  Action 
 


• Strategic Planning Committee (Rick Applegate) 5 
 
2:45 p.m. Break 
 
3:00 p.m. Energy Efficiency Program (Jason Eisdorfer) 6 


• Endorsing provision of efficiency services to 
   NW Natural’s Washington customers (R512)  Action 
• Providing programs to certain NW Natural  
   industrial and commercial customers (R514)  Action 
• Portland Clean Energy Fund Pilot  Information 
• Enhanced Home Energy Review (HER) introduction  Information 


 
4:00 p.m. Renewable Energy Program (John Reynolds) 7 


• Douglas County Landfill gas-to-electricity project  
   (R515)  Action 


 
4:30 p.m. Staff report (Margie Harris) 8  


• Feature presentation:  Better Living Show 
       (Amber Cole/Brooke Graham)  Information 


• Highlights  Information 
5:00 p.m. Adjourn 
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The next regular meeting of the Energy Trust Board of Directors and annual strategic 
planning workshop will be held at Reed College, 3203 SE Woodstock Boulevard, Vollum 


Lounge, Portland, Oregon as follows: 
Board meeting, June 12, 2009, 12:00 noon 


Annual Strategic Planning Workshop, June 12 and 13, 8:30 am 
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INDEX OF BOARD PACKET MATERIAL 
                             
Tab 1 Call to order 


• Agenda 
• April 1 meeting minutes  
 


Tab 2 NEEA annual update 
• Letter from Margie Harris supporting NEEA’s final strategic plan and business plan 


 
Tab 3 Finance Committee 


• Quarterly dashboard – 1st quarter 
• February finance report, monthly financials and statement of commitments 
• Financial glossary  


 
Tab 4 Policy Committee  


• Notes from April 14 meeting 
• Open solicitation policy amendment (R513) 


 
Tab 5 Strategic Planning Committee 


• June 12-13 strategic planning retreat briefing paper 
 
Tab 6 Energy Efficiency Program 


• Endorsing provision of efficiency services to NW Natural’s Washington customers 
(R512)   


• Providing programs to certain NW Natural industrial and commercial customers 
(R514) 


• Portland Clean Energy Fund Pilot  
 
Tab 7 Renewable Energy Program 


• Douglas County Landfill gas-to-electricity project (R515) 
 
Tab 8 Staff Report 


• Letter from customer dated April 12, 2009 
• Financial indicators report 
• True-up 2009: Tracking estimate corrections and true-up of 2002-2008 savings 


and generation 
 
Tab 9 Advisory council notes 


• CAC notes April 15 
• RAC notes April 15 


 
 








 


 
 
Draft Board Meeting Minutes – 88th Meeting 
April 1, 2009 
 
Board members present: Jason Eisdorfer, Dan Enloe (left at 3:27 pm), Roger Hamilton, Julie 
Hammond, Al Jubitz (left at 4:05 pm), Debbie Kitchin, John Klosterman, Alan Meyer, Preston 
Michie, John Reynolds, and Betty Merrill, ex officio (joined at 12:17 pm). 
 
Board members absent:  Rick Applegate, Caddy McKeown, John Savage, ex officio 
 
Staff attending:  Amber Cole, Fred Gordon, Brooke Graham, Margie Harris, Betsy Kauffman, 
Nancy Klass, Steve Lacey, Sue Meyer Sample, John Volkman, Peter West 
 
Others attending:  Joe Barra, PGE; Robin Everett, Sierra Club; Donna Fitzpatrick, Catwalk 
Solutions; Grant Jones, Perkins & Co., Cesia Kerns, Sierra Club; John Lund, OIT via 
teleconference for Resolution 509 discussion; Mark Schussler, Perkins & Co.; Dave Salholm, 
Tri-County Temp Control; Jan Schaeffer 
 
 
Business Meeting 
President John Reynolds called the meeting to order at 12:05 pm.  
 
February 11, 2009, Meeting Minutes. Debbie Kitchin noted a correction to the last paragraph 
on page 16 to read as follows: 
 
Debbie said this was not eligible for an incentive because of cost effectiveness. 
 
MOTION: Approve minutes from the February 11, 2009, meeting as amended.  
 


Moved by: Julie Hammond Seconded by: Alan Meyer 


Vote: In favor: 10  Abstained: 0 


 Opposed: 0 


 
Adopted on April 1, 2009, by Energy Trust Board of Directors. 
 
 
General Public Comments 
 
There were none.  
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President’s Report 
John Reynolds discussed the American Council for an Energy Efficient Economy (ACEEE) 
rankings of state energy efficiency policies, looking at a range of criteria. ACEEE awarded 
Oregon 13.5 out of 20 points for utility and public benefits, 8 out of 8 for state codes, and 
various other scores for a total of 37 out of a 50 point maximum. Oregon ranked number 2 in the 
nation, second to California. Sister states, with similar programs to ours, ranked 4 (Vermont) 
and 9 (Wisconsin). Oregon ranked 5th in 2007.  
 
He also showed a picture of the Albany Hydro project dedication.  
 
 
Audit Committee 
Julie Hammond reported Energy Trust received an unqualified financial audit again this year. 
She introduced Grant Jones and Mark Schussler from Perkins & Co. to answer questions. John 
Klosterman asked about the reduction in rent from 2007 to 2008. Mark explained this difference 
resulted from a refund of property taxes against rent. Alan Meyer asked if the auditors had any 
advice about how Energy Trust could improve. Mark noted the auditors have encouraged 
Energy Trust to continue tightening its data access controls.  
 
Resolution 508, acceptance of audited financial report for period ending 12/31/08. 
 


RESOLUTION 508 
ACCEPTANCE OF AUDITED FINANCIAL REPORT 


 
BE IT RESOLVED:  That Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc., Board of Directors accepts the 
audited financial statement report, including unqualified opinion, prepared and submitted 
by Perkins & Company, P.C. for the calendar year ended December 31, 2008. 
 


Moved by: Preston Michie Seconded by: Dan Enloe 


Vote: In favor: 10 Abstained: 0 


 Opposed: 0 


 
Adopted on April 1, 2009, by Energy Trust Board of Directors. 
 
Julie said her committee is preparing an RFP to select a management audit firm. She will send 
the draft to the full board for review.  
 
Committee Reports 
 
Board Nominating Committee. No report.  


 
Finance Committee. John Klosterman noted material in the packet from the February and 
March finance committee meetings. He noted the committee met with Energy Trust bankers 
from the Bank of the Cascades. He noted the bank weathered some rough patches in 2008, as 
reflected in an FDIC audit, and is well positioned for 2009.  
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The committee asked the bank to increase the Energy Trust line of credit to $7 million. The 
bank’s proposal suggested increased restrictions in covenants would be necessary if the line of 
credit were to be increased. Foreseeing no immediate need for a larger line of credit, the 
committee decided to propose instead a renewal of the current $4 million line of credit. Debbie 
Kitchin noted the bank is not charging a fee for this renewal. Margie noted we have yet to tap 
the line of credit. Preston, noting the favorable terms, asked if we should renew for 2 years 
instead of 1. Sue explained reasons for renewing annually. She explained the disposition of our 
deposits among different accounts, all of which are insured in one form or another.  
 
John K. noted revenue variances in January that were caught up in February. Jason noted a 
variation between planned and actual expenditures. Margie said this phenomenon recurs, in 
spite of efforts to forecast more closely. She said at the May board meeting, staff will report on 
any trends from first quarter activity that are concerning. So far we see delays in some large 
industrial projects but no other particular effects of the recession.  
 
Alan Meyer expressed concern that Energy Trust is more and more exposed politically when we 
have a large unspent balance. He would rather have the issue of a shortfall of revenue than this 
exposure. Margie noted the biggest swing is in the residential sector, where there is limited 
forecasting ability. She thinks that at the end of this year we’ll have less money on the table than 
any prior year. Sue noted we processed over 1,500 checks each week in the last month, a sign 
that activity remains strong.  
 
Dan Enloe thinks the contracts status report might include a look at the top 10 projects in the 
pipeline that have incurred no expenses. 
 
Betty asked if we are anticipating a reduction of funds because utilities are selling less electricity 
in a recession. Sue said the January numbers raised that concern, but the February and March 
revenues are higher than budget and have brought figures back into alignment. John K. said we 
would make adjustments. Roger noted the cold winter can disguise a drop-off from the slow 
economy. Dan noted some of the announced industrial shut-downs will not happen until later in 
the year. Margie said staff will track these activities in the industrial sector.  
 
Al Jubitz asked if we try to recoup our investments in plants that close. Steve Lacey said we do 
not, as we hope a new occupant will start up and continue generating the savings. He also 
noted we claim a 10 year measure life even though many measures have a 20-30 year life to 
reflect the possibility of some plant closures. John R. noted that we don’t go back and recoup 
commercial and residential savings either. Betty asked if we continue to count savings from 
measures in plants that shut down. Steve said we reduce savings due to shutdown for really 
large projects but otherwise continue to count savings for the 10 year measure life only.  
 
Dan said this kind of heavy equipment is uneconomical to move far. Alan Meyer noted some of 
the measures, compressed air for example, increase in value when you reduce production.  
 
Resolution 510, renewing a $4 million line of credit at Bank of the Cascades. 
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RESOLUTION 510 


RENEWING A $4 MILLION LINE OF CREDIT 
AT THE BANK OF THE CASCADES 


 
WHEREAS: 
 
1. The Energy Trust board first approved a $4 million line of credit in March, 2002. The 


limit was subsequently reduced to $1 million and in December, 2005, restored to $4 
million.  


 
2. The Energy Trust established such line of credit with the Bank of the Cascades in 


April 2006.  
 
3. The Energy Trust wishes to renew such line of credit with the Bank of the Cascades 


to be effective through March 31, 2010. 
 
4. The Bank of the Cascades has authorized a commitment for a revolving line of credit 


in the amount of $4M to bridge timing issues of revenue receipt and program 
expense, conditioned upon the board’s approval by resolution. 


 
IT IS THEREFORE RESOLVED:  by the Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc., Board of Directors: 


 
1. That this corporation, Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc., may: 


• Borrow up to $4 million from a revolving unsecured line of credit offered by the 
Bank of the Cascades at an interest rate of prime minus .50% to bridge timing 
issues of revenue receipt and program expense. 


• Repay the line of credit with monthly interest payments and principal due at 
maturity, within one year from the date of the agreement. 


 
2. Any two (2) of the following officers of this corporation, one a representative from 


management and one a representative from the board: 
a. President 
b. Vice President 
c. Treasurer 
d. Executive Director 
e. Chief Financial Officer 
 


are hereby authorized and directed, in the name of this corporation to execute and 
deliver to Bank and the Bank is requested to accept the credit agreements, letter of 
credit applications and agreements, or other instruments, agreements and 
documents which evidence the obligations of this corporation under the credit 
facilities obtained or to be obtained pursuant to this resolution.  


 
3. The Bank is authorized to act upon the foregoing resolutions until written notice of 


revocation is received by the Bank, and the authority hereby granted shall apply with 
equal force and effect to the successors in office of the authorized officers. 
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Moved by: Debbie Kitchin Seconded by: Preston Michie 


Vote: In favor: 10 Abstained: 0 


 Opposed: 0 


 
Adopted on April 1, 2009, by Energy Trust Board of Directors. 
 
 
Program Evaluation Committee. Debbie Kitchin noted the committee received a report on 
customer follow through on Home Energy Reviews. The study provided information that will help 
program managers in understanding barriers to follow through.  
 
She noted staff has hosted billing analysis workshops studying how to best use statistical 
analysis of bills and other data for populations of customers to measure energy savings. The 
committee thinks it appropriate for staff to develop standards for use in billing analysis. The staff 
is being thorough and really advancing the science and art in this area. The next meeting of the 
committee will be in May.  
 
Dan Enloe noted vampire loads aren’t necessarily all bad; they are a different way to heat your 
house. Roger said yes, as is the case with incandescent bulbs.  
 
Al Jubitz recounted his experience with a Home Energy Review, which noted four or five things 
that could be done to his 1941 home. For one reason or another, his follow-through was slow. 
He thinks inertia is a serious issue. He wonders what Debbie’s committee came up with as the 
fix to 60% inactivity/lack of follow through.  
 
Margie said there is a lot we are doing with this information. We are revising materials left 
behind after a home energy review to be simpler and more customer-friendly, identifying next 
steps and encouraging people to connect answers to their questions. She also noted our work 
to revise and simplify the Web site. A pilot program with the City of Portland Clean Energy Fund 
Pilot is designed to test ways to overcome such barriers. In this pilot, one of the individuals who 
provides a Home Energy Review will become your personal Energy Advocate. When you 
decide to move forward, the advocate will help you engage and select contractors. The cost of 
this work will be folded into the financing for improvements up front.  
 
Al was in Corvallis yesterday and telling a resident there about the Corvallis project, which in his 
recollection was more proactive than reactive. Jan Schaeffer explained the proactive effort for 
residents focused on persuading homeowners to sign up for free Home Energy Reviews. 
Margie noted there were other proactive efforts in the commercial sector in Corvallis and that 
the year-long effort will be evaluated.  
 
Jason suggested asking Amber and Steve to make a presentation to the board about how to 
increase the Home Energy Review follow through. Steve suggested they can show new 
materials to the board at the May meeting.  
 
Alan Meyer noted that, having spent much of his career in marketing and sales, 30 percent – 
even 20 or 25 percent – is a good result, although it is always good to do better.  
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Roger Hamilton asked if the program tracks those recipients of the Home Energy Review who 
have nothing more they need to do. Fred Gordon said his staff is planning a phase 2 of the 
study to get at this question and others.  
 
Al asked about on-bill financing, and what would happen upon sale of the home. Margie said 
where we are currently is there would be a lien on the home that would be paid off upon sale. 
Steve said that’s what we’re presently intending to do with the pilot. HB 2626 looks at possibly 
permitting an attachment to the meter, in which case the investment would transfer to the next 
owner.  
 
Preston Michie said he’s been to this movie and it has a bad ending. You end up with liens all 
over the place. Houses burn down, people walk away. It creates more cost than $10,000 liens 
are worth.  
 
Steve said for the pilot Energy Trust is not involved in financing or debt service. There will be a 
third party financial institution to handle this.  
 
Jason asked about the local improvement district bill (in the state legislature). Betty Merrill said 
this is a different bill, HB 2182. Steve said HB 2626 has a provision allowing tapping into other 
financing strategies such as local improvement districts.  
 
John R. asked Joe Barra, PGE, if he had any comments regarding the City of Portland pilot. Joe 
offered to answer questions. Alan asked how Pacific Power’s Finanswer worked. Joe (who used 
to work at Pacific Power) noted that was largely for commercial projects. Joe said it would 
require about a million dollar investment for PGE to create a billing system that would track 
loans that follow the meter. He said there is some belief that the delinquency rate would be less 
if on-bill financing is used. He said PGE is looking at how to make the upgrades more cost 
effective. If the pilot looks successful and it becomes clear that offering financing in fact 
increases participation, then PGE would look more favorably on upgrading its billing system.  
 
Dan Enloe asked if PGE’s new smart meters can or will be used to incentivize more actions. Joe 
said the meters have some interesting capabilities. They were sold to the utility on operational 
efficiencies alone. It was recognized they might also impact energy efficiency, and PGE has a 
study underway to explore these possibilities. In addition, the company is exploring using 
demand response and load control to capture some peak load reductions.  
 
Al asked if Energy Trust should consider paying the interest on the loans. Steve said we looked 
at this but decided the incentive dollars would be better used to buy down the loan principal in 
order to lessen the term of the loan. Joe said if it turns out that a 0 interest loan is more 
attractive than buying down the principal, we could always go that way.  
 
Margie said both of these approaches, the City of Portland pilot and the HB2626 legislation, 
include pilots, enabling the wrinkles to be worked out before any new approach is broadly 
applied. There is a lot to learn.  
 
Policy Committee. Jason noted this committee will bring an amendment to the Open 
Solicitation policy at the next meeting. He noted activity on data transfer agreements is on hold 
until Lori Koho’s replacement is named at OPUC. Betty said her replacement has been hired. 
Jason drew the board’s attention to a list of bills in the Legislature. The committee also talked 
about the federal stimulus package, and noted opportunities have become more clear in the 
interim.  
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Debbie asked if the enhanced audit in the pilot is like the Home Performance assessment. 
Steve noted the Energy Star Home Assessment looks at life safety issues as well as energy 
issues. We estimate having a CSG Home Energy Reviewer and a Home Performance 
contractor will take two hours and cost $300. Debbie thinks this cost looks low. Steve said that’s 
the price budgeted by CSG, and takes into account a lower cost expected from the Home 
Performance contractor, as no marketing will be required of them. She asked if the HP 
contractor will do the work; Steve said yes, and all the contractors who respond to our RFQ and 
agree to the terms will have access to the work on an equal basis. Debbie noted the importance 
of maintaining the perception that Energy Trust is not unfairly directing work to particular 
contractors. Steve explained the intent is to learn from experience with the pilot so a system can 
be in place when we scale up.  
 
Dan noted the good opportunity offered by transitional, empty houses for contractors to make 
improvements. How will he know whether homes have been improved? Steve said this is 
embedded in another piece of legislation about an energy performance score.  
 
Jason asked for an update at a later meeting on how the City of Portland pilot is going.  
 
 
Break 
 
The board took a 15 minute break at 1:35.  
 
 
Renewable Energy Program 
 
Klamath Falls OIT geothermal project. Betsy Kauffman reported that staff is proposing 
Energy Trust’s first geothermal project for the Oregon Institute of Technology (OIT) in Klamath 
Falls. OIT has three geothermal wells and plans to use a UTC unit to generate electricity and 
still have enough left-over heat for heating purposes. The UTC technology is new and getting a 
lot of attention because it is small and can utilize lower-temperature water. Betsy explained the 
technology, drawing from material in the packet.  
 
Betsy explained total project costs are $1.3 million with above market costs of $682,000. Staff 
proposes an Energy Trust incentive of up to $487,000, or 71% of the above market costs. OIT 
received a $100,000 Blue Sky grant from Pacific Power. The project has relatively high yearly 
operating costs.  
 
She noted the project offers an important educational benefit for OIT. The UTC technology is 
fairly new. She noted John Lund, head of the geo-heat center at OIT, was on the phone from 
Washington, DC. 
 
Preston asked if the UTC unit is a commercial product. John Lund said a number of them have 
been installed in Utah. Preston said his concern is this is an expensive project on a per-
megawatt installed basis. To know that this is an early commercial application gives him 
comfort. He suggested geothermal can get federal production tax credits and also qualify for 
municipal bonds and stimulus funds. Not that we can change the way this is financed, but he 
suggests looking further at these new funding opportunities. He said Margie Gardner at 
Bonneville Environmental Foundation has had success tapping these sources. He suggests 
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adding language to the resolution to the effect that we are promoting a demonstration 
technology.  
 
Peter West noted the Open Solicitation program has not shied away from relatively more 
expensive projects that have value in proving out a commercial technology that might cost less 
in ensuing installations. He said the OIT project will help gather data that will be useful. He 
thinks this technology has promise to provide a cheaper alternative from most solar commercial 
applications.  
 
Peter asked if John L. is obtaining low interest loans from the Oregon higher education system. 
John said yes. He said OIT would not be eligible for the production tax credit. Peter noted that to 
enjoy a production tax credit, OIT would need to work with a third party investor. In order to 
attract a third-party investor for such a new technology, OIT would lose operational control and 
therefore lose educational value.  
 
Preston said the stimulus legislation states you can get a 30% cash grant at commercial 
operation for projects finished before the end of 2009. He asked Peter to be mindful that there 
may be other ways to cut the costs as the project moves forward. 
 
Preston proposed two changes to the Whereas section of the resolution. They were 
incorporated with support from board members.  
 
Alan Meyer went back to the RAC notes and said he could not make the numbers add up. Betsy 
noted the total project cost includes high operating costs over time, and a standard rate of 
return. Board members discussed the numbers.  
 
Margie asked the board how best to portray such project numbers going forward to help 
anticipate and address questions such as those in the discussion today. Preston asked for $ per 
aMW without incentives or tax credits, and the effect of these incentives in lowering the $ per 
aMW. Al said we stumble over new initiatives because we are concerned about setting 
precedent for funding high-cost projects. He suggests staff come in with a visual display of how 
the numbers are built. He thinks the board should direct staff to recapture costs that might be 
eligible for stimulus funding.  
 
Roger Hamilton, said in the past he was an OIT faculty member. He then noted it’s been a 
dream of the campus to take a low-temperature geothermal resource and use it to generate 
electricity. He asked John L. what the capacity factor of the project is; John answered 90-95% of 
the time. Roger asked if the high O&M cost is expected to continue over the life of the project. 
John L. said he doesn’t really have a feel for this yet; it’s part of the learning curve.  
 
Betsy introduced Steve Anderson, a contractor working for Energy Trust to help analyze the 
project. He commented the high O&M costs are our best estimates. Roger asked if the project 
could be scaled up in Klamath Falls? John L. said the well being used for this installation could 
not support additional installations. The Liskey ranch is proposing to use 40 of these wells to 
generate power.  
 
Alan said he supports the project. He also supports Al’s suggestion to allow the board to see at 
least a skeleton of the cost structure, even if at an executive session to avoid confidentiality 
issues.  
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Margie suggested for the future creating a pro forma sheet that would provide more 
standardization to how the numbers are presented.  
 
John K. asked if there is such interest should we have to provide as high an incentive? Betsy 
noted this project is the first, and there is a lot of interest but no one will move forward until one 
is proven to work. Dan noted the project is relatively low risk – no drilling, a known resource, 
permits in order. He thinks allowing it to go forward will support non-governmental entities 
investing in the technology.  
 
Alan proposed amending the resolution to require staff to seek stimulus money to offset the 
project cost, thus lowering Energy Trust’s incentive. Peter asked John L.’s opinion. John L. said 
stimulus money is up in the air. They are trying to get the project up and running by May and 
would not wish to delay to wait for stimulus money. Peter said the question is if stimulus money 
becomes available after the fact, would OIT be willing to share the stimulus funds with Energy 
Trust?  
 
John L said he would need to consult with others at OIT to determine this. 
 
Betty Merrill noted one of the issues with stimulus funding is that most project funds will require 
a high degree of leverage. If John L. goes after stimulus money for this project, he will be unable 
to quantify the value of the match, as it will be dependent on the stimulus. She also noted that if 
the stimulus money is used to reduce Energy Trust’s incentive, it may make the project less 
likely to get stimulus money because of reduced leverage of outside funds. 
 
Preston said he was referring not to the competitive pool of stimulus money but to a different 
provision. He would support the resolution without requirement for paying back with eligible 
stimulus money.  
 
Al made a motion to table the resolution. Alan seconded it. John R. called for a vote.  
 


Vote: In favor: 2 Abstained: 2 


 Opposed:   6 


 
Dan proposed approving $200,000 of the incentive today and holding approval of the remainder 
next month. After discussion this option was abandoned without a vote.   
 
Preston proposed a fifth Resolved item to stipulate Energy Trust would recoup a portion of any 
federal tax or other benefits subsequently procured for the project. It was incorporated with 
board member support.  
 
The resolution presented for vote contains the three changes proposed by Preston (in track 
changes/italics).   
 
 
Resolution 509, approving an incentive for the Klamath Falls OIT geothermal project.  
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RESOLUTION 509 


APPROVING AN INCENTIVE FOR THE OIT GEOTHERMAL PROJECT 
 
WHEREAS: 
 
1. Oregon Institute of Technology (OIT) proposes to use hot water from an existing well 


on its Klamath Falls campus to generate an estimated 669 megawatts of baseload 
power hours of electricity per year. 


 
2. The project will use an innovative technology that is capable of operating at lower 


temperatures using a smaller, modular unit. A purpose of Energy Trust funding is to 
help deploy this new small-scale technology as an Oregon demonstration project. 


 
3. Total project costs are projected to be $1,372,000. Staff estimates the above-market 


costs at $682,000. 
 
4. The project would be Energy Trust’s first geothermal project.  
 
 
BE IT RESOLVED:  That Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc., Board of Directors  
 
1. Approves an incentive of up to $487,000 for a geothermal electric generation project 


at the OIT Klamath Falls campus, expected to generate 669 MWh per year; if the 
completed project has less generation capacity, the incentive shall be reduced pro 
rata.   


 
2. Energy Trust will take or claim for the benefit of ratepayers 71% of the green tags 


from the expected generation.  
 
3. The incentive will be paid on commissioning, and OIT must agree to repay the 


incentive on a pro rata basis if the expected generation is not produced. 
 
4. The executive director is authorized to negotiate and sign a contract with OIT 


consistent with the terms of this resolution. 
 
5. Staff is directed to include in the contract with OIT a provision for Energy Trust to 


recoup a portion of any future tax or other benefit that OIT is able to secure for this 
project.  


 
 
Moved by: Roger Hamilton Seconded by: Preston Michie 


Vote: In favor: 10 Abstained: 0 


 Opposed: 0 


 
Adopted on April 1, 2009, by Energy Trust Board of Directors. 
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Board members reviewed the nature of their discussion on this resolution. John R. noted the 
RAC was enthusiastic about the project. In the interim the stimulus bill was enacted and 
conditions changed. Jason noted the Energy Trust board has had similar discussions since the 
beginning and will continue doing so throughout its life. Others weighed in.  
 
 
Staff Report 
 
Better Living show. Margie asked Amber Cole and Brooke Graham to comment on the show, 
with which we are in our second year as title sponsor. She noted her own positive experience at 
the show. Brooke, who was project manager, explained that, in addition to the 1,100 square foot 
home in the center of the hall, with exhibits of efficiency and solar features, Energy Trust 
greeted attendees in the lobby and provided seminar leaders. Energy Trust also encouraged 
visits to the booths of 25 trade allies and 10 other booths by supporting organizations to obtain 
entry stamps for a contest. Over 100 volunteers from Energy Trust and our contractors staffed 
the event. Over 20,000 people attended. One special feature was a small wind workshop for 
invited attendees Sunday that attracted a capacity audience of over 150 with many turned away. 
Debbie said she goes to many home shows. This is a very well run show, the best attended in 
the region. Amber noted admission is free.  
 
Al Jubitz commented on the good public relations Energy Trust has been receiving. Amber said 
Lisa Scholin had been brought on as part of the fall Solutions campaign and worked to publicize 
the Better Living Show and Home Energy Makeover contest. On the commercial side Susan 
Jowaiszas is providing public relations help, and we do some of it internally.  
 
Stimulus package briefing. Margie asked Betty Merrill to give the board an update. Betty said 
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) provides several different mechanisms for 
getting money to the states. The first piece was announced in late March, $42 million to Oregon 
for state and government buildings. The second piece, energy efficiency block grant, was 
announced last week. That came with a complicated formula that she just received. Oregon as 
a state expects to receive $23.57 million directed to cities over 35,000, counties over 200,000 
and the 9 recognized tribes. The Oregon Department of Energy will receive $9.8 million from 
this pot that it can direct to smaller cities and counties.  
 
The third piece coming to the state will be an energy efficiency rebate for appliances. We know 
there is $300 million nationally, a match is required, and Oregon will receive some of the funds.  
 
USDOE is rolling the programs out one at a time. The new Secretary of Energy has only 2 staff.  
 
Betty said ODOE has convened two meetings to explain the funding, one for cities and counties 
and the other for utilities and Energy Trust. She noted the state is signing up to receive funds 
without guidance and rules in place.  
 
Betty said the purpose of the stimulus money is jobs, jobs, jobs. The funding has to be directed 
to the most hard-hit counties, like Harney. She has collected over a half million dollars worth of 
proposed projects.  
 
She said the low income weatherization monies went to Housing and Community Development. 
She thinks the threshold for low income has been raised to 80% of median income, up from 
60%.  
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Betty said ODOE must make its application for formula funding May 12. Funding has to be 
committed by September 2010. Any funding not committed by then will be reclaimed. All money 
has to be spent by September 2011.  
 
She’s having weekly meetings with USDOE and the association of state energy agencies. 
Reporting requirements are onerous. Every project will be posted on the website. OMB and 
DOE requirements aren’t the same. OMB wants weekly updates on each project; with the large 
number of projects Oregon will have, this requirement will be hard to meet.  
 
Preston asked whether money from states that don’t spend their full allotment will be reallocated 
to states that do. Betty said the Northwestern states, by demonstrating high leverage (match), 
will be in a strong position to ask for additional funding.  
 
Betty noted the governor has set up an advisory committee called The Oregon Way. Its first 
meeting is tomorrow. This group will be setting guidelines for competitive projects.  
 
Margie said now that we know more about the guidelines for funding, we will re-examine our list 
of potential projects to identify the top 10 or so. She noted our incentives represent leverage 
and match. She noted stimulus dollars may not be used to substitute for existing funds. She has 
asked Betty if we can lower our incentives and still backfill with stimulus money.  
 
Margie noted a concern that the large number of public sector projects in line to receive state 
and potentially federal stimulus money but requiring a match might claim a disproportionate 
share of Energy Trust incentives if we do not put controls in place. Discussion ensued about the 
importance of exploring this issue further. Margie said she will keep the board posted as more 
information becomes available.  
 
Legislative update. Margie noted the status of HB 2626, the bill supporting funding 
mechanisms for energy efficiency roughly similar to the Portland Clean Energy Fund Pilot.  
She also noted that proposed legislation that would redirect public purpose funds to schools and 
public buildings, subject of recent news stories, has been assigned to Sen. Dingfelder’s Energy 
& Environment Committee.  
 
She said Sen. Devlin’s rules committee is considering a proposal (SB 597) that would have the 
Energy Trust board file with the state ethics commission and require Energy Trust to meet 
certain other requirements of public agencies.  
 
Organization redesign. Margie reported on the status of this ongoing effort, which thus far is 
well received by involved staff and other participants.  
 
Klamath Falls visit. Margie, Tom Beverly, and Tom Kovalak of Conservation Services Group 
(CSG) went to Klamath Falls to see how we could deliver our services in a smaller community. 
She noted feedback from the visit describing a preference for a local storefront space (to be 
provided free), which will be staffed during office hours once a week. We will recruit trade allies 
and train home energy reviewers in kind of a mini-community energy approach. We will test 
these strategies there in cooperation with local community representatives and Pacific Power 
and, if successful, will try it elsewhere.  
 
External outreach. Margie described a series of meetings she has had with call center and 
other staff at CSG, the Lockheed Martin team, PECI employees, and yesterday a workshop for 
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industrial customers. She said she’s been well received in these settings and welcomes the 
opportunity to share information about Energy Trust goals, customer service and the 
organization redesign.  
 
Service to NW Natural territory in Washington State. At the next meeting we will present 
phase 2 of our study of costs/benefits of serving NW Natural’s territory in Clark County, 
including a recommendation. 
 
Living Building Initiative. Margie asked if board members wished to pursue the course 
approved at the last meeting to commit up to $12,000 to the fundraising feasibility phase of the 
project. Preston thinks there is no prohibition against a nonprofit owning a building so long as 
it’s cost effective. Roger Hamilton agrees and notes the significance to Ecotrust of the success 
of its signature building. Julie supports going forward, as we should walk the talk, and recalled 
her advice to be on the leading edge but not the bleeding edge. John K. supports going forward, 
as consistent with our mission. John R. supports going forward, although he is dubious about a 
building claiming net neutrality by placing solar arrays on neighboring buildings. Debbie thinks 
an important consideration before further commitment will be the management structure of the 
building.  
 
Jason said he missed the presentation at the last meeting and so is less informed. He has some 
concerns. He wants to walk the talk as much as anyone but is sensitive to concern expressed 
about how we spend money. He is willing to let the $12,000 go forward. He thinks it would be 
worth sitting down for an hour to talk about what the next steps would be. Preston suggested 
putting this on the agenda for the June strategic planning meeting.  
 
Betty thinks Energy Trust’s involvement is a bad idea. This is about perception. The Living 
Building is a great idea conceptually. She can see being involved in the programming – which 
her office will be – but urges caution about moving ahead as a co-owner or tenant.  
 
Adjourn 
The meeting adjourned at 4:30 pm. 
 
Next meeting. The next regular meeting of the Energy Trust Board of Directors will be held 
Wednesday, May 6, 2009, 12:00 noon at the Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc., 851 SW Sixth 
Avenue, 12th Floor, Portland, Oregon. 








 


 
 
True Up 2009:   Tracking Estimate Corrections and True 
Up of 2002-2008 Savings and Generation 
May 6, 2009 


Introduction 
This report presents the 2009 adjustments to reports of Energy Trust-funded energy savings and 
renewable energy generation for the calendar years 2002-2008. The True Up analysis, which 
occurs annually, reports the best available current energy savings and generation figures for 
Energy Trust-funded programs.  
 
This report summarizes what Energy Trust knows as of January 31, 2009, about 2002-2008 
savings. Energy Trust staff are still evaluating 2003 through 2008 savings for some programs, and 
it is expected that there will be further refinements to 2003-2008 next year.1 


Summary  


The 2009 True Up resulted in a 2.9% decrease in electric savings, to 188 average megawatts, and 
a 1.3% decrease in natural gas savings to 9.3 million annual therms. Renewable generation 
remained the same at 97 average megawatts. This resulted in modestly significant changes to the 
Business Energy Solutions Existing Buildings, Business Energy Solutions New Buildings, and 
Business Energy Solutions Production Efficiency programs’ electric efficiency savings. These 
changes are the result of higher free-rider rates found in the evaluations completed in 2008. 


There were minimal adjustments to savings in the Home Energy Solutions – Existing Homes and 
Multifamily Home Energy Solutions programs, due to inconclusive impact evaluation results from 
the evaluations completed in 2008.  Evaluation staff continues to work on evaluating the savings 
from these programs and expects that the results will be included in the 2010 True Up.   


Background 
Working Savings/Generation are the estimates of savings that are practical for data entry by 
program personnel as they are approving individual projects. These savings are based upon 
estimates of the typical savings or generation for prescriptive measures, and on site-specific 
engineering calculations for custom measures. Prior years’ True Up adjustments may be 
incorporated into estimates of working savings and generation for prescriptive measures, but 
transmission and distribution line loss savings are not included. In addition, there are no 
adjustments for free riders (customers who would have installed the measures without the 
program) or spillover (customers who are influenced by the program but did not take the incentive). 
These issues are addressed in developing reportable savings. 


                                                 
1 Savings for most programs are evaluated and finalized through 2006. However, Energy Trust is still working 
to evaluate the multifamily retrofit program starting in 2003. While initial reports are complete, different 
methods have produced a range of results, making it difficult to draw conclusions.  We are working to draw 
lessons about methodology for this most difficult of subjects for impact evaluation.  
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Reportable Savings/Generation are the estimates of savings that will be used for public reporting 
of Energy Trust results. This includes transmission and delivery loss savings, market effects (free 
riders and spillover), True Up adjustments (as described below), and any other corrections required 
to the original working values. These values are updated annually based on new information 
described through the “True Up” process. 
 
The True Up adjusts Working Savings/Generation estimates in different programs for different 
reasons. These fall into the following categories: 


 
1. Corrections. Occasionally, through Energy Trust’s routine quality assurance processes, 


transaction errors are discovered in the database, which require corrections. Individual 
transaction errors (e.g. typos that affect savings) are usually corrected immediately, and 
generic transaction errors (e.g. wrong deemed savings value for a measure) are easily fixed 
once per year during the True Up.  


 
2. New Data. Projections are updated based upon improved measure simulations and new 


data on measure performance.  
 


3. Anticipated Evaluation Results. Experience shows that evaluated estimates of savings and 
generation are often lower than reportable estimates. Reportable estimates are often based 
on typical savings for prescriptive measures or “as installed” engineering analysis for 
custom measures. Impact evaluation uses energy use data and/or improved data on post-
installation operation to improve on reportable estimates. However, impact evaluations 
cannot be completed until well after programs finish a year’s activity, because of the need 
to utilize post-installation energy use data. Based on Board direction in the July, 2004 
retreat, staff is attempting to anticipate these effects in reporting savings for programs 
where there is not yet an evaluation available. These adjustments are based on the results 
of evaluations for the same program in prior years, where available. For programs that have 
no prior evaluation, results for similar programs elsewhere are used.  


 
4. Evaluations. When finalized, evaluations provide the most reliable representation of 


realized savings, and can replace the refined projections based on #2 and #3. Evaluation 
results may change Energy Trust savings estimates for a single year or all prior years, 
depending upon which other evaluations have already been performed for prior years, and 
whether results seem applicable to prior years (similar measures, participants, and 
circumstances). 
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Results  
For the years 2002-2008, the 2008 True Up resulted in a 2.9% decrease in electric savings to 188 
average megawatts, and a 1.3% decrease in natural gas savings to 9.3 million annual therms. 
Renewable generation remained the same at 97 average megawatts. Adjustments to 2008 were 
incorporated in the 2008 annual report, as this summary does not modify the 2008 reported results, 
but only those from prior years. In the adjustments reported, the True Up incorporated modestly 
significant changes to the following programs: 
 


1. New Program Evaluation Results 
a. Business Energy Solutions – Existing Buildings 
b. Business Energy Solutions – New Buildings 
c. Business Energy Solutions – Production Efficiency  


2. Technology specific  
a. Tankless Water Heaters  
b. Heat Pump Commissioning 


3. New Data 
a. Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance  


 
Overall, changes were slightly larger than in prior years because of higher free-rider assumptions 
in the commercial and industrial programs. The first impact evaluation for Multifamily Home Energy 
Solutions and the second impact for the Home Energy Solutions – Existing Homes will be 
completed in 2009, so these evaluations did not impact this True Up. 
 
To summarize, for 2002-2008 electric savings for all programs combined, there were no changes 
due to error corrections, a .3% increase due to new data, a 1.6% decrease due to anticipated 
evaluation factors, and a 1.6% decrease due to evaluations. There were no changes to the 
Transmission and Distribution line-loss estimates in the 2009 True Up or to renewable generation 
estimates. For 2002-2008 gas savings for all programs combined, there were no net changes due 
to error corrections, no changes due to new data, a .3% decrease due to anticipated evaluation 
factors, and a 1% decrease due to evaluations. 
 
Table 11A summarizes the revisions for the years 2002-2008 by sector. Tables’ 11B-11H shows 
the revisions to each sector by year. Appendix A provides revisions by program and year. 
Discussion of changes follows immediately below. 
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New Program Evaluation Results  
Savings were generally calculated as 
Reported savings 
 x engineering adjustment x  
(1-% free riders + %participant spillover + % nonparticipant spillover)  
 
Business Energy Solutions – Existing Buildings Evaluation  
Evaluations of 2006-2007 were completed for this program in 20082. The 2009 True Up 
incorporates the results of these evaluations as evaluation factors for 2006-7 and as an anticipated 
evaluation factor for 20083. The average evaluation factors4 for the years 2006 and 2007 were 
applied directly to 2006-2007. The savings weighted average of the evaluation factors from the 
2005, 2006, and 2007 evaluations were then used as the anticipated evaluation factor for 20085. 
Table 1 summarizes which evaluations have been applied to each program year. Tables 2A and 
2B show in detail the various components of the 2006 and 2007 evaluations for gas and electric. 
Finally, the old and new evaluation factors are shown in the Table 3 along with the impact on each 
year.  
 
Table 1: BES – Existing Buildings Evaluations 


Program Year Source 
Type of 
adjustment Notes 


BE 2003 2003 Evaluation  
Evaluation  
factor Closed in 2007 True Up 


BE 2004 2004 Evaluation  
Evaluation  
factor Closed in 2008 True UP 


BE 2005 2005 evaluation 
Evaluation  
factor Closed in 2008 True UP 


BE 2006 
Average of 2006-
2006 evaluation 


Evaluation  
factor 


 


BE 2007 
Average of 2006-
2006 evaluation 


Evaluation  
factor 


 


BE 2008 
Average of 2005-
2007 evaluations 


Anticipated 
Eval factor 


 


 
 
Table 2A: 2006-2007 BES-EB Evaluation Factors - Electric 
Realization Rate Net-To-Gross-Ratio (market effects) RPT ADJ Factor 


Engineering 
adjustment Free-riders 


Participant 
spillover 


Non-
Participant 
Spillover Evaluation Factor 


98% 42% 1% 7% 65% 
 
 
                                                 
2 These evaluations were based on site visits and site metering. 
3 2003-5 were adjusted with the results of the 2003 and 2004-2005 evaluations in prior True Ups. 
4 The evaluation factor consists of an engineering factor and market effects factor. The market effects factor 
is made up of free riders and spillover. 
5 Planning and evaluation staff agreed that a 3 year savings weighted average of the most recent three years 
evaluated would be used as the anticipated evaluation factor where appropriate. 
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Table 2B: 2006-2007 BES-EB Evaluation Factors - Gas 
Realization Rate Net-To-Gross-Ratio (market effects) RPT ADJ Factor 


Engineering 
adjustment Free-riders 


Participant 
spillover 


Non-
Participant 
Spillover Evaluation Factor 


97% 34% 1% 7% 71% 
 
 
 
Table 3: 2006-2007 BES-Existing Buildings Evaluation Impacts 


Year 


Old 
Factor  
Electric 


New 
Factor 
Electric 


Change in 
Savings 
(aMW) 


Old 
Factor –
Gas 


New 
Factor 
Gas 


Change in 
Savings 
(therms) 


2006 0.87 0.65 (.9) 0.74 0.71 (27,404) 
2007 0.87 0.65 (.7) 0.74 0.71 (15,457) 
2008 0.87 0.76 (.6) 0.74 0.72 (26,157) 


   Total         (2.2)                         Total             (69,018) 
 
 
 
Business Energy Solutions – New Buildings 
 
An evaluation of activity in this program in 2006 was completed in 2008.  Energy Trust applied the 
results of the 2006 evaluation directly to 2006.  The savings weighted average of the evaluation 
factors from the 2005-2006 evaluations were used as the anticipated evaluation factors for 2007-
20086.  The evaluation factors and anticipated evaluation factors for the gas portion of this program 
did not change as a result of the 2006 evaluation. Table 4 summarizes which evaluations have 
been applied to each program year. Table 5A and 5B show in detail the various components of the 
2006 evaluation that are used to calculate the evaluation factor for this year. Finally, the old and 
new evaluation factors are shown in the Table 6 along with the impact on each year.  
 
Table 4: BES – New Buildings Evaluations 


Year Source 
Type of 
adjustment Notes 


2004 2004 Evaluation  
Evaluation 
factor 


This program started in 2004, Closed in 2008 
True Up 


2005 2005 Evaluation 
Evaluation 
factor Closed in 2008 True Up 


2006 2006 Evaluation 
Evaluation 
factor  


2007 
2005-2006 
Evaluations 


Anticipated 
Eval factor 


Left 2004 out of anticipated Evaluation factor 
calculation  


2008 
2005-2006 
Evaluations 


Anticipated 
Eval factor 


Left 2004 out of anticipated Evaluation factor 
calculation 


 
 
 


                                                 
6 Due to the low level of activity in 2004, and the fact that this was a start up year, it did not seem appropriate to include 
2004 in the anticipated evaluation factor calculation. 
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Table 5A: 2006 BES – NB Evaluation Factors - Electric 
Realization Rate Net-To-Gross-Ratio RPT ADJ Factor 


Engineering 
adjustment Free-riders 


Participant 
spillover 


Non-
Participant 
Spillover Evaluation Factor 


102% 41% 1% 0% 61% 
 
Table 5B: 2006 BES - NB Evaluation Factors - Gas 
Realization Rate Net-To-Gross-Ratio RPT ADJ Factor 


Engineering 
adjustment Free-riders 


Participant 
spillover 


Non-
Participant 
Spillover Evaluation Factor 


105% 34% 1% 0% 70% 
 
Table 6: 2006 BES - NB Evaluation Impacts 


Year 


Old 
Factor  
Electric 


New 
Factor 
Electric 


Change in 
savings 
(kWh)  


Old 
Factor 
gas 


New 
Factor 
Gas 


Change in 
savings 
(therms) 


2006 0.79 0.61 (.5) 0.70 0.70 NC 
2007 0.79 0.66 (.4) 0.70 0.70 NC 
2008 0.79 0.66 (.5) 0.70 0.70 NC 


    Total     (1.5)                    Total                  NC 
 
 
Business Energy Solutions – Production Efficiency 
An evaluation of activity in the program for 2006 was completed in 2008. These results are used in 
place of the draft results of the 2006 evaluation which was used in 2008 True Up.  The only 
substantial difference between the draft 2006 evaluation and the final 2006 evaluation was the way 
in which free-riders were counted.   
 
Energy Trust applied the results of the 2006 evaluation directly to 2006.  The savings weighted 
average of the evaluation factors from the 2004-2006 evaluations were used as the anticipated 
evaluation factors for 2007-2008.  Table 7 summarizes which evaluations have been applied to 
each program year. Table 8A shows in detail the various components of the 2006 evaluation. 
Finally, the old and new evaluation factors are shown in the Table 9 along with the impact on each 
year.  
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Table 7: Business Energy Solutions – Production Efficiency Evaluations 


Year Source 
Type of 
adjustment Notes 


2003 
2003-2005 PE 
Evaluation  


Evaluation 
factor 


2004 
2003-2005 PE 
Evaluation  


Evaluation 
factor 


2005 
2003-2005 PE 
Evaluation  


Evaluation 
factor 


For each year, Energy Trust used the average of 
all projects types (mega and non-mega) and all 
years as the evaluation factor.  Closed in the 
2008 True Up 


2006 
2006 PE 
Evaluation 


Evaluation 
factor 


This evaluation was a draft at the time of the 
2008 True Up and is updated here. 


2007 
2004-20066  
Evaluations 


Anticipated 
Eval factor   


2008 
2004-2006 
Evaluations 


Anticipated 
Eval factor 


PE used the BE Gas anticipated Evaluation factor 
for 2008. 


 
Table 8A: 2006 BES – Production Efficiency Evaluation Factors - Electric 
Realization 
Rate Net-To-Gross-Ratio (market effects) RPT Adj Factor 


Engineering 
adjustment 


Free 
riders 


Participant 
spillover 


Program 
(study) 
Spillover 


Non-
Participant 
Spillover 


Evaluation 
Factor 


102% 18% 1.0% 1.0%  85% 
 
Table 9: 2006 BES – Production Efficiency Evaluation Impacts 


Year 


Old 
Factor  
Electric 


New 
Factor 
Electric 


Change in 
Savings 
(aMW)  


Old 
Factor 
gas 


New 
Factor 
Gas 


Change in 
Savings 
(therms) 


2006 0.96 0.85 (.9) N/A N/A NC 
2007 0.96 0.86 (.6) N/A N/A NC 
2008 0.96 0.86 (.9) 0.74 0.72 390 


   Total       (2.4)                                   Total             390 
 


Technology Specific Evaluation Results  
 
Tankless Water Heaters 
 
Based on multiple billing analysis evaluations completed in 2008, Energy Trust adjusted the 
deemed savings estimate for residential tankless water heaters from 102 annual therms to 65 
annual therms.  The result of this adjustment was a decrease in residential gas savings of 15,840 
therms in 2007 and 33,230 therms in 2008, for a total decrease of just over 49,000 therms.  This 
represents about a 2% decrease in all residential gas savings for the two years impacted.  
 
Heat Pump Commissioning 
 
In 2008, Energy Trust completed an evaluation of the heat pump commissioning pilot that was 
implemented in 2007.  As part of this pilot, existing heat pumps were checked to ensure proper 
refrigerant charge and flow, and in some cases, cut out and rewiring of the heat  strip was 
performed.  The evaluation was unable to detect any savings associated with this pilot.  As a 
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result, the 279,150 kWh (.03 aMW) that had been claimed for this pilot were removed from Energy 
Trust reportable savings.  This represents about a 1% decrease in the Home Energy Solutions 
savings in 2007.  
 


New Data   
 
Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance (NEEA) 
Since 2005, NEEA has made several enhancements to improve the consistency and reliability of 
its tracking systems, completed several evaluations, and begun a long-term monitoring process 
that periodically reports on specific programs. These enhancements have significantly improved 
both the historical assessment of energy savings, and the projection of expected savings. NEEA is 
making greater efforts to accurately measure net market effects, including consideration of 
baseline activity (energy savings that would occur in the absence of NEEA programs) and the 
impacts of utility incentive programs.  
 
In the 2009 True Up, Energy Trust updated the savings claimed through NEEA’s market 
transformation programs for the years 2005-20077 based upon updated savings estimates 
provided by NEEA.  As in the past, Energy Trust takes the regional savings estimates that NEEA 
provides, and allocates savings to Energy Trust based upon the portion of residential households, 
commercial loads, and industrial loads that are in Energy Trust service territory, the values of which 
are 22%, 24%, and 10%, respectively.  NEEA’s final reporting on their annual savings happens 
after the True Up is completed, and as a result, reconciliation of final 2008 NEEA estimates will 
occur next year.  
 
Table 10: 2009 True Up Impact on NEEA program (2005-2007) 


  


Old 
Reportable 
(aMW) 


New 
Reportable 
(aMW) 


Change 
(aMW) 


% 
change 


Commercial          
2005 1.0 0.3 -0.7 -69% 
2006 1.1 0.7 -0.4 -36% 
2007 0.3 0.8 0.5 156% 


Total Comm 2.4 1.8 -0.6 -25% 
Industrial          


2005 0.03 0.3 0.3 866% 
2006 1.1 0.4 -0.7 -63% 
2007 1.3 0.3 -1.0 -80% 


Total Ind 2.4 0.9 -1.5 -61% 
Residential          


2005 7.7 5.2 -2.5 -32% 
2006 5.1 7.2 2.1 42% 
2007 6.0 9.0 3.0 50% 


Total Res 18.8 21.5 2.7 14% 
Total 23.6 24.2 0.6 3% 


                                                 
7 NEEA indicated that there were no additional changes to program years 2002-2004.  These years were updated in 
prior True Ups. 
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Results Summary – 2009 True Up Impacts by Sector by Year  


 
In the following tables, the difference between “old reportable” and “new reportable” serves as the 
updates provided in the 2009 True Up from prior reportable estimates.  In the following tables, 
Annual kWh and Annual Therms indicate that the measure saves or generates one kWh or therm 
for each year of its life. An Average Megawatt means that loads are reduced by an average of one 
Megawatt during each year of the measure’s life. In the summary table, zero change may not imply 
that there were no corrections, only that the corrections may not be significant enough to show due 
to rounding. 
 
 
TABLE 11A:  SUMMARY FOR 2002 – 2008 


  
Old 
Reportable 


New 
Reportable 


% 
Change 


  Electric- Average Megawatts 
Elec. Efficiency 193.6 188.1 -2.9%
  Residential 71.51 74.2 3.7%
  Commercial 49.1 45.0 -8.3%
  Industrial 73.0 68.8 -5.8%
Renewables 97.1 97.1 0.0%
  Gas- Million Annual Therms  
Gas Efficiency 9.4 9.3 -1.3%
  Residential 5.1 5.1 -1.0%
  Commercial 4.2 4.2 -1.6%
  Industrial .02 .02 -3.2%


 
 
TABLE 11B:  2008 SUMMARY 


  
Old 
Reportable 


New 
Reportable 


% 
Change 


Action Plan 
Conservative 
Goal 


% of 
Goal 


Achieved 
  Electric- Average Megawatts     
Elec. Efficiency 34.17 32.11 -6.0% 26.68 120% 
  Residential 14.92 14.92 -0.01% 12.07 124% 
  Commercial 8.94 7.79 -12.8% 6.51 120% 
  Industrial 10.32 9.40 -8.9% 8.10 116% 
Renewables 33.30 33.30 0.00% 8.84 377% 


  Gas- Million Annual Therms    
Gas Efficiency 2.63 2.57 -2.3% 1.71 148% 
  Residential 1.386 1.353 -2.4% 1.00 135% 
  Commercial 1.233 1.207 -2.1% 0.71 171% 
  Industrial 0.013 0.013 -3.0% 0.03 43% 
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TABLE 11C:  2007 SUMMARY 


  
Old 
Reportable 


New 
Reportable 


% 
Change 


Action Plan 
Conservative 
Goal 


% of 
Goal 


Achieved 
  Electric- Average Megawatts     
Elec. Efficiency 35.23 35.90 1.9% 24.60 146% 
  Residential 12.81 15.79 23.3% 8.90 177% 
  Commercial 6.14 5.47 -10.9% 4.60 119% 
  Industrial 16.28 14.63 -10.1% 11.10 132% 
Renewables 46.93 46.93 0.0% 114.90 41% 


  Gas- Million Annual Therms    
Gas Efficiency 2.25 2.22 -1.4% 2.42 92% 
  Residential 1.108 1.092 -1.4% 1.45 75% 
  Commercial 1.137 1.121 -1.7% 0.97 115% 
  Industrial 0.003 0.003 -4.0% N/A N/A 


 
TABLE 11D:  2006 SUMMARY 


  
Old 
Reportable 


New 
Reportable 


% 
Change 


Action Plan 
Conservative 
Goal 


% of 
Goal 


Achieved 
  Electric- Average Megawatts     
Elec. Efficiency 26.38 25.15 -4.7% 16.15 156% 
  Residential 10.01 12.15 21.3% 6.38 190% 
  Commercial 6.98 5.20 -25.4% 3.68 141% 
  Industrial 9.40 7.80 -17.0% 6.09 128% 
Renewables 1.99 1.99 0.0% 32.98 6% 


  Gas- Million Annual Therms    
Gas Efficiency 2.39 2.36 -1.2% 2.56 92% 
  Residential 1.051 1.051 0.0% 1.12 94% 
  Commercial 1.334 1.307 -2.1% 1.43 91% 


 
 
TABLE 11E:  2005 SUMMARY 


  
Old 
Reportable 


New 
Reportable 


% 
Change 


Action Plan 
Conservative 
Goal 


% of 
Goal 


Achieved 
  Electric- Average Megawatts     
Elec. Efficiency 39.79 36.91 -7.3% 32.00 115% 
  Residential 11.64 9.18 -21.1% 5.60 164% 
  Commercial 8.24 7.55 -8.3% 6.00 126% 
  Industrial 19.92 20.18 1.3% 20.20 100% 
Renewables 0.46 0.46 0.0% 26.60 2% 


  Gas- Million Annual Therms    
Gas Efficiency 1.29 1.29 0.0% 1.30 100% 
  Residential 0.86 0.86 0.0% 0.90 95% 
  Commercial 0.44 0.44 0.0% 0.40 110% 
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TABLE 11F:  2004 SUMMARY 


  
Old 
Reportable 


New 
Reportable 


% 
Change 


Action Plan 
Projection 


% of Goal 
Achieved 


 Electric- Average Megawatts     
Elec. Efficiency 26.91 26.91 0.0% 30 90% 
  Residential 9.69 9.69 0.0% 4 242% 
  Commercial 7.38 7.38 0.0% 6.4 115% 
  Industrial 9.83 9.83 0.0% 19 52% 
Renewables 0.09 0.09 0.0% 22 0.40% 


  Gas- Million Annual Therms    
Gas Efficiency 0.66 0.66 0.0% 2.3 29% 
  Residential 0.58 0.58 0.0% 0.9 65% 
  Commercial 0.08 0.08 0.0% 1.4 5% 


 
 
TABLE 11G: 2003 SUMMARY 


  
Old 
Reportable 


New 
Reportable 


% 
Change 


Action Plan 
Projection 


% of 
Goal 


Achieved 
  Electric- Average Megawatts 
Elec. Efficiency 16.06 16.06 0.0% 33 49% 
  Residential 6.73 6.73 0.0% 7.5 90% 
  Commercial 5.76 5.76 0.0% 13 44% 
  Industrial 3.57 3.57 0.0% 13 27% 
Renewables 14.29 14.29 0.0% 18 79% 


  Gas- Million Annual Therms      
Gas Efficiency 0.15 0.15 0.0%  None    
  Residential 0.15 0.15 0.0%  None    
  Commercial 0.0024 0.0024 0.0%  None    


 
 
TABLE 11H: 2002 SUMMARY 


  
Old 
Reportable 


New 
Reportable 


% 
Change 


Action Plan 
Projection 


  Electric- Average Megawatts 
Elec. Efficiency 15.04 15.04 0.0% None 
  Residential  5.72 5.72 0.0% None 
  Commercial  5.89 5.89 0.0% None 
  Industrial 3.43 3.43 0.0% None 
Renewables 0.002 0.002 0.0% None 
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 Appendix A: Detailed 2009 True Up Impacts 
 
 
4/22/2009 12008 True-up Results by Year by Provider and Program 


Excluding Out of Service Providers 


Unadjusted 
Savings/Genera


tion 
 (annual kWh) 


Adjusted 
Savings/ 


Generation 
(annual kWh) 


Change 
(annual kWh) Change 


(%) 


Unadjusted
Savings/ 


Generation
(annual 
therm) 


Adjusted 
Savings/ 


Generation 
(annual 
therm) 


Change
(annual 
therm) 


Change
(%) ALL 


 2002 
Efficiency 


Commercial 
 1,631,982.00  1,631,982.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00GLED Green LED Traffic Lights Pilot 


P
 6,676,750.00  6,676,750.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00NCI NEEA Commercial Market 


T f ti
 33,000.00  33,000.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00REST Restaurant Pilot Program 


 39,238,166.00  39,238,166.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00UTE Utility Transition - Commercial 
E i ti


 3,997,452.00  3,997,452.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00UTN Utility Transition - Commercial New 


Commercial  0.00  0.00 51,577,350.00  51,577,350.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00


Industrial 
 4,304,670.00  4,304,670.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00NIP NEEA Industrial Market 


T f ti
 25,759,290.00  25,759,290.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00UTI Utility Transition - Industrial Process 


Industrial  0.00  0.00 30,063,960.00  30,063,960.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00


Residential 
 561,834.00  561,834.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00MOB Mobile Home Duct Sealing Pilot 


P
 41,635,950.00  41,635,950.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00NR NEEA Residential Market 


T f ti
 7,903,091.00  7,903,091.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00UTR Utility Transition - Residential 


Residential  0.00  0.00 50,100,875.00  50,100,875.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00


 131,742,185.00  131,742,185.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00Efficiency  0.00 0.00Total


Renewables 
Renewables 


 21,500.00  21,500.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00OP Open Solicitation 


Renewables  0.00  0.00 21,500.00  21,500.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00


 21,500.00  21,500.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00Renewables  0.00 0.00Total


 2002  131,763,685.00  0 131,763,685.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00%  0.00%


 15.04  15.04  0.00aMW


kWh


 0.00%


Efficiency & Renewables 
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4/22/2009 22008 True-up Results by Year by Provider and Program 
Excluding Out of Service Providers 


Unadjusted 
Savings/Genera


tion 
 (annual kWh) 


Adjusted 
Savings/ 


Generation 
(annual kWh) 


Change 
(annual kWh) Change 


(%) 


Unadjusted
Savings/ 


Generation
(annual 
therm) 


Adjusted 
Savings/ 


Generation 
(annual 
therm) 


Change
(annual 
therm) 


Change
(%) ALL 


 2003 
Efficiency 


Commercial 
 9,190,336.00  9,190,336.00  0.00  2,422.50  2,422.50 0.00 0.00  0.00BE Existing Buildings 


 0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00BTO Operations and Maintenance 


 75,115.00  75,115.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00GLED Green LED Traffic Lights Pilot 
P


 933,381.00  933,381.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00LED LED Traffic Signal Program 


 9,303,024.00  9,303,024.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00NCI NEEA Commercial Market 
T f ti


 264,000.00  264,000.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00REST Restaurant Pilot Program 


 242,838.00  242,838.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00SELP Small Scale Energy Loan Pilot 
P


 24,317,616.00  24,317,616.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00UTE Utility Transition - Commercial 
E i ti


 6,115,768.00  6,115,768.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00UTN Utility Transition - Commercial New 


Commercial  0.00  0.00 50,442,078.00  50,442,078.00  0.00  2,422.50  2,422.50  0.00


Industrial 
 816,948.00  816,948.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00NIP NEEA Industrial Market 


T f ti
 386,877.00  386,877.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00PEF Production Efficiency 


 30,096,039.00  30,096,039.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00UTI Utility Transition - Industrial Process 


Industrial  0.00  0.00 31,299,864.00  31,299,864.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00


Residential 
 1,214,206.00  1,214,206.00  0.00  13,593.00  13,593.00 0.00 0.00  0.00DYS Double Your Savings 


 4,057,567.00  4,057,567.00  0.00  134,810.38  134,810.38 0.00 0.00  0.00HES Existing Single Family 


 2,587,839.00  2,587,839.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00MHS Existing Multifamily 


 19,750.00  19,750.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00MOB Mobile Home Duct Sealing Pilot 
P


 49,004,520.00  49,004,520.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00NR NEEA Residential Market 
T f ti


 2,085,396.00  2,085,396.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00UTR Utility Transition - Residential 


Residential  0.00  0.00 58,969,278.00  58,969,278.00  0.00 148,403.38  148,403.38  0.00


 140,711,220.00  140,711,220.00  0.00  150,825.88  150,825.88  0.00Efficiency  0.00 0.00Total


Renewables 
Renewables 


 124,777.00  124,777.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00OP Open Solicitation 


 124,830,000.00  124,830,000.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00REN Utility Scale 


 251,294.00  251,294.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00SLE Solar Electric (Photovoltaic) 


Renewables  0.00  0.00 125,206,071.00  125,206,071.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00


 125,206,071.00  125,206,071.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00Renewables  0.00 0.00Total


 2003  265,917,291.00  0 265,917,291.00  150,825.88  0.00 150,825.88 0.00%  0.00%


 30.36  30.36  0.00aMW


kWh


 0.00%


Efficiency & Renewables 
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4/22/2009 32008 True-up Results by Year by Provider and Program 
Excluding Out of Service Providers 


Unadjusted 
Savings/Genera


tion 
 (annual kWh) 


Adjusted 
Savings/ 


Generation 
(annual kWh) 


Change 
(annual kWh) Change 


(%) 


Unadjusted
Savings/ 


Generation
(annual 
therm) 


Adjusted 
Savings/ 


Generation 
(annual 
therm) 


Change
(annual 
therm) 


Change
(%) ALL 


 2004 
Efficiency 


Commercial 
 35,973,336.00  35,973,336.00  0.00  44,963.78  44,963.78 0.00 0.00  0.00BE Existing Buildings 


 1,136,674.00  1,136,674.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00BTO Operations and Maintenance 


 2,943,875.00  2,943,875.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00LED LED Traffic Signal Program 


 603,732.00  603,732.00  0.00  24,971.97  24,971.97 0.00 0.00  0.00NBE New Buildings 


 10,019,136.00  10,019,136.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00NCI NEEA Commercial Market 
T f ti


 19,635.00  19,635.00  0.00  5,777.00  5,777.00 0.00 0.00  0.00SLWC Solar Water Heating - Commercial 


 11,608,322.00  11,608,322.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00UTE Utility Transition - Commercial 
E i ti


 2,363,549.00  2,363,549.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00UTN Utility Transition - Commercial New 


Commercial  0.00  0.00 64,668,259.00  64,668,259.00  0.00  75,712.75  75,712.75  0.00


Industrial 
 720,996.00  720,996.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00NIP NEEA Industrial Market 


T f ti
 83,056,009.00  83,056,009.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00PEF Production Efficiency 


 2,358,808.00  2,358,808.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00UTI Utility Transition - Industrial Process 


Industrial  0.00  0.00 86,135,813.00  86,135,813.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00


Residential 
 2,971,431.00  2,971,431.00  0.00  27,963.30  27,963.30 0.00 0.00  0.00EHP Products 


 5,378.00  5,378.00  0.00  2,230.00  2,230.00 0.00 0.00  0.00ENH New Homes 


 4,646,922.00  4,646,922.00  0.00  523,347.52  523,347.52 0.00 0.00  0.00HES Existing Single Family 


 8,776,466.00  8,776,466.00  0.00  23,269.37  23,269.37 0.00 0.00  0.00MHS Existing Multifamily 


 68,097,180.00  68,097,180.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00NR NEEA Residential Market 
T f ti


 19,401.00  19,401.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00SHO SHOW 


 52,737.00  52,737.00  0.00  5,223.00  5,223.00 0.00 0.00  0.00SLWR Solar Water Heating - Residential 


 329,318.00  329,318.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00UTR Utility Transition - Residential 


Residential  0.00  0.00 84,898,833.00  84,898,833.00  0.00 582,033.19  582,033.19  0.00


 235,702,905.00  235,702,905.00  0.00  657,745.94  657,745.94  0.00Efficiency  0.00 0.00Total


Renewables 
Renewables 


 266,960.00  266,960.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00OP Open Solicitation 


 518,677.00  518,677.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00SLE Solar Electric (Photovoltaic) 


Renewables  0.00  0.00 785,637.00  785,637.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00


 785,637.00  785,637.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00Renewables  0.00 0.00Total


 2004  236,488,542.00  0 236,488,542.00  657,745.94  0.00 657,745.94 0.00%  0.00%


 27.00  27.00  0.00aMW


kWh


 0.00%


Efficiency & Renewables 
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4/22/2009 42008 True-up Results by Year by Provider and Program 
Excluding Out of Service Providers 


Unadjusted 
Savings/Genera


tion 
 (annual kWh) 


Adjusted 
Savings/ 


Generation 
(annual kWh) 


Change 
(annual kWh) Change 


(%) 


Unadjusted
Savings/ 


Generation
(annual 
therm) 


Adjusted 
Savings/ 


Generation 
(annual 
therm) 


Change
(annual 
therm) 


Change
(%) ALL 


 2005 
Efficiency 


Commercial 
 52,589,208.00  52,589,208.00  0.00  400,845.36  400,845.36 0.00 0.00  0.00BE Existing Buildings 


 723,338.00  723,338.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00BTO Operations and Maintenance 


 2,821,605.00  2,821,605.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00LED LED Traffic Signal Program 


 7,304,329.00  7,304,329.00  0.00  33,749.40  33,749.40 0.00 0.00  0.00NBE New Buildings 


 8,669,411.00  2,687,519.00 -5,981,892.00  0.00  0.00 0.00-69.00  0.00NCI NEEA Commercial Market 
T f ti


 35,189.00  35,189.00  0.00  3,874.00  3,874.00 0.00 0.00  0.00SLWC Solar Water Heating - Commercial 


Commercial -8.29  0.00 72,143,080.00  66,161,188.00 -5,981,892.00 438,468.76  438,468.76  0.00


Industrial 
 0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00  0.00IR Irrigation 


 257,795.00  2,490,301.00 2,232,506.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 866.00  0.00NIP NEEA Industrial Market 
T f ti


 174,255,336.00  174,255,336.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00PEF Production Efficiency 


Industrial  1.28  0.00 174,513,131.00  176,745,637.00  2,232,506.00  0.00  0.00  0.00


Residential 
 15,650,504.00  15,650,504.00  0.00  108,859.12  108,859.12 0.00 0.00  0.00EHP Products 


 35,841.00  35,841.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00EMH New Manufactured Homes 


 1,014,586.00  1,014,586.00  0.00  91,989.70  91,989.70 0.00 0.00  0.00ENH New Homes 


 3,546,403.00  3,546,403.00  0.00  573,441.57  573,441.57 0.00 0.00  0.00HES Existing Single Family 


 14,149,224.00  14,149,224.00  0.00  66,572.07  66,572.07 0.00 0.00  0.00MHS Existing Multifamily 


 67,213,910.00  45,705,460.00 -21,508,450.00  0.00  0.00 0.00-32.00  0.00NR NEEA Residential Market 
T f ti


 185,310.00  185,310.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00SHO SHOW 


 146,615.00  146,615.00  0.00  14,810.00  14,810.00 0.00 0.00  0.00SLWR Solar Water Heating - Residential 


Residential -21.10  0.00 101,942,393.00  80,433,943.00 -21,508,450.00 855,672.46  855,672.46  0.00


 348,598,604.00  323,340,768.00 -25,257,836.00  1,294,141.22  1,294,141.22  0.00Efficiency  0.00-7.25Total


Renewables 
Renewables 


 3,556,300.00  3,556,300.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00BIO Biopower 


 12,746.00  12,746.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00OP Open Solicitation 


 484,246.00  484,246.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00SLE Solar Electric (Photovoltaic) 


 0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00SMW Wind 


Renewables  0.00  0.00 4,053,292.00  4,053,292.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00


 4,053,292.00  4,053,292.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00Renewables  0.00 0.00Total


 2005  352,651,896.00 -25,257,836 327,394,060.00  1,294,141.22  0.00 1,294,141.22-7.16%  0.00%


 40.26  37.37 -2.88aMW


kWh


-7.16%


Efficiency & Renewables 
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Efficiency & Renewables 
4/22/2009 52008 True-up Results by Year by Provider and Program 


Excluding Out of Service Providers 


Unadjusted 
Savings/Genera


tion 
 (annual kWh) 


Adjusted 
Savings/ 


Generation 
(annual kWh) 


Change 
(annual kWh) Change 


(%) 


Unadjusted
Savings/ 


Generation
(annual 
therm) 


Adjusted 
Savings/ 


Generation 
(annual 
therm) 


Change
(annual 
therm) 


Change
(%) ALL 


 2006 
Efficiency 


Commercial 
 30,094,264.00  22,570,969.00 -7,523,295.00  685,062.32  657,658.05 -27,404.27-25.00 -4.00BE Existing Buildings 


 1,642,624.00  1,642,624.00  0.00  40,178.70  40,178.70 0.00 0.00  0.00BTO Operations and Maintenance 


 19,624,341.00  15,110,760.00 -4,513,581.00  604,741.65  604,741.65 0.00-23.00  0.00NBE New Buildings 


 9,753,468.00  6,242,219.00 -3,511,249.00  0.00  0.00 0.00-36.00  0.00NCI NEEA Commercial Market 
T f ti


 0.00  0.00  0.00  4,189.50  4,189.50 0.00 0.00  0.00SLB Existing Buildings Solar WH 


Commercial -25.44 -2.05 61,114,697.00  45,566,572.00 -15,548,125.00 1,334,172.17  1,306,767.90 -27,404.27


Industrial 
 53,710.00  53,710.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00IR Irrigation 


 9,466,283.00  3,502,525.00 -5,963,758.00  0.00  0.00 0.00-63.00  0.00NIP NEEA Industrial Market 
T f ti


 72,793,848.00  64,786,517.00 -8,007,331.00  0.00  0.00 0.00-11.00  0.00PEF Production Efficiency 


Industrial -16.97  0.00 82,313,841.00  68,342,752.00 -13,971,089.00  0.00  0.00  0.00


Residential 
 23,781,599.00  23,781,599.00  0.00  152,498.98  152,498.98 0.00 0.00  0.00EHP Products 


 1,166,176.00  1,166,176.00  0.00  3,277.00  3,277.00 0.00 0.00  0.00EMH New Manufactured Homes 


 3,200,116.00  3,200,116.00  0.00  233,221.80  233,221.80 0.00 0.00  0.00ENH New Homes 


 5,960,461.00  5,960,461.00  0.00  585,089.60  585,089.60 0.00 0.00  0.00HES Existing Single Family 


 7,494.00  7,494.00  0.00  2,596.19  2,596.19 0.00 0.00  0.00HPF Existing Single Family Home 
P f ith ES


 8,551,943.00  8,551,943.00  0.00  47,806.84  47,806.84 0.00 0.00  0.00MHS Existing Multifamily 


 44,543,636.00  63,251,964.00 18,708,328.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 42.00  0.00NR NEEA Residential Market 
T f ti


 243,405.00  243,405.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00SHO SHOW 


 0.00  0.00  0.00  322.00  322.00 0.00 0.00  0.00SLF New Homes Solar WH 


 229,785.00  229,785.00  0.00  26,447.80  26,447.80 0.00 0.00  0.00SLH Existing Homes Solar WH 


 34.00  34.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00SLWR Solar Water Heating - Residential 


Residential  21.34  0.00 87,684,649.00  106,392,977.00  18,708,328.00 1,051,260.21  1,051,260.21  0.00


 231,113,187.00  220,302,301.00 -10,810,886.00  2,385,432.38  2,358,028.11 -27,404.27Efficiency -1.15-4.68Total


Renewables 
Renewables 


 16,714,080.00  16,714,080.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00BIO Biopower 


 49,641.00  49,641.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00OP Open Solicitation 


 700,219.00  700,219.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00SLE Solar Electric (Photovoltaic) 


 0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00SMW Wind 


Renewables  0.00  0.00 17,463,940.00  17,463,940.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00


 17,463,940.00  17,463,940.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00Renewables  0.00 0.00Total


 2006  248,577,127.00 -10,810,886 237,766,241.00  2,385,432.38 -27,404.27 2,358,028.11-4.35% -1.15%


 28.38  27.14 -1.23aMW


kWh


-4.35%  
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4/22/2009 62008 True-up Results by Year by Provider and Program 
Excluding Out of Service Providers 


Unadjusted 
Savings/Genera


tion 
 (annual kWh) 


Adjusted 
Savings/ 


Generation 
(annual kWh) 


Change 
(annual kWh) Change 


(%) 


Unadjusted
Savings/ 


Generation
(annual 
therm) 


Adjusted 
Savings/ 


Generation 
(annual 
therm) 


Change
(annual 
therm) 


Change
(%) ALL 


 2007 
Efficiency 


Commercial 
 25,477,161.00  19,108,264.00 -6,368,897.00  386,420.95  370,963.98 -15,456.97-25.00 -4.00BE Existing Buildings 


 2,995,144.00  2,995,144.00  0.00  207,604.00  207,604.00 0.00 0.00  0.00BTO Operations and Maintenance 


 22,655,792.00  19,030,848.00 -3,624,944.00  537,601.38  537,601.38 0.00-16.00  0.00NBE New Buildings 


 2,642,763.00  6,765,474.00 4,122,711.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 156.00  0.00NCI NEEA Commercial Market 
T f ti


 58,073.00  58,073.00  0.00  4,806.00  4,806.00 0.00 0.00  0.00SLB Existing Buildings Solar WH 


 0.00  0.00  0.00  519.00  519.00 0.00 0.00  0.00SLN New Buildings Solar WH 


Commercial -10.91 -1.36 53,828,933.00  47,957,803.00 -5,871,130.00 1,136,951.33  1,121,494.36 -15,456.97


Industrial 
 214,060.00  214,060.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00IR Irrigation 


 11,431,747.00  2,286,349.00 -9,145,398.00  0.00  0.00 0.00-80.00  0.00NIP NEEA Industrial Market 
T f ti


 130,963,498.00  125,650,684.00 -5,312,814.00  3,102.08  2,978.00 -124.08-4.06 -4.00PEF Production Efficiency 


Industrial -10.14 -4.00 142,609,305.00  128,151,093.00 -14,458,212.00  3,102.08  2,978.00 -124.08


Residential 
 38,044,407.00  38,044,407.00  0.00  53,799.42  53,799.42 0.00 0.00  0.00EHP Products 


 682,894.00  682,894.00  0.00  4,901.00  4,901.00 0.00 0.00  0.00EMH New Manufactured Homes 


 1,345,042.00  1,345,042.00  0.00  277,731.40  274,620.40 -3,111.00 0.00 -1.12ENH New Homes 


 10,214,829.00  9,980,809.00 -234,020.00  696,487.30  683,806.66 -12,680.64-2.29 -1.82HES Existing Single Family 


 26,134.00  26,134.00  0.00  15,238.83  15,212.19 -26.64 0.00 -0.17HPF Existing Single Family Home 
P f ith ES


 250,774.00  250,774.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00LIR Low Income Refrigerator Pilot 


 7,601,088.00  7,601,088.00  0.00  29,164.66  29,142.66 -22.00 0.00 -0.08MHS Existing Multifamily 


 0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00NEX Home Energy Analyzer (NEXUS) 


 52,785,439.00  79,178,161.00 26,392,722.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 50.00  0.00NR NEEA Residential Market 
T f ti


 355,595.00  355,595.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00SHO SHOW 


 98,837.00  98,837.00  0.00  156.00  156.00 0.00 0.00  0.00SLF New Homes Solar WH 


 283,786.00  283,786.00  0.00  30,030.90  30,030.90 0.00 0.00  0.00SLH Existing Homes Solar WH 


 514,147.00  488,174.00 -25,973.00  665.36  665.36 0.00-5.05  0.00XMH Existing Manufactured Homes 


Residential  23.29 -1.43 112,202,972.00  138,335,701.00  26,132,729.00 1,108,174.87  1,092,334.59 -15,840.28


 308,641,210.00  314,444,597.00  5,803,387.00  2,248,228.28  2,216,806.95 -31,421.33Efficiency -1.40 1.88Total  
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4/22/2009 72008 True-up Results by Year by Provider and Program 
Excluding Out of Service Providers 


Unadjusted 
Savings/Genera


tion 
 (annual kWh) 


Adjusted 
Savings/ 


Generation 
(annual kWh) 


Change 
(annual kWh) Change 


(%) 


Unadjusted
Savings/ 


Generation
(annual 
therm) 


Adjusted 
Savings/ 


Generation 
(annual 
therm) 


Change
(annual 
therm) 


Change
(%) ALL 


Renewables 
Renewables 


 0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00  0.00BIO Biopower 


 49,500.00  49,500.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00OP Open Solicitation 


 409,741,992.00  409,741,992.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00REN Utility Scale 


 1,289,233.00  1,289,233.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00SLE Solar Electric (Photovoltaic) 


 0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00SMW Wind 


Renewables  0.00  0.00 411,080,725.00  411,080,725.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00


 411,080,725.00  411,080,725.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00Renewables  0.00 0.00Total


 2007  719,721,935.00  5,803,387 725,525,322.00  2,248,228.28 -31,421.33 2,216,806.95 0.81% -1.40%


 82.16  82.82  0.66aMW


kWh


 0.81%


Efficiency & Renewables 
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4/22/2009 82008 True-up Results by Year by Provider and Program 
Excluding Out of Service Providers 


Unadjusted 
Savings/Genera


tion 
 (annual kWh) 


Adjusted 
Savings/ 


Generation 
(annual kWh) 


Change 
(annual kWh) Change 


(%) 


Unadjusted
Savings/ 


Generation
(annual 
therm) 


Adjusted 
Savings/ 


Generation 
(annual 
therm) 


Change
(annual 
therm) 


Change
(%) ALL 


 2008 
Efficiency 


Commercial 
 40,681,717.00  35,393,130.00 -5,288,587.00  871,904.79  845,747.83 -26,156.96-13.00 -3.00BE Existing Buildings 


 4,556,374.00  4,556,374.00  0.00  26,230.00  26,230.00 0.00 0.00  0.00BTO Operations and Maintenance 


 29,661,284.00  24,915,489.00 -4,745,795.00  327,074.33  327,074.33 0.00-16.00  0.00NBE New Buildings 


 3,323,221.00  3,323,221.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00NCI NEEA Commercial Market 
T f ti


 7,461.00  7,461.00  0.00  7,309.00  7,309.00 0.00 0.00  0.00SLB Existing Buildings Solar WH 


 49,509.00  49,509.00  0.00  955.00  955.00 0.00 0.00  0.00SLN New Buildings Solar WH 


Commercial -12.82 -2.12 78,279,566.00  68,245,184.00 -10,034,382.00 1,233,473.12  1,207,316.16 -26,156.96


Industrial 
 10,007,118.00  10,007,118.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00NIP NEEA Industrial Market 


T f ti
 33,413,174.00  30,071,925.00 -3,341,249.00  12,990.06  12,600.35 -389.71-10.00 -3.00PEF Production Efficiency 


 46,942,224.00  42,248,022.00 -4,694,202.00  0.00  0.00 0.00-10.00  0.00PEL Production Efficiency, Large 


Industrial -8.89 -3.00 90,362,516.00  82,327,065.00 -8,035,451.00  12,990.06  12,600.35 -389.71


Residential 
 47,811,265.00  47,811,265.00  0.00  52,456.17  52,456.17 0.00 0.00  0.00EHP Products 


 1,225,601.00  1,225,601.00  0.00  3,851.00  3,851.00 0.00 0.00  0.00EMH New Manufactured Homes 


 1,331,973.00  1,331,973.00  0.00  268,783.43  259,718.43 -9,065.00 0.00 -3.37ENH New Homes 


 14,548,154.00  14,535,225.00 -12,929.00  870,373.99  846,291.43 -24,082.56-0.09 -2.77HES Existing Single Family 


 92,995.00  92,068.00 -927.00  35,527.94  35,456.54 -71.40-1.00 -0.20HPF Existing Single Family Home 
P f ith ES


 108,240.00  108,240.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00HPP Efficient Home Products Pilot 
P


 85,705.00  85,705.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00LIR Low Income Refrigerator Pilot 


 11,435,218.00  11,435,218.00  0.00  52,085.67  52,074.67 -11.00 0.00 -0.02MHS Existing Multifamily 


 0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00  0.00NEX Home Energy Analyzer (NEXUS) 


 131,134.00  131,134.00  0.00  2,778.00  2,778.00 0.00 0.00  0.00NMF New Multifamily 


 50,217,031.00  50,217,031.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00NR NEEA Residential Market 
T f ti


 2,213,177.00  2,213,177.00  0.00  78,520.00  78,520.00 0.00 0.00  0.00SFP Existing Single Family Pilots 


 229,764.00  229,764.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00SHO SHOW 


 47,723.00  47,723.00  0.00  1,666.85  1,666.85 0.00 0.00  0.00SLF New Homes Solar WH 


 317,826.00  317,826.00  0.00  17,755.00  17,755.00 0.00 0.00  0.00SLH Existing Homes Solar WH 


 917,148.00  911,841.00 -5,307.00  2,646.86  2,646.86 0.00-0.58  0.00XMH Existing Manufactured Homes 


Residential -0.01 -2.40 130,712,954.00  130,693,791.00 -19,163.00 1,386,444.91  1,353,214.95 -33,229.96


 299,355,036.00  281,266,040.00 -18,088,996.00  2,632,908.09  2,573,131.46 -59,776.63Efficiency -2.27-6.04Total  
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4/22/2009 92008 True-up Results by Year by Provider and Program 
Excluding Out of Service Providers 


Unadjusted 
Savings/Genera


tion 
 (annual kWh) 


Adjusted 
Savings/ 


Generation 
(annual kWh) 


Change 
(annual kWh) Change 


(%) 


Unadjusted
Savings/ 


Generation
(annual 
therm) 


Adjusted 
Savings/ 


Generation 
(annual 
therm) 


Change
(annual 
therm) 


Change
(%) ALL 


Renewables 
Renewables 


 23,548,451.00  23,548,451.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00BIO Biopower 


 873,620.00  873,620.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00OP Open Solicitation 


 263,676,000.00  263,676,000.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00REN Utility Scale 


 3,597,865.00  3,597,865.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00SLE Solar Electric (Photovoltaic) 


 0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00SMW Wind 


 32,010.00  32,010.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00VSW Small Wind 


Renewables  0.00  0.00 291,727,946.00  291,727,946.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00


 291,727,946.00  291,727,946.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00Renewables  0.00 0.00Total


 2008  591,082,982.00 -18,088,996 572,993,986.00  2,632,908.09 -59,776.63 2,573,131.46-3.06% -2.27%


 67.48  65.41 -2.06aMW


kWh


-3.06%


Efficiency & Renewables 


 2,546,203,458.00 -48,354,331.00 2,497,849,127.00  9,369,281.79 -118,602.23 9,250,679.56-1.90% -1.27%2002-2008 Total    kWh


aMW  290.66  285.14 -5.52 -1.90%


Efficiency 


Renewables 


 1,695,864,347.00


 850,339,111.00


 1,647,510,016.00


 850,339,111.00


 9,369,281.79
 0.00


 9,250,679.56


 0.00


-48,354,331.00


 0.00


-118,602.23


 0.00


 








April 16, 2009 
 
Craig Smith, Chairman of the Board 
Claire Fulenwider, Executive Director 
Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance 
529 SW Third Avenue 
Portland, OR 97204 
 
Dear Craig and Claire, 
 
I am pleased to provide this letter indicating Energy Trust staff support for the final strategic 
plan and business plan developed by the NW Energy Efficiency Alliance. I regret that my 
schedule prohibited me from joining you at your upcoming April board meeting. Had I been 
able to attend, I would personally have voiced my support through affirmative votes to adopt 
both documents to guide the organization in the coming 5 years. 
 
As a strategic planning committee member, I've had the opportunity to participate in the 
development of the strategic plan. It is my pleasure to serve on this committee working with 
my board colleagues and a highly competent staff. I appreciate also having engaged in 
substantive discussions of the draft plan directly with key stakeholders. The final document 
reflects feedback from many different constituents and I believe accurately reflects and 
addresses their perspectives.  
 
The 5 strategic goals and key strategies are well balanced and the corresponding effort 
anticipated for them well distributed. Preserved at the heart of NEEA's activities is market 
transformation and adoption. Energy Trust supports this continued emphasis as the primary 
benefit delivered by the Alliance on behalf of the region. Appropriately, strategic goals also 
encompass ways to increase emerging technologies. This balance between short and 
longer-term technology and savings acquisition appears appropriate, helping us all be 
assured that a pipeline for future projects will be kept full. 
 
May I reiterate our interest in exploring the potential to secure interest and eventual funding 
of gas utilities in NEEA's mission and scope. Though aware of the sensitivities around this 
subject, we can speak to our positive experience being able to provide comprehensive 
services to customers across both fuels. We encourage the board to keep this pathway 
open for full consideration. 
 
At the May 6, 2009, meeting of the Energy Trust board of directors, Claire will present a 
summary of the strategic and business plans and invite feedback. This meeting is also an 
important forum for Claire to introduce the funding proposal for the coming 5 years. It will be 
important to entertain questions from our board members in anticipation of a decision I will 
be taking forward to them at their July 2009 meeting. As always, whatever contractual 
commitment is made will be revisited during the board's December action on our annual 
budget for the coming calendar year. 


Energy Trust of Oregon 
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In closing, I wish to acknowledge and thank NEEA's staff, in particular Karen and Jeff, who 
were diligent in hearing and incorporating extensive comments expressed by the board and 
numerous stakeholders as these two planning documents were completed. The entire 
NEEA board should feel proud of the inclusive approach used to develop these planning 
tools to the point where there is such extensive awareness and support for them. 
 
Thank you for your consideration of these comments and I wish you a good board meeting. 
 
Best, 
 
 
 
 
Margie Harris 
Executive Director  
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CONSERVATION ADVISORY COUNCIL 
Notes from meeting April 15, 2009 
 
Attending from the Council: 
Jim Abrahamson, Cascade Natural Gas 
Paul Case, Oregon Remodelers 
Association 
Suzanne Dillard, ODOE 
Joe Esmonde, IBEW #48 
Andria Jacob, City of Portland 
Brent Barclay, for Karen Meadows, BPA  
Lauren Shapton, PGE 
Bill Welch, EWEB 
Holly Meyer, NW Natural 
Bruce Dobbs, NW Natural 
 
 
Attending from the Energy Trust of 
Oregon: 
Kim Crossman 
Diane Ferington 
Fred Gordon 
Steve Lacey 
Leana Mathews 
John Reynolds, board of directors 
Peter West 
Jan Schaeffer,  
 
 
Others attending: 
Jeremy Anderson, WISE 


Tom Bonk 
Mark Borg, D&R Heating + Cooling 
Eric Breon, Oregon Green Solutions  
Jonathan Cohen, HP Contractors’ Guild 
Jim Cole, OIS Distribution 
Zach Erdmann, Premium Efficiency, Inc 
Carolyn Farrar, NW Natural  
Mark Gagle, Gagle’s Heating 
Stephanie Gray, CSG 
Kari Greer, Pacific Power 
Bruce Knight, Service Partners 
Jason Lane, Ecoheat, Inc. 
Berenice Lopez, Move-in Ready LLC + 
H.E.L.P. Group, Inc 
Clyde Manchester, H.E.L.P. Group Inc 
Mary Mann, Goose Hollow Windows 
Greg Olson, Olson & Jones Const., Inc. 
Jerry Page, Total Comfort 
Rob Ruedy, Energy Transition Corp + 
GeoSolar 
Steve Rubbert, Abacus Resource 
Management Co 
Buck Sheppard, AAA Heating + 
Cooling/ORACCA 
Marty Smit, Affordable Home 
Remodeling  
Derek Smith, City of Portland 
 


 
 


1. Welcome and Introductions 
Steve Lacey reviewed the agenda and asked for self introductions.  
 
2. Home Energy Review Customer Interface Enhancement  
Diane Ferington reviewed why we want to improve the customer experience: 


• Get more measure installs & savings 
• 69% presently don’t follow through in 2 yrs 
• Those who act wait 4 months or more  
• Want to improve customer experience and customer service 


 
She passed around copies of a draft new HER form with recommended home 
improvements. They are ordered by which measures are more cost effective – starting 
with shell measures, leading up to heating and cooling.  
 
Diane described a streamlined packet of materials: 
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• Welcome, including help accessing online resources, top five common 
improvements by quickest payback, and benefits of energy efficiency 
improvements to home 


• HER report 
• Next steps with easy to follow action-oriented steps and financing options 
• Incentive grid and with energy-saving tips on backside 
• Trade ally list 


 
Diane described additional components:  


• “Energy advisor” training, including customer service, building science and 
“technical sales” 


• Continued customer contact via leave behind business cards; Energy Advisor 
acts as resource to participant throughout measure installation process 


• Enhanced education on Energy Trust website – with ”next steps” information and 
additional resources 


 
Diane reviewed trade ally feedback received: 


• Focus on what is not working / needs fixing – we are doing this 
• Provide customer FAQ – will do, in part, through on line “next steps” info 
• Change name to Home Information Review – not implementing at this time 
• Don’t provide price estimates – we won’t  
• Give information about program and resources – will do 
• Identify priorities for homeowners – will do 
• Reinforce that contractors provide more accurate assessments of energy-saving 


opportunities and cost information – will do 
 


Discussion: 
• How will we provide payback numbers without contractor estimate? Diane: we’ll 


use averages from our data base  
• Will payback be specific to areas of Oregon? Steve: no, we’ll use a broad range 


for indicative savings in the region  
• How many HERs in ’08? Diane: 8,000 or 9,000; 6,000 in ’07 
• Jerry Page: appreciate that you listened to the industry; commend you for 


recognizing that there’s a tremendous fall off due to time delay; suggests sending 
caller directly to trade ally and asks if that’s even an option presently? Diane: 
she’ll ask CSG; Steve: we don’t want to do HERs for the sake of doing them.  We 
will refer customers if they know what they want. 


• How long does it take to have an HER after you call in? Diane: trying to get them 
done within 3 weeks of call 


• Why do delays happen? Steve: when demand exceeds supply temporarily.  CSG 
has trained reviewers to accommodate the average demand so as not to lay off 
or idle in summer and not get too backlogged in winter 


• Is the HER scheduled on first call? Diane: usually.  
• Consider additional incentive for customer who didn’t want an HER? Diane: good 


suggestion, if leads to HP; Steve: something to consider; noted that we get 
savings from CFLs that offset the cost of the HER  so we do get savings for the 
HER visit 


• Contractors willing to install bulbs so we get savings that happen in HER. 
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• Put a value (cost) on HER to get more follow through? Steve: we’ll test this 
improvement first 


• Instead of having a three-month delay, test a bonus if homeowner implements a 
measure within 3 weeks?  


• How does PUC rank you on customer satisfaction? Diane: evaluations of 
satisfaction 


• How did you rank this year? Jan: 87% very or very highly satisfied in 2008 
• The more quickly you get the customer to a contractor, by offering an incentive, 


the better the results  
• HER should equal HP assessment?  Steve: no 
• If HER gives you the recommendation form, why would you want a HP test? 


Homeowner thinks the HER is enough?  
• Make clear the benefits and need for diagnostic testing on HER recommendation 


form?   
• Do homes who have had a HP and ask for a HER get told they don’t need it? 


Diane: we’d keep the copy of the new form to be better able to do this  Steve: 
HER’s are performed before HP and not vice versa 


• Is there a “firewall” between HER advisor and trade allies? Diane: advisor would 
leave card; homeowners would have option to recontact 


• Advisor shouldn’t give out contractor names? 
• Home performance testers shouldn’t provide contractor services – “fox in 


henhouse?” Group: considerable discussion about whether/how HP testers could 
provide enough information to secondary contractor to install measures; whether 
doing this would raise the cost of HP higher than homeowner would bear 


• Bump up “comprehensive solution” section of recommendation sheet? 
 
Steve asked council members for their thoughts: 
• Bruce Dobbs: conceptually this is the right thing to do.  
• Paul Case: concept is good. Appreciates that we listened to contractors. Has 


suggestions for minor things on form.  
• Jim Abrahamson: comfortable with this now. Still some work needs to be done 


but looks as if it’s going in the right direction.  
• Suzanne Dillard: agrees with Jim that this will be helpful in getting more action.  
• Brent Barclay: likes the follow up and thinks bonus for quick response is a good 


idea.  
• Lauren Shapton: this is an improvement; hope it helps. Thinks scheduling 


timing/performance issues should be brought to CAC for further discussion.  
• Kari Greer: likes the sheet. Suggests asking more about benefit of moving onto 


HP. Agrees the response rate at CSG scheduling free HERs should come back 
to CAC.  


• Holly Meyer: likes the improvement. Agrees with making home performance 
more prominent.  


• Andria Jacobs: thinks we’re on the right track.  
 
3. 2009 Production Efficiency Proposed Incentive Changes  
Kim Crossman said she’s been on the job just under 3 months. She presented proposed 
incentive changes for CAC consideration. She said proposed changes are based on: 


• Alignment with Existing Buildings custom incentives 
• Effect of the recession in delaying/cancelling projects 
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• Lack of economic stimulus delivered to this sector 
 
Kim outlined proposed changes: 


• Raise custom incentive to 25 cents/kwh (from 20 cents) 
• Temporary special raising cap to 60% of project costs for commitments in 2009, 


completions in 2010 (current cap is 50%) 
• Applies to all PE custom electric efficiency measures except lighting (not to pilots 


or other special offerings) 
• Cap will apply to eligible gas measures 
• Effective May 15 


 
Kim noted key findings addressed by the changes, including: 


• Average turnkey costs for industrial efficiency projects have risen significantly 
since 2006 


• Currently 45% of incentives are capped by the 20 cents/kWh cap 
• Incentive change is designed to motivate underserved customers, increase kWh 


savings by going after higher cost measures 
 
Kim noted overall costs are going up, which directly tracks with the cost of materials. 
Meanwhile, our incentives have remained constant.  
 
Kim noted that on Feb 1 the Existing Buildings, Multifamily and Production Efficiency 
custom incentives changed from 30% to 35% of installed cost. Custom incentive cap 
was raised from 15 cents/kWh to 17 cents/kWh for lighting projects. The proposed 
change to 25 cents/kWh is in alignment with the EB custom mechanical change which 
became effective Feb 2009.  
 
Kim noted the recession is directly affecting especially large industrial customers, which 
is the traditional source of PE low cost, large efficiency projects. Some large projects 
have been cancelled or delayed, offsetting new commitments and flat-lining the PE 
program forecast in Feb and Mar 2009. We will have trouble meeting goals if savings 
forecasts don’t go up.  
 
Discussion: 


• Impact on budget? Kim: we can still squeak under the budget meeting our stretch 
goal within budget assuming new projects take the higher incentive 


• Why do projects not move forward? Kim: hear different things from different 
companies 


• Why not raise the percent of project cost rather than cost per kWh? Kim: by 
running a special based on % of project cost we hope to enroll some larger 
projects sooner.  


• How will people know this is available? Kim: press release, PDCs beating bushes 
– most projects get delivered one-on-one 


• How do you treat customers already in the pipeline – do they get the better 
incentive? Kim: if you’ve already committed at a certain incentive level, typically 
that’s what you get; Steve: if these are in the pipeline and they’ve ordered 
equipment and we have a contract with them, we’re not inclined to change the 
terms  
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• Bruce Dobbs: as people may not understand energy savings go directly to the 
bottom line, it’s important to get to CEOs and CFOs, who are more attuned to 
bottom line issues 


• Kim: we are working on a pilot focusing on helping building process managers 
talk to their CEOs/CFOs.  


 
Steve, asks council members if OK to move forward without a second hearing: 


• Bruce Dobbs: supports it; likes that there’s a sunset on the 60% 
• Paul Case: having an extra incentive to get people to take action is a good idea; 


wonders if the time for commitment should be shorter than 6 months 
• Jim Abrahamson: he represents a residential program and isn’t well positioned to 


comment on a commercial strategy, but he thinks the proposal looks good.  
• Joe Esmonde: agrees 
• Bill Welch: this is cool, will get a bump, thinks the cap might be raised even more; 


doesn’t like “fire sales” in the industrial sector but due to economic issues now 
maybe that’s OK 


• Brent Barclay: Supports 
• Lauren Shapton: proposal makes sense; evidence makes me wonder whether 


issue is driven by economic downturn or rising costs of equipment 
• Kari Greer: ditto; supports; suggest Energy Trust work with utility reps 
• Holly Meyer: also represents residential program; she has to assume the projects 


are cost effective at 60% 
• Andria Jacobs: supports 


 
4. Portland Clean Energy Investment Fund Pilot Update 
Steve introduced Derek Smith from City of Portland. He presented information on the 
pilot: 


• Enables homeowners to access low-interest long-term financing for quick, easy 
and affordable investments in energy efficiency and renewable energy – initially 
funded with stimulus money 


• Policy context: 80% reduction in carbon emissions by 2050; workforce 
development and green jobs; transferability statewide (EEAST legislation) and 
nationally 


• Players: City of Portland and Multnomah County; service delivery by Energy 
Trust; on-bill repayment through utilities (PGE, PacifiCorp, NW Natural all on 
board with concept; a lot of details to work out); fund management by Shorebank 
Enterprise Cascadia (aggregate capital, pay contractors, work with utilities to 
collect repayments, replenish funds going forward) 


 
Andria Jacob provided more information on how the pilot will look/work, noting we are in 
the design phase. She noted the intent for the pilot to: 


• Serve 500 single-family homes throughout Portland (mostly owner occupied) 
• Enrollment begins May 
• Intent to scale countywide in 2010 
• Intent to test viability of financial model, attractiveness of “deal sweeteners” like 


cost-neutrality, enhanced service delivery 
• Measures: focus on lower cost measures that keep bills neutral; at scale 


windows, solar would be included somehow – suitable for LID/property tax route? 
May require legislative solutions; would include commercial 
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• Fund structure: start with stimulus dollars (other sources for full rollout); loans 
bundled and sold to secondary market; $3 million capitalization for 500 homes 


• Outreach: for pilot, mine Energy Trust data base of homes with HERs who 
haven’t converted; pool 2,500 homes; each utility service area and low-income 
populations would be represented; messaging and materials currently in 
development 


• Participant experience: invitation from mayor and county commissioner; sign up 
for Home Energy Assessment; homeowner gets summary of measures, costs 
and financing options; Energy Advocate supports participant decisionmaking 


• Service delivery: highest quality work product, best possible data from field, 
highly positive experience for participant 


• More service delivery: Home Energy Assessment new path; Energy Advocate 
from Existing Homes program; establishes BPI-certified project contractor pool 
(RFQ); EA teams with contractor to conduct assessment; TBD how EA and 
contractor work together to manage subcontractors doing improvements that 
prime contractor does not perform 


• Next steps: work groups meeting (outreach, service delivery, systems integration, 
workforce development, fund management); working toward mid- to late-May 
launch 


 
Discussion: 


• Who makes up Service Delivery subgroup? Andria: utilities, Energy Trust, 
city/county, fund manager 


• Are HP contractors represented? Diane: through CSG and in separate meetings 
• Status of stimulus fund? Derek: full details somewhat unknown and becoming 


more clear; Steve: 180% of minimum wage for residential. 
• Interest rate? Derek: 2-6 percent; haven’t worked out details.  
• You’ll buy down rate? Derek: we’re looking at this, especially as more expensive 


capital comes in.  
• How much extra cost per kwh for Energy Advocate, higher wage, etc? Derek: it’s 


all influenced by the interest rate and amortization period; in other parts of the 
country, payback will be quicker because of their higher energy costs; we have a 
pretty robust financial model; we think it can work 


• Steve: the loan’s cost is outside of our benefit/cost calculation; we’ll evaluate the 
pilot to see if we get greater penetration and more measures that makes the 
added cost worth while 


• Holly: nets out, as some of incentive covers assessment cost 
• How are you advising on fuel source? Steve: will be fuel neutral 
• What about the contractor – brand options, price points? Fixed prices? Steve: 


customer has choice of participating in pilot, with on-bill repayment, and 
measures installed by HP contractor OR homeowner could go down Energy 
Trust’s current path, choosing their own contractor 


• How do you choose contractors? Steve: through RFQ process, selecting 
contractors able to meet requirements, provide services at given costs with 
flexibility for unforeseen circumstances 


• Derek: this is a pilot and will inform what will happen later; city is looking to scale 
this with ensuring private sector innovation 


• In RFQ process, you will ask contractors to agree to certain prices for 
equipment? Steve: yes, a range, with flexibility for meeting unexpected 
circumstances 
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• How does this tie to HB 2626? Steve: 2626 hasn’t determined what the delivery 
mechanism is; this pilot informs just one path; Energy Trust will be tasked to look 
at many forms 


• Relationship of cost of loan to payback term? Derek: we looked at three 
combinations of work ranging from $2,000-$10,000, built in averages and saw 
paybacks look like 10-12 years or longer; objective is keeping bill level 


• What are savings per home? Steve: modeled this; savings varies but cost on 
average per home is $4,000; will make clear to end user that estimate assumes 
given level of energy consumption 


• Will Energy Advocate be BPI-certified? Diane: yes  
• Will some of the stimulus money be designated for small businesses? Derek: 


desire on the workforce development side to put money toward this effort; we will 
make sure the monies support women and minority enterprises 


• What do you have in mind for workforce development? Derek: a little too early to 
tell; Workforce Systems is helping on this and we are creating a working group; 
at the national level there are discussions around shared curricula for 
community-based organizations and creating a clear pathway up the scale from 
residential to commercial; rules still need to be written on a lot of these buckets of 
money 


• Who’s the representative on that workforce development group? Derek: the 
group hasn’t met yet  


• How do we have representation in that process? Derek: I’m not heading up that 
process but can give your information to those who are 


• How can I bring my clients to participate in the pilot? Steve: good idea we will 
solicit input from HP contractors 


• Brent: I have run programs like this in the past and know there are a lot of details 
to consider, such as criteria for loan worthiness, short-paying bills and 
relationship to shutoff; payoff when account closed; suggest soft-pedalling notion 
that bills will stay same 


• Steve: fund manager will service loan, utilities a repayment conduit 
• Jim: curious about short-paying bill, and whether payment goes first to power 


part? Lauren: yes; Andria: built into fund model 
• Is loan secured? Andria: this is what Shorebank proposes 
• Jim: would most of the 500 homes come from Energy Trust’s 2,500 pool? Steve: 


big emphasis on tapping this pool but other sources of qualified leads will be 
leveraged  


• Jim: how get representation from low income population? Andria: low income 
served outside pilot; pilot would serve 60-80% of median income; in conversation 
about how to work with the low income stimulus funding and make the service 
seamless 


• Will HP contractors have mechanism for putting forward their own clients? Steve: 
perhaps; we want to get good, qualified participants; if you can bring us qualified 
participants we would seriously consider this 


• Is there Energy Trust money in this? Steve: about $800,000 out of HES program; 
is within the current HES budget – representing about 4% 


• Isn’t this a big hit on the incentive budget in a cash-constrained year? Steve: we’ll 
also get savings out of this pilot 


• Paul: if we spend the money on this and have to tell homeowners we’re out of 
money, is there a process for taking money from other programs? Steve: we can 
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do this; and we have a process with the PUC and utilities that if we see we may 
need more funds for cost effective work, we can seek more funding 


• Re 80% carbon reduction goal, how can we get this much from homes? Andria: 
that goal assumes other sectors contribute to this reduction goal 


• Derek: many jurisdictions in this region also are getting stimulus money; City has 
had many inquiries about possibly partnering 


• What is the definition of success/failure? Derek: we want to know if this model 
gets to a higher conversion rate, given all the elements of it, and if it applies to 
scalability 


• Derek: what we’re doing here is absolutely on the national radar; we’re fairly 
unique inasmuch as how collaborative this is in terms of utility and customer 
engagement; in this room we are all part of a huge opportunity to grow jobs for all 
of us 


• Steve: Energy Trust is interested in testing whether we will get more savings in a 
shorter timeframe 


• Diane: as the pilot develops, the role of HP contractor may grow 
• Paul: good to prequalify potential customers; Steve: we want very few “dry holes” 
• Derek: we are not doing 500 homes in May; looking to do 10 homes in June and 


ideally 500 by end of year – may or may not happen 
• Steve: all the systems need to be in place and working before the pilot gets up to 


full speed 
• Whom do I contact once the system is in place to learn how to participate? 


Steve: CSG 
 


The meeting adjourned at 4:07 pm. Next meeting is May 20, 2009.  
 
 








commitments made in year for future years  ($millions)
2009 2010 +


BioPower 1.4$               7.3$               
Open Solicitation 9.9$               1.5$               
Solar PV 4.4$               -$              
Utility scale 3.7$               -$              
Wind 0.4$               1.0$               
PROJECTS 19.7$             9.8$               


Master agreement - n/a


TOTAL 19.7$             9.8$               


Renewable Energy Programs


Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc.
Quarterly Dashboard-First Quarter 2009 (UNAUDITED)
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RENEWABLE RESOURCE ADVISORY COUNCIL 
Notes from meeting on April 15, 2009 


 
Attending from the Council: 
Doug Boleyn, Cascade Solar Consulting 
Kyle Davis, PacifiCorp 
Troy Gagliano, enXco 
Robert Grott, NW Environmental Business Council 
Thor Hinckley, PGE 
Suzanne Leta Liou, Renewable Northwest Project 
Debra Malin, Bonneville Power Association 
Frank Vignola, University of Oregon 
Sandra Walden, OSEIA 
 
Attending from the Trust: 
Kacia Brockman 
Jed Jorgensen 
Betsy Kauffman 
David McClelland 
Elaine Prause 
Thad Roth 
Lizzie Rubado 
Brian Thornton 
Peter West 


Attending from the Board: 
John Reynolds 
 
Others attending: 
Bruce Wickson 
Heather Beusse, enXco 
Emilio Hernandez III 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 


1. Welcome and Introductions 


Betsy called the meeting to order at 9:35am. Everyone introduced themselves. The agenda was 
adopted without changes. The March minutes were adopted without change. 


Kacia noted that Brian Thornton, Energy Trust’s Commercial Solar Manager, will be leaving on 
Friday April 17th for a new position at the Pacific Northwest National Lab.  


2. Budget impacts from Large Scale Solar Projects 


Peter West presented on the ability of Energy Trust to fund large scale PV projects. Peter 
started by presenting where Energy Trust has spent its money. Since 2003, 45% has been on 
solar, 30% has been on wind, biopower has spent about 18% and Open Solicitation has been 
about 7% of spending. 


Energy Trust has had an agreement with stakeholders and a board-approved strategic overlay 
that over time we would not spend more than 50% of our money on any one resource, or less 
than 10% on any one resource. We haven’t hit that 10% mark on hydro or geothermal yet. 
These numbers may shift over time so that hydro comes up more. You have to take what you 
can get, but overall we’ve kept within that balance. 


Peter reiterated the budget themes from last fall. All were unanimously supported except for 
one: the OPUC felt we should manage down the PV incentives to lower the demand for more 
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solar funding. They didn’t ask us to change the budget, but they feel we are at the limit of what 
we should be spending on solar. 


Last fall we agreed to limit support for community wind for large scale turbines. Now turbines 
are available but financing is very difficult. We did agree to limit the expansion of solar to very 
large projects, given its relative impact on funding for small and mid-sized projects.  We also 
agreed that we have a good range of successful programs in a variety of renewable 
technologies, which we should continue to support. We agreed to continue our efforts on 
biomass, hydro, municipal projects and small wind efforts.  We also set aside some money last 
year for large scale solar from PGE’s 2008 RFP. That was the exception to the above. 


Peter explained the current commercial solar incentives. There are flat incentives up to 30kW. 
Beyond 30kW there is a sliding scale fro projects sized up to 200kW. The incentive has a cap at 
200kW. There is also a multi-site incentive in PGE territory of $0.80 per watt, up to 800kW. This 
incentive was based on data from California. There are government and non-profit incentives 
that follow the same curves, but are about 20 cents per watt higher. The increase is due to the 
more expensive nature of third-party ownership and the lack of ability to take tax credits in full 
over time. 


Peter described the large projects that have recently been installed. The ProLogis 1MW project 
came in at about 97 cents per watt, while the PHC 859kW project was about $1.25 per watt. 


Energy Trust recently evaluated three large scale solar projects ranging from 3.0 – 4.5 MW in 
capacity. Incentive for those projects would cost between $1.09 - $1.79 per watt. 


The reason that large scale projects are more expensive than the cheapest, standard projects 
has to due with two things: 1) The large projects are taking the BETC as a pass-through and not 
over time.  A pass-through is taxable income and the tax effects lowers the net value. 2) The 
large projects selling power to the utility, rather then net metering, and have to pay property 
taxes on the installed value of the project.    


Net metered projects are exempt from property taxes.  Further, costs for operations, 
maintenance, and insurance costs get absorbed by the existing building while stand-alone 
projects have to pay their own way with regard to all of those costs. 


These big projects are in the range between ProLogis and PHC. They are not as cheap as the 
larger, net metered projects. Last summer we thought that if we were going to choose between 
larger net metered projects and the very large, stand-alone projects the value to the ratepayer 
would be in the larger, net metered installations. 


What does the budget say? We’ve got about $10 million previously committed in PAC. Aside 
from this we had about $6.8 million available in incentives at the beginning of 2009 for PAC. 
We’ve paid about $360,000 so far, mostly for solar. We’ve also committed funds for new 
projects, which total another $3,000,000. We have contracts we are in negotiation with right 
now, which we estimate to require about $1.2 million. These are applications we’ve accepted 
where we are negotiating the terms of our incentive dollars. When it’s all said and done, we’ve 
got about $2.2 million left in PAC for the year. If you’ve got a $1.10 per watt solar project, you 
can get about 2 megawatts without affecting any projects we are negotiating with. 


So we could entertain a PV project, but it would mean doing nothing else for the PAC programs 
for the rest of the year. 
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Suzanne asked if Peter meant that we would take the total PAC budget as opposed to the $1.7 
million remaining in the PAC solar budget. 


Peter said you could do that too, but you wipe out the solar program in PAC. Also, there is a 
larger base of renewable resources in PAC territory. A lot of biomass has already walked in the 
door. These are the tradeoffs.  


Energy Trust told PacifiCorp that we would prefer to delay any decision on large scale solar until 
we can understand a few things: what the impact of the stimulus package will be on our funds, 
and what the final need will be for the biomass projects that are currently being negotiated. 
Some of those could fall off the table. 


We don’t know what the demand from the stimulus package will be, but we will know after June 
25th. That is the deadline for all parties to submit their plans to take advantage of the stimulus 
funds. We’ve heard there will be a significant call. 


In addition, this is not the prime time for solar. We’ll see an uptick in installations in summer and 
fall. We’re already somewhat ahead of where we would expect to be at this point in the year. 


Suzanne asked if the remaining solar budget would likely be spent by the end of 2009. 


Peter clarified that this is the amount of money that is left as of Monday. We would expect to 
spend that money by the end of the year. 


In Biopower we will know how much is left for the year by late June. It’s difficult to say how 
much activity will happen in Small Wind and Open Solicitation.  


Sandra commented that OSEIA has been asking for input from their members to see what 
projects would be looking for stimulus funds and what would be looking for money from Energy 
Trust. She thinks there will not be enough Energy Trust money as it stands for all the projects 
she is hearing about  


Frank asked what the installed cost was for the projects we evaluated.  Peter responded that 
information is confidential for those projects at this time. 


Carel asked how much money is going to smaller scale PV systems versus large scale systems. 
Dave responded that a good portion of the projects are in the 30-100kW range. 


For PGE, there is $12.2 million already committed to projects from prior years. A large chunk of 
that is the Warm Springs Biopower project.  Another portion is what we’ve set aside to support 
of project from the PGE RFP.  For the 2009 budget, we start out with more money, about $13.7 
million. Of this initial budget, we have spent, committed or accepted applications for $5.8 million, 
which leaves $7.9 million left for programs for the remaining of 2009. 


There is room here to do a large scale project for PGE. It’s a totally different story than in PAC 
territory. But we still need to know what the impact of the stimulus package is going to be. Peter 
would still prefer to see what happens this summer. Another wildcard are the wastewater 
treatment plants. They have a separate stimulus package that may drive activity there. 


Energy Trust will pick what we can out of the PGE RFP and support it, then if there is more 
room we can evaluate if we can put money aside for 2010. 
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Our recommendation to PacifiCorp is that we would prefer to wait and see rather than gut a 
program. In PGE there is the outstanding RFP. Rather than take a new project coming at us 
we’d rather see what comes out of the competitive process. 


Troy asked how long Energy Trust will wait to know in PacifiCorp territory.  Peter said he’d like 
to wait until the end of June and into July to see where things fall out. 


Suzanne asked if it’s possible to put a range on the pot of money that we could spend on large 
scale PV in PGE.  Peter said the total available is $7.9 million for PGE. The money would come 
out of biopower and solar for the most part. 


Carel asked if the solar budget is really about 80% solar for PGE in 2009.  Peter said yes. The 
opportunities in PGE’s territory are solar, solar, solar, a little biomass, small hydro and small 
wind.   Other opportunities will be ad hoc and we are open to them. 


Thad asked if Bonneville can be a partner in potentially wheeling power from PUDs to PGE 
territory.  


Debra said the question is really about an energy exchange and the answer is no. They are 
trying to get a handle on their control area and balancing their load from all the wind that is 
coming on line. 


Kyle asked if the historical budget allocations could be broken up by utility. Part of the reason 
they are arguing for large scale solar is to provide diversity in their portfolio. Kyle said PacifiCorp 
is going to turn back some of the Goodnoe Hills money provided by Energy Trust for that 
project. They are going to turn back roughly $3.2 million and they are going to ask that that 
money be set aside for a large scale solar project. They did an RFP as well and they will come 
to the trust for an incentive for that project. 


Debra suggested that Kyle call Sempra because they had a project where the PPA rate was in 
the mid eighties. 


Suzanne asked how the other states were willing to pick up the remainder of the costs for the 
Goodnoe Hills project. 


Kyle responded that the other states want to pick up the environmental attributes and so they 
are now willing to pay a little bit more of their share of the above market costs of Goodnoe Hills. 


Kyle also said that there needs to be a differentiation between net metered and large scale solar 
projects because they are not directly comparable. 


Peter said that is correct. The solar program is set up for net metered systems.  


Kyle said they are consciously trying to diversify their resource portfolio by fuel type and project 
size.  


Peter said when money comes back like this it is really unallocated until the board decides.  
Peter asked when we will get to see something from PacifiCorp. 


Kyle responded that early May is their internal deadline. He thinks that $3.2 million will be more 
than enough to cover a large scale solar project.  
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3. Update on Stimulus Funding 


Betsy asked if anyone had anything new to share about stimulus funding. No one had any new 
information. 


Betsy reported that Energy Trust has been meeting weekly. The Department of Administrative 
Services has put together a big list of efficiency and renewables proposals. On the renewables 
side Energy Trust thinks we can meet the needs of that list without exhausting our standard 
incentives.  


In general, understanding the stimulus funding process has been a challenge since there is new 
info all the time and different theories on how matching funds will or should work. Energy Trust 
has been scrambling to provide assistance to communities in prioritizing projects. 


 


4. Public Comments 


Robert Grott noted that the NEBC conference tomorrow will have over 300 people in 
attendance. There is still room for more folks.  


Suzanne gave a small update on the production based incentive bill in the legislature. There are 
a couple ideas on the table. They came to an agreement on a pilot feed in tariff bill. It is up to 25 
megawatts and requires the PUC to report back in 2013. RNP felt strongly that that program not 
take away funding from Energy Trust for solar. PUC helped shape that bill so it would be rate 
payer supported. The resource value would be supported by rate payers. The additional value 
would be supported just by residential and commercial customers. There is a goal to target 75% 
of the program to residential and commercial projects. RNP thinks we should test this type of 
incentive to expand the market further.  


Betsy asked if the 25MW would be first come first serve or set aside for customer types  
Suzanne responded that first come was the idea but the PUC may make rules that change that. 
It depends on the goal concept. 


 


5. Adjournment 


Betsy adjourned the meeting at 11:15 am. 


 








FEB JAN DEC Change from Change from
2009 2009 2008 Prior Month Beg. of Year


Current Assets
  Cash & Cash Equivalents* 58,683,483 50,268,855 51,901,589 8,414,629 6,781,894
  Restricted Cash (Escrow Funds) 10,144,803 10,137,476 10,128,530 7,326 16,273
  Investments* 7,688,872 9,848,983 9,827,698 (2,160,111) (2,138,826)
  Restricted Investments (Escrow Funds) 1,053,872 1,051,812 1,049,537 2,059 4,335
  Receivables 301,823 317,980 324,410 (16,156) (22,586)
  Prepaid Expenses 255,766 219,426 193,832 36,340 61,935
  Advances to Vendors 219,050 501,836 784,287 (282,785) (565,237)


--------------------- --------------------- --------------------- --------------------- ---------------------
   Total Current Assets 78,347,669 72,346,367 74,209,882 6,001,302 4,137,787


Fixed Assets
  Program Equipment 70,795 70,795 70,795 -                   -                   
  Computer Hardware and Software 907,867 907,867 907,867 -                   -                   
  Leasehold Improvements 22,382 22,382 22,382 -                   -                   
  Office Equipment and Furniture 49,192 49,192 49,192 -                   -                   


--------------------- --------------------- --------------------- --------------------- ---------------------
     Total Fixed Assets 1,050,236 1,050,236 1,050,236 -                  -                  
  Less Depreciation (904,396) (898,098) (891,800) (6,298) (12,595)


--------------------- --------------------- --------------------- --------------------- ---------------------
     Net Fixed Assets 145,840 152,138 158,435 (6,298) (12,595)


Other Assets
  Rental Deposit 26,000 26,000 26,000 -                   -                   
  Deferred Compensation Asset 75,076 71,065 68,954 4,011 6,121


--------------------- --------------------- --------------------- --------------------- ---------------------
     Total Other Assets 101,076 97,065 94,954 4,011 6,121


--------------------- --------------------- --------------------- --------------------- ---------------------
     Total Assets 78,594,585 72,595,569 74,463,272 5,999,016 4,131,314


============ ============ ============ ============ ============


Current Liabilities
  Accounts Payable and Accruals 5,393,971 3,931,165 10,169,809 1,462,806 (4,775,838)
  Salaries, Taxes, & Benefits Payable 373,184 356,626 340,284 16,557 32,900


--------------------- --------------------- --------------------- --------------------- ---------------------
     Total Current Liabilities 5,767,155 4,287,791 10,510,093 1,479,364 (4,742,938)


Long Term Liabilities
   Deferred Rent 136,509 139,668 142,828 (3,160) (6,320)
   Deferred Compensation Payable 75,076 71,065 68,954 4,011 6,121
   Other Long-Term Liabilities 3,810 3,810 3,810 -                   -                   


--------------------- --------------------- --------------------- --------------------- ---------------------
     Total Long-Term Liabilities 215,395 214,543 215,593 852 (198)


--------------------- --------------------- --------------------- --------------------- ---------------------
     Total Liabilities 5,982,549 4,502,334 10,725,686 1,480,215 (4,743,136)


Net Assets
  Current Yr Inc/ Dec Unrestricted Net Assets 8,853,841 4,344,426 5,036,929 4,509,415 3,816,912
  Escrow 11,198,674 11,189,289 11,178,067 9,386 20,608
  Unrestricted Net Assets-Beginning of Year 52,559,520 52,559,520 47,522,591 -                   5,036,929


--------------------- --------------------- --------------------- --------------------- ---------------------
     Total Net Assets 72,612,036 68,093,235 63,737,586 4,518,801 8,874,451


--------------------- --------------------- --------------------- --------------------- ---------------------
     Total Liabilities and Net Assets 78,594,585 72,595,569 74,463,272 5,999,016 4,131,315


============ ============ ============ ============ ============
*Although these funds are not escrowed, they are committed via the budget process for approved programs.


The Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc
BALANCE SHEET
February 28, 2009
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 January February Year to Date


Operating Activities:


Revenue less Expenses 4,355,649$    4,518,801$    8,874,450$        


Non-cash items:
Depreciation 6,298            6,298            12,595              
Deferred Rent Amortization (3,160)           (3,160)           (6,320)              


Change in balance sheet accounts:
Interest Receivable 88                 3,836            3,924                
Other Receivables 6,343            12,320           18,663              
Advances to Vendors 282,451         282,785         565,237            
Other Assets (27,704)         (40,352)         (68,056)             
A/P - Program Subcontracts (694,548)        1,532,549      838,001            
A/P - Incentives (5,646,696)     -                (5,646,696)        
A/P - Professional Services (6,945)           28,538           21,593              
A/P - Operations 109,544         (98,281)         11,264              
Payroll and related accruals 18,453           20,569           39,022              
Other liabilities -                -                -                   


Cash rec'd from / (used in)
         Operating Activies (1,600,228)     6,263,904      4,663,676         


Investing Activites:


(Acquisition)/Disposal of Capital Assets -                   
Cash used in Investing Activities -                -                -                   


Cash at beginning of Period 72,907,353    71,307,125    72,907,353        


Increase/(Decrease) in Cash (1,600,228)     6,263,904      4,663,676         


Cash at end of period 71,307,125$  77,571,029$  77,571,029$      


Energy Trust of Oregon
Cash Flow Statement-Indirect Method


Monthly 2009







Energy Trust of Oregon
Cash Flow Projection
January 2009 - December 2010
Basis: 2009 Forecast & 2010 Projection


2009 2009 2009 2009 2009 2009 2009 2009 2009 2009 2009 2009


January February March April May June July August September October November December


Cash In:


  Public purpose and Incremental funding 8,322,843       10,189,359     8,822,854       8,185,619       7,801,063       7,264,067       7,139,826       7,328,542       6,942,958         6,829,725       7,191,485        7,701,297       


  Self Direct Repayments -                 -   292,714         -                -                -                -                -                -                  -                -                  -                


  Investment Income 84,838           68,230           80,834           106,230         106,262         103,730         99,709           96,475           92,786             84,056           74,280             62,768           


Total cash in 8,407,681       10,257,589     9,196,402       8,291,849       7,907,325       7,367,797       7,239,535       7,425,018       7,035,744         6,913,782       7,265,765        7,764,065       


Cash Out:


    Program Subcontracts 2,551,757       601,599         4,608,854       2,258,933       2,261,783       3,069,256       2,279,532       2,265,083       3,041,589         2,272,432       2,426,873        3,204,315       


    Incentives 6,444,946       2,294,997       4,307,480       5,048,973       5,043,000       6,173,591       5,708,299       5,336,587       5,349,517         11,298,720     7,405,304        14,554,489     


    Salaries and related expense 448,322         477,532         762,920         579,270         579,270         579,752         579,752         579,752         579,752            579,752         579,752           579,752          


    Professional services 515,429         353,492         (62,241)          382,030         1,003,561       850,463         850,513         946,438         942,680            942,730         1,028,355        866,847          


    General operating expenses 47,454           266,065         227,178         197,198         185,117         185,553         189,420         177,852         193,850            186,740         200,608           187,791          


Total cash out 10,007,908     3,993,685       9,844,191       8,466,404       9,072,731       10,858,615     9,607,516       9,305,712       10,107,387       15,280,373     11,640,891       19,393,194     


Net cash flow for the month (1,600,228)      6,263,904       (647,789)        (174,555)        (1,165,407)      (3,490,818)      (2,367,981)      (1,880,695)      (3,071,643)        (8,366,591)      (4,375,126)       (11,629,129)    


Beginning Balance: Cash & MM 72,907,353     71,307,125     77,571,029     76,923,240     76,748,686     75,583,279     72,092,462     69,724,481     67,843,786       64,772,142     56,405,551       52,030,425     


Ending cash & MM 71,307,125     77,571,029     76,923,240     76,748,686     75,583,279     72,092,462     69,724,481     67,843,786     64,772,142       56,405,551     52,030,425       40,401,296     


Escrow Cash Balance
Beginning Balance 11,178,067     11,189,289     11,198,674     9,985,664       9,227,552       8,486,942       7,851,550       7,090,237       6,346,420         6,355,940       6,240,130        6,143,160       


Net Escrow (Payments)/Funding -                   -                   (1,228,886)      (772,511)        (753,886)        (647,636)        (772,511)        (753,886)        -                      (125,250)        (106,250)          -                    


Interest Paid on Escrow Balances 11,222           9,385             15,876           14,399           13,276           12,245           11,198           10,070           9,520               9,440             9,281              9,215             


Ending Escrow Balance1
11,189,289     11,198,674     9,985,664       9,227,552       8,486,942       7,851,550       7,090,237       6,346,420       6,355,940         6,240,130       6,143,160        6,152,375       


1Included in "Ending cash & MM" above


Actual Forecast 2009-F-04







Energy Trust of Oregon
Cash Flow Projection
January 2009 - December 2010
Basis: 2009 Forecast & 2010 Pr


Cash In:


  Public purpose and Incremental funding


  Self Direct Repayments


  Investment Income


Total cash in


Cash Out:


    Program Subcontracts


    Incentives


    Salaries and related expense


    Professional services


    General operating expenses


Total cash out


Net cash flow for the month


Beginning Balance: Cash & MM


Ending cash & MM


Escrow Cash Balance
Beginning Balance


Net Escrow (Payments)/Funding


Interest Paid on Escrow Balances


Ending Escrow Balance1


1Included in "Ending cash & MM" above


Forecast 2010-P-01


2010 2010 2010 2010 2010 2010 2010 2010 2010 2010 2010 2010


January February March April May June July August September October November December


9,125,322       9,483,092       9,041,742       8,255,196       7,937,573       7,398,273       7,346,053       7,459,593       6,999,799         6,971,509       7,422,532        8,048,728        


-                -                -                -                -                -                -                -                -                  -                -                  -                 


60,000           45,000           36,000           30,600           26,010           22,109           18,792           15,973           13,577             11,541           9,810              10,588            


9,185,322       9,528,092       9,077,742       8,285,796       7,963,583       7,420,381       7,364,845       7,475,567       7,013,377         6,983,049       7,432,342        8,059,316        


2,443,784       2,661,897       2,667,162       1,872,038       1,929,847       2,737,320       1,941,584       2,054,187       2,830,693         2,066,536       2,127,929        2,904,360        


9,139,179       2,195,249       3,012,603       6,629,528       3,292,659       4,465,460       7,281,058       4,067,495       4,611,329         8,960,860       6,371,388        13,335,076      


584,782         601,502         603,678         613,528         613,528         614,039         614,039         614,039         614,039            614,039         614,039           614,039          


867,197         955,572         883,525         783,825         797,175         785,421         785,471         798,521         891,644            879,694         892,444           869,028          


238,503         252,770         190,716         193,225         184,516         186,891         177,271         178,177         189,556            181,175         190,933           181,996          


13,273,445     6,666,989       7,357,684       10,092,144     6,817,725       8,789,131       10,799,423     7,712,420       9,137,261         12,702,304     10,196,734       17,904,499      


(4,088,123)      2,861,102       1,720,058       (1,806,347)      1,145,857       (1,368,750)      (3,434,578)      (236,853)        (2,123,884)        (5,719,255)      (2,764,392)       (9,845,183)       


40,401,296     36,313,173     39,174,276     40,894,334     39,087,986     40,233,843     38,865,094     35,430,516     35,193,663       33,069,779     27,350,525       24,586,132      


36,313,173     39,174,276     40,894,334     39,087,986     40,233,843     38,865,094     35,430,516     35,193,663     33,069,779       27,350,525     24,586,132       14,740,950      


6,152,375       6,161,604       6,064,516       6,073,613       4,541,443       4,441,926       4,448,589       2,913,982       2,812,023         2,816,241       1,274,557        1,170,139        


-                   (106,250)        -                   (1,540,125)      (106,250)        -                   (1,540,125)      (106,250)        -                      (1,544,750)      (106,250)          -                     


9,229             9,163             9,097             7,955             6,732             6,663             5,518             4,291             4,218               3,066             1,832              1,755              


6,161,604       6,064,516       6,073,613       4,541,443       4,441,926       4,448,589       2,913,982       2,812,023       2,816,241         1,274,557       1,170,139        1,171,894        







February YTD
Actual Budget Variance Actual Budget Variance


REVENUES


Public Purpose Funds-PGE 3,590,849 3,211,418 379,431 6,468,259 6,422,836 45,424


Public Purpose Funds-PacifiCorp 2,233,115 2,132,423 100,692 4,187,873 4,264,846 (76,973)


Public Purpose Funds-NW Natural 1,785,857 1,704,658 81,199 3,087,752 3,031,402 56,350


Public Purpose Funds-Cascade 172,215 189,115 (16,901) 341,450 343,272 (1,822)
------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------


Total Public Purpose Funds 7,782,035 7,237,614 544,421 14,085,334 14,062,356 22,979


Incremental Funds - PGE 1,499,026 1,336,052 162,974 2,711,491 2,672,103 39,388


Incremental Funds - PacifiCorp 908,298 777,926 130,373 1,715,376 1,555,852 159,524


Revenue from Investments 64,394 101,884 (37,491) 149,144 204,617 (55,474)
------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------


TOTAL REVENUE 10,253,752 9,453,476 800,277 18,661,345 18,494,928 166,418
============= ============= ============= ============= ============= =============


EXPENSES


Program Subcontracts 2,429,254 2,598,987 169,733 4,575,257 5,197,295 622,037


Incentives 2,294,997 3,534,358 1,239,361 3,093,247 7,279,868 4,186,621


Salaries and Related Expenses 498,101 567,924 69,824 964,875 1,120,076 155,201


Professional Services 382,030 917,336 535,306 890,515 1,834,372 943,858


Supplies 2,288 6,072 3,784 6,538 12,144 5,606


Telephone 5,151 5,608 458 9,133 11,217 2,084


Postage and Shipping Expenses 1,418 4,119 2,701 2,955 8,238 5,283


Occupancy Expenses 23,845 36,041 12,196 51,666 72,083 20,417


Noncapitalized Equip. & Depr. 49,842 37,601 (12,241) 68,251 116,971 48,720


Call Center 11,718 15,597 3,880 24,687 31,560 6,873


Printing and Publications 4,221 21,008 16,788 6,488 42,017 35,528


Travel 6,332 19,592 13,261 14,999 39,185 24,186


Conference, Training & Mtng Exp 19,169 33,354 14,185 30,694 66,708 36,015


Insurance 4,181 6,958 2,777 13,316 13,917 601


Miscellaneous Expenses 436 217 (220) 491 433 (58)


Dues, Licenses and Fees 1,969 10,830 8,860 33,784 19,959 (13,825)
------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------


TOTAL EXPENSES 5,734,952 7,815,604 2,080,652 9,786,895 15,866,042 6,079,147
============= ============= ============= ============= ============= =============


TOTAL REVENUE LESS EXPENSES 4,518,801 1,637,872 2,880,929 8,874,450 2,628,886 6,245,564
============= ============= ============= ============= ============= =============


(Unaudited)


The Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc
INCOME STATEMENT - ACTUAL AND YTD COMPARISON


For the Two Months Ending February 28, 2009







Energy Renewable Total Program Management Communications & Total Admin
Efficiency Energy Expenses & General Customer Service Expenses Total


Program Expenses


Incentives/ Program Mgmt & Delivery 6,929,402 739,102 7,668,504 -                           7,668,504
Payroll and Related Expenses 242,488 136,610 379,098 202,300 61,740 264,040 643,138
Outsourced Services 413,035 90,493 503,528 76,305 103,098 179,403 682,931
Planning and Evaluation 187,564 42,291 229,855 3,011 278 3,289 233,144
Customer Service Management 112,442 11,827 124,269 -                           124,269


---------------------------- ---------------------------- ---------------------------- ---------------------------- -------------------------------- ------------------------------- ----------------------------
Total Program Expenses 7,884,931 1,020,323 8,905,254 281,616 165,116 446,732 9,351,986


Program Support Costs


Supplies 1,524 837 2,361 1,077 457 1,534 3,895
Postage and Shipping Expenses 659 301 960 1,097 151 1,248 2,208
Telephone 727 482 1,209 672 145 817 2,026
Printing and Publications 1,966 1,783 3,749 481 176 657 4,406
Occupancy Expenses 12,869 7,356 20,225 9,460 3,706 13,166 33,391
Insurance 3,317 1,896 5,213 2,438 955 3,393 8,606
Equipment 1,733 991 2,724 1,274 499 1,773 4,497
Travel 5,353 2,806 8,159 2,312 21 2,333 10,492
Meetings, Trainings & Conferences 3,257 1,424 4,681 7,656 1,205 8,861 13,542
Depreciation & Amortization 306 1,907 2,213 225 88 313 2,526
Dues, Licenses and Fees 29,713 667 30,380 2,600 804 3,404 33,784
Miscellaneous Expenses 152 353 505 (69) 9 (60) 445
IT Services 215,957 35,654 251,611 43,149 20,331 63,480 315,091


---------------------------- ---------------------------- ---------------------------- ---------------------------- -------------------------------- ------------------------------- ----------------------------
Total Program Support Costs 277,533 56,457 333,990 72,372 28,547 100,919 434,909


---------------------------- ---------------------------- ---------------------------- ---------------------------- -------------------------------- ------------------------------- ----------------------------
TOTAL EXPENSES 8,162,464 1,076,780 9,239,244 353,988 193,663 547,651 9,786,895


=============== =============== =============== =============== ================= ================= ===============


PUC Performance Measure 11.0%


Administrative plus Program Support Costs 4.8%


The Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc
Statement of Functional Expenses


For the Two Months Ending February 28, 2009
(Unaudited)







The Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc
Year to Date by Program/Service Territory - joint costs allocated at program level


For the Two Months Ending February 28, 2009
(Unaudited)


ENERGY EFFICIENCY RENEWABLE ENERGY TOTAL
PGE PacifiCorp NW Natural Cascade Avista Total PGE PacifiCorp Total Other All Programs


REVENUES
Public Purpose Funding $5,015,780 $3,217,246 $3,087,752 $341,450 $11,662,228 $1,452,479 $970,627 $2,423,106 $14,085,334
Incremental Funding 2,711,491 1,715,376 4,426,867 4,426,867
Revenue from Investments 149,144 149,144


----------------- ----------------- -------------------- -------------- ------------- ------------------ ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ---------------- ---------------------
TOTAL PROGRAM REVENUE 7,727,271 4,932,622 3,087,752 341,450 16,089,095 1,452,479 970,627 2,423,106 149,144 18,661,345


----------------- ----------------- -------------------- -------------- ------------- ------------------ ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ---------------- ---------------------
EXPENSES
  Program Management (Note 3) 235,918 192,568 225,824 58,984 2,038 715,331 75,992 61,035 137,027 -             852,358
  Program Delivery 1,498,193 1,272,422 672,216 242,395 9,467 3,694,693 16,127 13,270 29,397 -             3,724,090
  Incentives 881,733 628,518 755,152 113,320 5,238 2,383,961 528,749 180,538 709,287 -             3,093,248
  Program Eval & Planning Svcs. 103,808 89,135 84,217 17,645 483 295,288 31,587 23,391 54,978 -             350,266
  Program Marketing/Outreach 225,157 163,981 159,555 49,219 1,896 599,808 36,896 16,320 53,216 -             653,024
  Program Quality Assurance 4,159 2,372 10,026 337 -         16,894 -             -              -             -             16,894
  Outsourced  Services 20,689 18,045 21,796 5,900 80 66,510 9,614 14,979 24,593 -             91,103
  Trade Allies & Cust. Svc. Mgmt. 31,949 19,178 57,098 4,109 109 112,443 9,057 2,770 11,827 -             124,270
  IT Services 71,466 61,072 66,825 15,902 693 215,958 19,889 15,765 35,654 -             251,612
  Other Program Expenses 21,294 20,784 12,896 6,481 123 61,578 12,638 8,163 20,801 -             82,379


----------------- ----------------- -------------------- -------------- ------------- ------------------ ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ---------------- ---------------------
TOTAL PROGRAM EXPENSES 3,094,366 2,468,075 2,065,605 514,291 20,127 8,162,464 740,550 336,230 1,076,780 -            9,239,244


----------------- ----------------- -------------------- -------------- ------------- ------------------ ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ---------------- ---------------------
ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS
  Management & General (Note 1 & 2) 118,556 94,561 79,141 19,704 771 312,733 28,373 12,882 41,255 -             353,988
  Communications & Customer Svc (Note 1 & 2) 64,861 51,733 43,297 10,780 422 171,093 15,523 7,047 22,570 -             193,663


----------------- ----------------- -------------------- -------------- ------------- ------------------ ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ---------------- ---------------------
Total Administrative Costs 183,417 146,294 122,437 30,484 1,193 483,826 43,895 19,930 63,825 -            547,651


----------------- ----------------- -------------------- -------------- ------------- ------------------ ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ---------------- ---------------------
TOTAL PROG & ADMIN EXPENSES 3,277,783 2,614,369 2,188,042 544,776 21,320 8,646,290 784,445 356,160 1,140,605 -            9,786,895


----------------- ----------------- -------------------- -------------- ------------- ------------------ ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ---------------- ---------------------
TOTAL REVENUE LESS EXPENSES 4,449,488 2,318,253 899,710 (203,326) (21,320) 7,442,805 668,034 614,467 1,282,501 149,144 8,874,450


========= ========= =========== ======== ======= ========== ========= ========= ========= ========= ============
Cumulative Carryover at 12/31/08 (Note 4) 16,745,829 (3,717,555) 2,423,399 629,523 78,322 16,159,518 25,147,380 13,117,535 38,264,915 9,313,153 63,737,586
Interest attributed 1,740,000 1,160,000 2,900,000 1,700,000 1,700,000 (4,600,000)


========= ========= =========== ======== ======= ========== ========= ========= ========= ========= ============
TOTAL NET ASSETS CUMULATIVE 22,935,317 (239,302) 3,323,109 426,197 57,002 26,502,323 25,815,414 15,432,002 41,247,416 4,862,297 72,612,036


Note 1) Both Management & General and Communications & Customer Service Expenses (Administrative) have been allocated based on total expenses.
Note 2) Administrative costs are allocated for management reporting only.  GAAP for Not for Profit organizations does not allow allocation of administrative costs to program expenses.
Note 3) Program Management costs include both outsourced and internal staff.
Note 4) Cumulative carryover at 12/31/2008 reflects audited results.







Pacific Subtotal Northwest Subtotal
PGE Power Elec. Utilities Natural Gas Cascade Avista Gas Providers Total Budget Difference


Energy Efficiency


Commercial
Business Energy Solutions - Existing Buildings $648,386 $302,885 $951,271 $277,535 $192,498 $470,033 $1,421,304 $1,478,997 $57,693
Business Energy Solutions - New Buildings 88,369 499,598 587,967 11,816 246,844 258,660 846,627 3,010,951 2,164,324
Market Transformation (NEEA) 173,925 131,207 305,132 -                    305,132 295,746 (9,386)


---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ------------------------ ------------------------
  Total Commercial 910,680 933,690 1,844,370 289,351 439,342 728,693 2,573,063 4,785,694 2,212,631


Industrial
Business Energy Solutions - Production Efficiency 777,878 537,214 1,315,092 81,072 81,072 1,396,164 1,523,301 127,137
Market Transformation (NEEA) 81,798 61,708 143,506 -                    143,506 159,343 15,837


---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ------------------------ ------------------------
  Total Industrial 859,676 598,922 1,458,598 81,072 81,072 1,539,670 1,682,644 142,974


Residential
Home Energy Solutions - Existing Homes 600,190 342,324 942,514 1,441,799 48,498 1,490,297 2,432,811 3,092,285 659,474
Home Energy Solutions - New Homes/Products 811,498 667,208 1,478,706 375,820 56,936 21,320 454,076 1,932,782 3,040,737 1,107,955
Market Transformation (NEEA) 95,739 72,225 167,964 -                    167,964 146,994 (20,970)


---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ------------------------ ------------------------
  Total Residential 1,507,428 1,081,757 2,589,184 1,817,618 105,433 21,319 1,944,373 4,533,557 6,280,016 1,746,459


---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ------------------------ ------------------------
  Energy Efficiency Program Costs 3,277,784 2,614,369 5,892,152 2,188,041 544,775 21,319 2,754,138 8,646,290 12,748,354 4,102,064


---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ------------------------ ------------------------


Renewables


Biopower 34,544 23,693 58,237 -                    58,237 346,283 288,046
Open Solicitation 25,137 97,885 123,022 -                    123,022 692,121 569,099
Solar Electric (Photovoltaic) 687,759 210,297 898,056 -                    898,056 567,856 (330,200)
Utility Scale Projects 906 906 -                    906 1,318,482 1,317,576
Wind 37,005 23,379 60,384 -                    60,384 192,947 132,563


---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ------------------------ ------------------------
  Renewables Program Costs 784,446 356,160 1,140,605 -                  1,140,605 3,117,689 1,977,084


---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ------------------------ ------------------------


============ ============ ============ ============ ============ ============ ============ ============ ============= =============
  Cost Grand Total 4,062,230 2,970,529 7,032,757 2,188,041 544,775 21,319 2,754,138 9,786,895 15,866,042 6,079,147


============ ============ ============ ============ ============ ============ ============ ============ ============= =============


The Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc
Program Expenses by Service Territory


For the Two Months Ending February 28, 2009
(Unaudited)







Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc.
ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES


For the Two Months and Year to Date Ended February 28, 2009
(Unaudited)


MANAGEMENT & GENERAL COMMUNICATIONS & CUSTOMER SERVICE
QTD QUARTERLY QUARTER YTD QTD QUARTERLY QUARTER YTD


ACTUAL BUDGET REMAINING ACTUAL BUDGET VARIANCE ACTUAL BUDGET REMAINING ACTUAL BUDGET VARIANCE


EXPENSES


Outsourced Services $75,219 $137,340 $62,121 $75,219 $91,560 $16,341 $103,098 $94,837 ($8,261) $103,098 $63,225 ($39,873)


Legal Services 1,086 8,750 7,664 1,086 5,833 4,747


Salaries and Related Expenses 202,300 364,921 162,621 202,300 243,105 40,804 61,740 141,029 79,288 61,740 93,679 31,939


Supplies 1,250 1,250 833 833 35 375 340 35 250 215


Telephone 398 750 352 398 500 102 38 (38) 38 (38)


Postage and Shipping Expenses 710 982 271 710 655 (56) 5,000 5,000 3,333 3,333


Noncapitalized Equipment 6,000 6,000 6,000 6,000 250 250 167 167


Printing and Publications 33 125 92 33 83 50 6,650 6,650 4,433 4,433


Travel 2,312 14,102 11,790 2,312 9,402 7,090 21 4,375 4,354 21 2,917 2,896


Conference, Training & Mtngs 7,656 41,904 34,248 7,656 27,936 20,280 1,205 3,000 1,795 1,205 2,000 795


Miscellaneous Expenses (93) 25 118 (93) 17 110


Dues, Licenses and Fees 2,600 3,130 530 2,600 2,653 53 804 1,250 446 804 833 29


Shared Allocation (Note 1) 15,606 31,563 15,957 15,606 21,042 5,436 6,113 14,740 8,627 6,113 9,826 3,713


IT Service Allocation (Note 2) 43,149 88,620 45,471 43,149 59,728 16,578 20,331 55,179 34,847 20,331 37,189 16,858


Planning & Eval (Note 3) 3,011 7,108 4,097 3,011 4,745 1,733 278 711 433 278 474 197
------------------ -------------------------- ------------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ---------------------- ------------------ -------------------------- ------------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ----------------------


TOTAL EXPENSES 353,988 706,571 352,583 353,988 474,091 120,103 193,663 327,395 133,732 193,663 218,327 24,664
========== ============== ============= ========== ========== ============ ========== ============== ============= ========== ========== ============


Note 1) Represents allocation of Shared (General Office Management) Costs
Note 2) Represents allocation of Shared IT Costs
Note 3) Represents allocation of Planning & Evaluations Costs


Exp-Prog-YTD-002
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R00407 Energy Trust of Oregon


Schedule of Commitments 3/31/2009Report Date:
For contracts with costs 


through: 3/1/2009
Page 1 of 3


Contractor Description Est Cost Actual TTD Remaining Start End


Administration


 4,434,168  2,001,383  2,432,785Administration Total:


Communications & Outreach


 3,583,710  1,512,263  2,071,447Communications & Outreach Total:


Energy Efficiency Programs
Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance Market transformation  19,090,000  13,717,259  5,372,741 1/1/05 12/31/09


Conservations Services Group, Inc. 2009 HES PMC  6,656,553  945,322  5,711,231 1/1/09 12/31/09


Portland Energy Conservation, Inc. 2009 NBE PMC  5,021,299  515,181  4,506,118 1/1/09 12/31/09


Lockheed Martin Services, Inc. PMC EB 2009  4,116,040  535,925  3,580,115 1/1/09 12/31/09


RHT Energy Solutions PDC - PE 2009  940,970  138,080  802,890 1/1/09 12/31/11


Portland General Electric PDC - PE 2009  858,586  104,681  753,905 11/9/09 12/31/11


Cascade Energy Engineering, Inc. PDC - PE 2009  640,508  102,452  538,056 11/9/09 12/31/11


Cascade Energy Engineering, Inc. PDC-PE 2009 Small Industrial  599,324  105,171  494,153 1/1/09 12/31/09


Resource Actions Programs LivingWise program kits  553,317  15,000  538,317 6/15/08 2/28/09


Summit Blue Consulting, LLC 2008 PE Evaluation  450,000  48,290  401,710 10/22/08 7/30/10


HST&V, LLC PDC-PE 2009 Ind. EE Initiative  450,000  79,448  370,552 1/1/09 12/31/10


Opinion Dynamics Corporation 2008 HES Impact Evaluation  400,000  71,348  328,652 12/1/08 9/30/10


Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance 80+ computer power supply prog  386,236  193,118  193,118 8/1/08 12/31/09


Research Into Action, Inc. 2006-07 EB Impact/Process Eval  385,000  379,730  5,270 10/11/07 6/30/09


Evergreen Consulting Group, LLC Lighting PDC  337,831  52,238  285,593 1/1/09 12/31/09


ADM Associates, Inc. 2007 NBE Impact/Process Eval  290,000  222,664  67,336 9/1/07 6/30/09


NEXANT, INC. PDC - PE 2009 Hitech Pilot  273,880  50,463  223,417 11/9/09 12/31/11


Portland Energy Conservation, Inc. BTO 2007  261,568  104,638  156,930 1/1/07 1/30/09


J. Hruska Global HES QA services  170,000  96,891  73,109 1/1/08 12/31/09


NEXANT, INC. PDC - PE 2009  155,734  29,263  126,472 11/9/09 12/31/11


Umpqua Community Action Network Eff Refrigerator Replace Proj  142,000  0  142,000 1/1/09 12/1/09


PacifiCorp Consumer Info Transfer  137,500  60,228  77,272 8/15/03 8/15/10


Apogee Interactive, Inc. Internet Energy Audit provider  123,000  106,670  16,330 5/1/08 4/30/09


Delta-T, Inc. Professional Services  90,000  50,582  39,418 1/1/06 12/31/08


PMConsulting, Inc. Professional Services  89,300  73,947  15,353 4/17/07 3/31/09


Five Stars International, Ltd. SHOW program  87,000  41,838  45,162 10/1/07 9/30/09


Walt Mintkeski PDC PE Waste water treatment  65,000  8,443  56,557 1/1/09 12/31/09


Oregon Home Builders Association OHBA Grant Agreement  60,000  37,500  22,500 1/1/09 12/31/09


Resource Consultants So. OR Trade Ally Coordinator  60,000  7,675  52,325 1/1/09 12/31/09


Corvallis Environmental Center Corvallis initiative consult.  57,300  50,000  7,300 3/1/08 3/1/09


Weyerhaeuser Paper Company Albany CHP feasibilty study  50,000  0  50,000 3/20/08 3/19/09


New Buildings Institute Oregon Core Performance Prjct  48,400  40,724  7,676 2/26/08 3/31/09


The Cadmus Group Inc. Energy Star commercial bldgs  30,450  23,075  7,375 10/31/08 12/31/08


Stellar Processes, Inc. Heat Pump tune-up evaluation  30,000  9,240  20,760 11/1/07 1/31/09


Electric & Gass Industries Association Home Performance Contest  30,000  13,494  16,506 9/1/08 11/30/09


KEMA Incorporated Billing Analysis Methodology  20,000  6,231  13,769 9/1/08 4/30/09


Michael Blasnick & Associated Billing Analysis Review  20,000  17,670  2,330 9/1/08 4/30/09


Northwest Energy Education Institute, 


Lane Community College


2009 Scholarship Grant  16,000  0  16,000 12/29/08 12/31/09


Geavista Group, Inc. New Homes QA  15,400  14,985  415 7/1/08 6/30/09


Ecos Consulting Assess OR comm. window market  15,000  15,000  0 5/13/08 12/31/09


Consortium for Energy Efficiency 2009 Membership Dues  13,650  13,650  0 2/4/09 2/28/09


ECONorthwest New Building services  11,000  10,753  247 12/1/07 11/30/09


Earth Advantage, Inc. 2009 Earth Advantage Sponsor  10,000  10,000  0 1/26/09 2/26/09


Landerholm, Memovich, Lansverk & 


Whitesides P.S.


Cascade Natural legal advise  10,000  8,477  1,523 5/30/07 12/31/09


Stellar Processes, Inc. Dimmable LED kitchen cans  10,000  2,277  7,723 3/1/08 1/30/09


American Council for and Energy Efficient 


Economy


Emerging/underuntilized tech.  10,000  0  10,000 3/20/08 3/31/09


NW Natural Apogee data agreement  7,200  7,200  0 5/1/08 4/30/09







R00407 Energy Trust of Oregon


Schedule of Commitments 3/31/2009Report Date:
For contracts with costs 


through: 3/1/2009
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Contractor Description Est Cost Actual TTD Remaining Start End


 43,295,046  18,136,819  25,158,227Energy Efficiency Programs Total:


Joint Programs
Blue Ocean Events LLC Better Living Show 2009 & 2010  173,400  85,000  88,400 12/15/08 12/15/10


Umpqua Bank Co-branding agreement  160,000  31,034  128,966 9/1/08 8/31/10


Stellar Processes, Inc. Evaluation services  99,767  45,657  54,110 1/1/06 12/31/09


Stellar Processes, Inc. Resource Assessment 2007  93,150  79,646  13,504 8/21/07 3/31/09


Ecotope, Inc. Planning Services  72,330  30,669  41,661 4/1/06 3/31/09


Susan Badger-Jones trade ally development  69,000  49,099  19,901 11/10/07 12/31/09


HST&V, LLC Planning Services  68,800  51,943  16,857 1/1/06 12/31/09


Cascade Solar Consulting, LLC RE Consultant Services  68,440  31,039  37,402 1/1/06 12/31/08


ICF Resources, LLC Professional Services  50,820  41,155  9,665 4/19/07 12/31/09


Platts E-Source Membership  45,325  45,325  0 5/1/05 4/30/09


Research Into Action, Inc. Market Res/Eval Consultant  45,000  0  45,000 3/2/09 8/1/09


Northwest Power & Conservation Council 2009 Reg Tech Forum Sponsor  35,000  35,000  0 2/5/09 2/27/09


Summit Blue Consulting, LLC Planning services  33,000  20,077  12,923 9/15/08 9/14/09


Watkins and Associates, Inc. Residential solar values study  26,100  4,600  21,500 9/1/08 7/31/09


Luxurious Plumbing and Heating, Inc. Solar  services  25,000  7,560  17,440 5/1/08 4/30/09


Dethman & Associates Segmentation Study Analysis  22,000  0  22,000 2/25/09 6/30/09


The Cadmus Group Inc. Billing Anal. Process Review  20,000  15,363  4,638 9/1/08 4/30/09


Lakin Garth P&E Analysis Consultant  20,000  2,460  17,540 1/1/09 12/31/09


Stellar Processes, Inc. billing analysis evaluation  15,000  14,740  260 9/1/08 4/30/09


City of Portland Office of Sust Planning & Sustain. Event  12,000  12,000  0 1/29/09 2/28/09


Association of Energy Services 


Professionals


Demand side management conf.  11,130  10,335  795 1/20/09 6/30/09


Salesgenie.com Inc. Sales Genie Online  6,000  6,000  0 7/7/08 5/31/09


Dethman & Associates SER Pilot evaluation  5,000  4,995  5 9/1/08 1/31/09


 1,176,262  623,697  552,565Joint Programs Total:


Renewable Energy Program
Warm Springs Biomass Project, LLC Biomass project  5,000,000  0  5,000,000 9/28/07 4/28/29


PacifiCorp Goodnoe Hills East  4,500,000  767,387  3,732,613 9/20/06 1/31/10


Sunway 2, LLC Prologis PV installation  3,405,000  0  3,405,000 9/30/08 9/30/28


Rough & Ready Lumber Company Biopower Funding Agreement  1,685,088  447,912  1,237,176 7/21/06 7/21/26


Alder Solar LLC HAbilitation Center PV  1,236,750  1,224,244  12,506 1/18/08 12/31/28


Central Oregon Irrigation District Juniper Ridge Hydroelectric  1,000,000  0  1,000,000 10/31/08 6/30/31


Swalley Irrigation District Swalley irrigation hydro proj.  895,609  0  895,609 5/15/08 5/15/28


Tioga Solar VI, LLC Photovoltaic Project Agreement  570,760  0  570,760 2/1/09 2/1/30


City of Albany Hydroelectric Project  475,000  0  475,000 2/17/04 2/17/25


University of Oregon Solar Monitoring  431,266  386,266  45,000 2/21/03 2/21/10


City of Portland Columbia Blvd. WWTP Biopower  362,000  362,000  0 2/24/06 5/31/28


Commercial Solar Ventures, LLC Portland Water Bureau PV  333,583  0  333,583 10/22/08 9/30/29


TSS Renewables, Inc. biopower services  148,832  78,271  70,561 4/1/08 3/31/10


Northwest Dairy Association LOA - Feasibility Studies  140,000  0  140,000 11/13/08 11/30/09


Summit Blue Consulting, LLC RE New Markets Study  125,000  123,816  1,184 3/19/08 3/15/09


Nike, Inc. Lance Photovoltaic Project  120,000  0  120,000 1/15/09 3/30/29


Oregon Dairy Farmers Association Tech. Assist. & Fac. Services  99,600  76,211  23,389 6/15/07 6/14/09


CH2M Hill, Inc. Professional Services  87,700  74,261  13,439 3/1/05 12/31/08


Oregon State University 2009 Anemometer Loan Program  86,000  0  86,000 1/31/09 1/31/10


Resource Consultants USDA Grant Workshops  83,000  29,247  53,753 9/1/08 7/31/09


Stephen F. Anderson RETAA  82,488  73,338  9,150 3/15/07 3/31/09


Stoller Vineyards, Inc. Stoller Vineyards PV  79,815  77,390  2,425 12/1/05 12/1/26


BioContractors, Inc. RE Technical Consultant Srvs  77,500  27,912  49,588 3/14/06 3/31/09


Oregon Power Solutions, Inc. Anemometer Installation  71,751  23,415  48,336 4/15/08 10/30/08


Bonneville Environmental Foundation Solar 4R schools PV systems  71,600  69,598  2,002 1/1/08 6/30/09


Solar Consulting Services, LLC Solar Consulting Services  60,000  27,397  32,603 8/6/07 7/31/09


Stephen F. Anderson Renewable energy consultant  42,130  24,706  17,424 12/17/07 12/31/08


Clean Energy States Alliance CESA Year 6 (2009)  39,543  39,543  0 7/1/08 6/30/09
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David Barenberg dba Barenberg & 


Associates


RE Consultant  36,000  19,556  16,444 9/1/08 8/31/09


Northwest SEED RE Professional Services  33,200  25,698  7,503 10/1/06 10/31/09


Harold Hartman dba Lynhart Farms 17.5 kW PV project  32,500  0  32,500 5/25/07 5/25/27


Eastern Oregon Power & Light Co. Rock Creek hydro study  30,000  0  30,000 5/9/08 6/30/09


Clean Water Services Small wind technical assist.  30,000  616  29,384 8/22/08 7/31/09


City of Salem Willow Lake H2O Fac. bio study  30,000  0  30,000 8/12/08 3/31/09


City of Medford Energy Master Plan  25,000  0  25,000 10/20/08 3/31/09


Lane County Ryegrass Digester  25,000  0  25,000 9/16/08 2/15/09


CIty of Gresham hydro study City of Gresham  24,946  24,742  204 5/30/08 12/31/08


Sun Biodiesel, Inc. Biodiesel cogen study  24,800  24,800  0 2/20/08 6/30/08


Robert Migliori 42kW wind energy system  24,125  0  24,125 4/11/07 1/31/24


David Bugni & Associates Suter Creek Micro-hydro proj.  23,863  23,863  1 11/1/07 5/31/28


Hood River County School District Small wind demo project  22,600  0  22,600 6/25/08 6/25/23


Solar Energy Association of Oregon Americorp position OR Solar  22,500  22,500  0 5/20/08 5/31/09


HDR Engineering, Inc. RETAA - open solicitation  21,721  13,833  7,888 11/19/07 6/30/09


Earth By Design Inc. Ochoco Irrigation MicroHydro  20,675  20,675  0 12/18/08 7/31/09


Earth by Design, Inc. N. Unit Irrigation Canal #4  19,375  0  19,375 12/18/08 7/31/09


Glenn Montgomery Marketing & Comm Consultant  18,920  0  18,920 3/1/09 2/28/10


CH2M Hill, Inc. CH2M Hill RETAA  16,900  10,622  6,278 3/21/07 12/31/08


ThinkEnergy, Inc. RE Consultant Services  15,000  4,984  10,016 1/25/07 12/31/08


Renewable Energy Associates, LLC Solar services  14,500  3,216  11,285 11/12/07 10/31/09


Warren Griffin Griffin Wind Project  13,150  2,170  10,981 10/1/05 10/1/20


Cascade Solar Consulting, LLC RETAA  13,100  7,766  5,334 6/7/07 5/31/09


Electrical Power Engineers, Inc. Grid Interconnection study  13,000  2,500  10,500 12/18/08 10/31/09


Ed Sheets Renewable Energy Consulting  13,000  3,822  9,178 5/31/06 5/31/09


Renewable Energy Associates, LLC RETAA (Solar)  12,700  10,915  1,785 11/12/07 10/31/09


Renewable Energy Solutions LLC Wolfe Rancy Hydroelectric Stdy  12,500  0  12,500 1/6/09 9/30/09


Southwestern Oregon Training Trust PV Training Grant Agreement  8,300  0  8,300 2/10/09 2/9/10


Commercial Solar Ventures, LLC Structural pull test  7,996  0  7,996 1/13/09 2/27/09


Staples, Inc. Anemometer Installation  7,000  0  7,000 2/20/09 5/31/09


Oregon Power Solutions, Inc. Anemometer installer  6,590  1,665  4,925 10/3/07 9/30/09


Ron Nierenberg RETAA  6,300  4,750  1,550 8/31/07 8/31/09


Oregon State University OSU Elliptical Trainers Proj  5,813  0  5,813 1/30/09 2/1/14


David Bugni & Associates RE services  5,341  656  4,685 4/15/08 4/14/09


Crystal Springs Water District Crystal Springs Water study  5,000  0  5,000 3/18/08 3/31/09


City of Gresham LOA - Gresham Microhydro  5,000  0  5,000 2/9/09 12/31/09


Renewable Energy Solutions, LLC Grouse Creek Ranch microhydro  3,000  0  3,000 10/30/08 4/30/09


Wallowa Resources Community Solutions 


Inc


Harker Ranch  microhydro study  3,000  0  3,000 6/30/08 3/31/09


Renewable Energy Solutions LLC Upper Sheep Crk Hydroelec Stdy  3,000  0  3,000 1/6/09 9/30/09


Renewable Energy Solutions LLC Mt Joseph Hydroelectric Study  2,500  0  2,500 1/6/09 9/30/09


Renewable Energy Solutions LLC Allen Cnyn Ditch Hydroelec St.  2,250  0  2,250 1/6/09 9/30/09


Renewable Energy Solutions LLC Sheep Crk Hydroelec Study  2,250  0  2,250 1/6/09 9/30/09


 21,972,430  4,162,261  17,810,169Renewable Energy Program Total:


 74,461,617  26,436,423  48,025,194Grand Totals:








 
 
Financial Glossary 
(for internal use) - updated January 14, 2009 
 
Administrative Costs 
Costs that, by nonprofit accounting standards, are not program services and are not directly attributed 
to programs—i.e. management and general and general communication and outreach expenses 
 


I. Management and General  
• Includes oversight/board activities, interest/financing costs, accounting, payroll, board, 


human resources, general legal support, and other general organizational management 
costs. 


• These costs are determined by the general makeup of the programs.  
• Does not include indirect costs such as facilities, telephone, etc. (However, M&G does 


receive an allocated share of such expenses.) 
II. General Communications and Outreach   


• Expenditures of a general nature, conveying the nonprofit mission of the organization 
and general public awareness.  


• Expenditures are not directed to specific programs.  
• Receives an allocated share of indirect costs. 
 


Allocation 
• A way of grouping costs together and applying them to a program as one pool based upon an 


allocation base that most closely represents the activity driver of the costs in the pool.  
• Used as an alternative to charging programs on an invoice–by–invoice basis for accounting 


efficiency purposes. 
• An example would be accumulating all of the costs associated with customer management (call 


center operations, Energy Trust customer service personnel, complaint tracking, etc). The 
accumulated costs are then spread to the programs that benefited by using the ratio of calls into 
the call center by program (i.e. the allocation base). 


 
Allocation Cost Pools 


• Employee benefits. 
• Employer portion of payroll taxes. 
• Indirect costs-general corporate fixed costs, i.e. rent, utilities, supplies, etc. 
• Customer service and trade ally support costs. 
• General communications and outreach costs. 
• Management and general costs. 
• Planning and evaluation general costs. 
• Shared costs for electric utilities. 
• Shared costs for all utilities. 
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Auditor’s Opinion 
• An accountant's or auditor's opinion is a report by an independent CPA presented to the board 


of directors describing the scope of the examination of the organization's books, and certifying 
that the financial statements meet the AICPA (American Institute of Certified Public 
Accountants) requirements of GAAP (generally accepted accounting principles). 


• Depending on the audit findings, the opinion can be unqualified or qualified regarding specific 
items. Energy Trust strives for and has achieved in all its years an unqualified opinion. 


• An unqualified opinion indicates agreement by the auditors that the financial statements present 
an accurate assessment of the organization’s financial results. 


• The OPUC Grant Agreement requires an unqualified opinion regarding Energy Trust’s financial 
records. 


• Failure to follow generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) can result in a qualified 
opinion.  


 
Board-approved Annual Budget 


• Funds approved by the board for expenditures during the budget year (subject to board 
approved program funding caps and associated policy) for the stated functions. 


• Funds approved for capital asset expenditures. 
• Approval of the general allocation of funds including commitments and cash outlays. 
• Approval of expenditures is based on assumed revenues from utilities as forecasted in their 


annual projections of public purpose collections and/or contracted revenues. 
 


Carryover Funds 
• In any one year, the amount by which revenues exceed expenses for that year in a designated 


category that will be added to the cumulative balance and brought forward for expenditure to 
the next budget year.  


• In any one year, if expenditures exceed revenues, the negative difference is applied against the 
cumulative carryover balance.  


• Does not equal the cash on hand due to noncash expense items such as depreciation. 
• Tracked by major utility funder and at high level program area--by EE vs RE, not tracked by 


program. 
 


Commitments  
I. Contract obligations  


• A contract that has been signed creating a legal obligation.  
• Reported in the monthly Schedule of Commitments. 


II. Project commitments (see FastTrack projects forecasting)   
• Commitments made to an electric or gas customer to assist in the funding of a project. 
• Eventually to be posted against the PMC contract and program budget when paid. 
• May be board-designated for a particular program to be expensed in a later financial 


period (i.e. many renewable energy investments). 
• May be escrowed in a special bank account for payment and expense in a later financial 


period. 
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Cost-Effectiveness Calculation  
• Programs and measures are evaluated for cost-effectiveness. 
• The cost of program savings must be lower than the cost to produce the energy from both a 


utility and societal perspective.  
• Expressed as a ratio of energy savings cost divided by the presumed avoided utility and societal 


cost of energy.  
• Program cost-effectiveness evaluation is “fully allocated,” i.e. includes all of the program costs 


plus a portion of Energy Trust administrative costs. 
 
Dedicated Funds 


• Used in budgeting process for renewable expenditures to identify encumbered funds. 
• Represents funds obligated or earmarked for identified projects or specific agreements. 
• May include commitments, escrows, contracts, board designations, master agreements. 
• Methodology utilized to develop renewable energy activity-based budgets amounts. 


 
Direct Program Costs  


• Can be directly linked to and reflect a causal relationship to one individual program/project; or 
can easily be allocated to two or more programs based upon usage, cause, or benefit. 


 
Direct Program Evaluation & Planning Services 


• Evaluation services for a specific program rather than for a group of programs. 
• Costs incurred in evaluating programs and projects and included in determining total program 


funding caps.  
• Planning services for a specific program rather than for a group of programs. 
• Costs incurred in planning programs and projects and are included in determining program 


funding expenditures and caps. 
• Evaluation and planning services attributable to a number of programs are recorded in a cost 


pool and are subsequently allocated to individual programs. 
 


Escrowed Program (Incentive) Funds 
• Cash deposited into a separate escrow account at a bank that will be paid out pursuant to a 


contractual obligation requiring a certain event or result to occur. Funds can be returned to  
Energy Trust if such event or result does not occur. Therefore, the funds are still “owned” by 
Energy Trust and will remain on the balance sheet.  


• The funds are within the control of the bank in accordance with the terms of the escrow 
agreement.  


• When the event or result occurs, the funds are considered “earned” and are transferred out of 
the escrow account (“paid out”) and then are reflected as an expense on the income statement 
for the current period. 


 
Expenditures/Expenses   


• Amounts for which there is an obligation for payment of goods and/or services that have been 
received or earned within the month or year.  


• Does NOT include cash deposited into an escrow account. 
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FastTrack Projects Forecasting  
Module developed in FastTrack to provide information about the timing of future incentive payments, 
with the following definitions: 


• Estimated-Project data may be inaccurate or incomplete. Rough estimate of energy savings, 
incentives and completion date by project and by service territory. 


• Proposed-Project that has received a written incentive offer but no agreement or application 
has been signed. Energy savings, incentives and completion date to be documented by programs 
using this phase. For Renewable projects-project that has received Board approval. 


• Accepted-Used for renewable energy projects in 2nd round of application; projects that have 
reached a stage where approval process can begin. 


• Committed-Project that has a signed agreement or application reserving incentive dollars until 
project completion. Energy savings/generations, incentives and completion date by project and 
by service territory must be documented in project records and in FastTrack. If project not 
demonstrably proceeding within agreed upon time frame, committed funds return to incentive 
pool. Reapplication would then be required. 


• Completed-Project that has received payment from Energy Trust. 
• Program Summary Estimate (PEST)-program level (not specific projects) estimate of forecasted 


incentives and savings. 
 
Incentives 


I. Residential Incentives  
• Incentives paid to a residential program participant (party responsible for payment for 


utility service in particular dwelling unit) exclusively for energy efficiency and renewable 
energy measures in the homes or apartments of such residential customers. 


II. Business Incentives 
• Incentives paid to a participant other than a residential program participant as defined 


above following the installation of an energy efficiency or renewable energy measure. 
• Above market cost for a particular renewable energy project. 


III. Service Incentives 
• Incentives paid to an installation contractor which serves as a reduction in the final cost 


to the participant for the installation of an energy efficiency or renewable energy 
measure. 


• Payment for services delivered to participants by contractors such as home reviews and 
technical analysis studies. 


• Funds provided to delivery vendors to encourage the energy service providers to 
promote the installation of additional measures by end users. 


• End-user training, enhancing participant technical skills or energy efficiency practices 
proficiency such as “how to” sessions on insulation, weatherization, or high efficiency 
lighting. 


• CFL online home review fulfillment and PMC direct installations. 
• Technical trade ally training to enhance technical competencies. 
• Incentives for equipment purchases by trade allies to garner improvements of services 


and diagnostics delivered to end-users, such as duct sealing, HVAC diagnosis, air 
filtration, etc. 
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Indirect Costs 
• Shared joint costs that are “allocated” for accounting purposes rather than assigning individual 


charges to programs.  
• Allocated to all programs and administration functions. 
• Examples include rent/facilities, supplies, computer equipment and support, and depreciation. 


 
IT Support Services  


• Information technology costs incurred as a result of supporting all programs.  
• Includes FastTrack energy savings and incentive tracking software, data tracking support of 


PMCs and for the program evaluation functions. 
• Includes technical architecture design and physical infrastructure 
• Receives an allocation of indirect shared costs. 
• Total costs subsequently allocated to programs and administrative units 


 
Outsourced Services 


• Miscellaneous professional services contracted to third parties rather than performed by 
internal staff. 


• Can be incurred for program or administrative reasons and will be identified as such. 
 


Program Costs 
• Fulfill the purposes or mission for which the organization exists and are authorized through the 


program approval process.  
• Includes program management, incentives, program staff salaries, planning, evaluation, quality 


assurance, and other costs incurred solely for program purposes. 
• Can be direct or indirect (i.e. allocated based on program usage.) 


 
Program Delivery Expense  


• This will include all PMC labor and direct costs associated with:  incentive processing, program 
coordination, program support, trade ally communications, and program delivery contractors. 


• Includes contract payments to NEEA for market transformation efforts. 
• Includes performance compensation incentives paid to program management contractors under 


contract agreement if certain incentive goals are met. 
• Includes professional services for items such as solar inspections, anemometer maintenance and 


general renewable energy consulting 
 


Program Legal Services 
• External legal expenditures and internal legal services utilized in the development of a program-


specific contract. 
 


Program Management Expense  
• PMC billings associated with program contract oversight, program support, staff management, 


etc. 
• ETO program management staff salaries, taxes and benefits. 
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Program Marketing/Outreach 
• PMC labor and direct costs associated with marketing/outreach/awareness efforts to 


communicate program opportunities and benefits to rate payers/program participants. 
• Awareness campaigns and outreach efforts designed to reach participants of individual programs. 
• Co-op advertising with trade allies and vendors to promote a particular program benefit to the 


public. 
 


Program Quality Assurance 
• Independent in-house or outsourced services for the quality assurance efforts of a particular 


program (distinguished from program quality control). 
 


Program Support Costs 
• Source of information is contained in statement of functional expense report. 
• Portion of costs in OPUC performance measure for program administration and support costs. 


 Includes expenses incurred directly by the program. 
 Includes allocation of shared and indirect costs incurred in the following categories:  


supplies; postage and shipping; telephone; printing and publications; occupancy expenses; 
insurance; equipment; travel; business meetings; conferences and training; depreciation 
and amortization; dues, licenses, subscriptions and fees; miscellaneous expense; payroll 
& related expense; outsourced services; and an allocation of information technology 
department cost. 


 
Project Specific Costs (for Renewable Energy) 


• Expenses directly related to identified projects or identified customers to assist them in 
constructing or operating renewable projects.  Includes services to prospective as well as 
current customers.   


• Must involve direct contact with the project or customer, individually or in groups, and provide 
a service the customer would otherwise incur at their own expense.   


• Does not include general program costs to reach a broad (unidentified) audience such as 
websites, advertising, program development, or program management.  


• Project-Specific costs may be in the categories of; Incentives, Staff salaries, Program delivery, 
Legal services, Public relations, Creative services, Professional services, Travel, Business 
meetings, Telephone, or Escrow account bank fees. 


 
Savings Types 


• Working Savings/Generation: the estimate of savings/generation that is used for data entry 
by program personnel as they approve individual projects.  They are based on deemed 
savings/generation for prescriptive measures, and engineering calculations for custom measures.  
They do not incorporate any evaluation or transmission and distribution factors. 


• Reportable Savings/Generation: the estimate of savings/generation that will be used for 
public reporting of Energy Trust results.  This includes transmission and distribution factors, 
evaluation factors, and any other corrections required to the original working values. These 
values are updated annually, and are subject to revision each year during the “true-up” as a 
result of new information or identified errors. 
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• Contract Savings:  the estimate of savings that will be used to compare against annual 
contract goals.  These savings figures are generally the same as the reportable savings at the 
time that the contract year started.  For purposes of adjusting working savings to arrive at this 
number, a single adjustment percentage (a SRAF, as defined below) is agreed to at the beginning 
of the contract year and is applied to all program measures.  This is based on the sum of the 
adjustments between working and reportable numbers in the forecast developed for the 
program year. 


• Savings Realization Adjustment Factors (SRAF):  are savings realization adjustment 
factors applied to electric and gas working savings measures in order to reflect more accurate 
savings information through the benefit of evaluation and other studies. These factors are 
determined by the Energy Trust and used for annual contract amendments. The factors are 
determined based on the best available information from: 


 Program evaluations and/or other research that account for free riders, spill-over effects 
and measure impacts to date; and  


 Published transmission and distribution line loss information resulting from electric 
measure savings.  


 
Total Program and Admin Expenses (line item on income statement) 


• Used only for cost effectiveness calculations and management reports used to track funds 
spent/remaining by service territory.  


• Includes all costs of the organization--direct, indirect, and an allocation of administration costs 
to programs.  


• Should not be used for external financial reporting (not GAAP). 
 


Total Program Expenses (line item on income statement) 
• All indirect costs have been allocated to program costs with the exception of administration 


(management and general costs and communications & outreach).  
• Per the requirements of Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) for nonprofits, 


administrative costs should not be allocated to programs. 
• There is no causal relationship—costs would not go away if the program did not exist. 


 
Trade Ally Programs & Customer Service Management 


• Costs associated with Energy Trust sponsorship of training and development of a trade ally 
network for a variety of programs. 


• Trade Ally costs are tracked and allocated to programs based on the number of allies associated 
with that program. 


• Costs in support of assisting customers which benefit all Energy Trust programs such as call 
center operations, customer service manager, complaint handling, etc.  


• Customer service costs are tracked and allocated based on # of calls into the call center per 
month. 
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True Up 
• True-up is a once-a-year process where we take everything we’ve learned about how much 


energy programs actually save or generate, and update our reports of historic performance and 
our software tools for forecasting and analyzing future savings.  


• Information incorporated includes improved engineering models of savings (new data factor), 
anticipated results of future evaluations based on what prior evaluations of similar programs 
have shown (anticipated evaluation factor), and results from actual evaluations of the program 
and the year of activity in question (evaluation factor). 


• Results are incorporated in the Annual Report (for the year just past) and the True-up Report 
(for prior years). 


• Sometimes the best data on program savings or generation is not available for 2-3 years, 
especially for market transformation programs.  So for some programs, the savings are updated 
through the annual true-up 2 or 3 times 








 
 
Policy Committee of the Energy Trust Board of Directors 
April 14, 2009, 3:00-5:00 pm 
 
Attending: Jason Eisdorfer, Roger Hamilton, John Reynolds, Margie Harris, Fred 
Gordon, Betsy Kaufmann, Steve Lacey, Thad Roth and John Volkman 
 
1.  Open Solicitation policy: Betsy Kaufmann said staff is seeking a second track for 
approving projects under the Open Solicitation policy (Attachment 1). OSP was designed 
to deal with unexpected and unusual projects that warrant especially extensive review. 
Hydropower projects now go through OSP because they fit nowhere else, but they are 
relatively well understood and do not warrant this kind of review. Staff proposes to allow 
the approval process now used for biopower projects (under which the board approves 
projects only if over $500,000) to be used for hydropower projects; the current open 
solicitation process (under which the board approves any projects over $50,000) would 
be retained for less established technologies; and the Open Solicitation Program would 
be renamed the “Wind, Hydro and Geothermal Program.” Hydro would be the only 
technology included in the second track for the time being; however, other mature 
technologies such as wind and geothermal could be included in the future with board 
approval. Staff proposes that the board continue to establish a single budget for the 
entire program, including hydropower and unusual projects, which would allow staff to 
shift funds between these project categories. Only unique under-$500,000projects (e.g., 
wave, fuel cells) would require both RAC and board review. Jason asked if all 
hydropower projects are “mature?” He would be comfortable if the term were limited to 
traditional hydropower projects, not novel or innovative ones. Staff agreed. Peter said 
that the current process creates an anomaly by treating traditional hydropower as though 
it requires much more extensive review that other established technologies. 
 
2.   NW Natural: 


 
a. NW Natural Industrial service: Steve Lacey noted that NW Natural and 


Energy Trust staff have explored the idea of providing efficiency services to NW 
Natural’s industrial firm and interruptible sales customers (about 900 accounts). NW 
Natural now has OPUC approval of the idea, and has established a deferral account to 
collect revenues from industrial customers for the next two years. Providing efficiency 
services to these customers will require amendments to various contracts, and we 
expect to bring a proposal to the board at the May 6 meeting to approve the concept and 
authorize contract amendments. Under the proposal: 
 NW Natural would pay Energy Trust $900,000 in the first year and $1.75 million 
in the second – but no more than $500,000 per year for interruptible customers. Energy 
Trust would probably begin providing services this fall. We may have to amend contracts 
to provide these services, which could require board authorization. 
 No one has done this for industrial gas customers before, so we will learn 
something from the process. The idea has emerged from an OPUC process. 
 Industrial gas customers can switch from a tariff that pays the efficiency charge 
to one that doesn’t (a transportation tariff). This could raise an issue like the recoupment 
issue addressed in the board’s self-direct policy (i.e., someone takes an incentive and 
then stops paying the public purpose charge). We have agreed with NW Natural that any 
contract need not address this issue, and that Energy Trust would address in policy. 
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Options: (1) Require participants to repay some or all incentives if they change tariffs 
within 36 months of receiving an incentive; (2) require this only of mega-projects; or (3) 
require nothing in the first two-years but monitor tariff-switching to see if it is a significant 
issue and if so, address it in the longer-term. Staff recommends option three: monitor 
and address the issue in the longer term if it appears significant. The committee 
supports the proposal subject to revision if this begins to look like a problem. 
  
 b. NW Natural Washington programs. Steve Lacey briefed the committee. 
Staff is finishing the phase 2 evaluation of a proposal to provide residential and 
commercial services in NWN’s Washington service area. Staff expects to bring a 
proposal to the May 6 meeting recommending that we provide such services beginning 
this year and adding service in stages. The phase 2 report is still in process, but 
preliminarily it indicates: 


• The area has about 60,000 customers: about 55,000 are residential, 5,000 
commercial, and 12 industrial. Most are in Clark County.  


• Energy Trust’s existing programs are generally applicable to these 
customers. About 75,000 therms of potential energy savings could be cost-
effectively attained from residential and commercial programs in the first year, 
ramping up to 250,000 per year after 4 years.  The cost of acquiring these 
savings would be approximately $7.2 / first year therm with current levels of 
evaluation rigor and reporting of net savings.  The costs of acquisition are on 
the high end based on Oregon experience, but Washington allows gross, 
deemed savings without adjustment for free riders. The housing stock is 
relatively new, so most residential services are likely to be retrofits. 


• The Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission is comfortable with 
Energy Trust’s approach to reporting. We are still discussing with them our 
incentive levels (Washington is accustomed to higher incentives per dollar).  


• Impacts to Energy Trust IT, financial and contracting appear substantial in the 
start-up phase and modest in ongoing program delivery. Separate marketing 
materials, advertising, web pages, etc. will be required to reflect differences 
between Oregon and Washington tax credits, loans, etc. We also expect to 
expand our trade ally network to Clark County, and to work closely with Clark 
PUD, which provides electric service. Overall, Energy Trust staffing impact is 
estimated at 2.0 -2.5 FTE, which would be covered by NWN Washington 
public purpose revenues, and in the total delivery cost of $7.2/therm. 


• There is a remote possibility that Energy Trust Oregon funds could be 
exposed to a Washington liability. For this to happen, the liability would have 
to exceed Washington funds plus our insurance limits. We considered the 
possibility of organizing a Washington subsidiary corporation to limit this 
liability. However, the risk appears small enough and the complications of 
dealing through a subsidiary are significant enough that we recommend 
against organizing a subsidiary. 


Overall, staff believes providing these services would enhance our relationship with NW 
Natural and save energy. There will be start-up impacts, few on-going operational effects 
after start-up, and no impact on our ability to serve Oregon programs. The committee 
supported the proposal. 
 


c.       NW Natural funding. Steve noted that, as was discussed in the budget 
process concluded last December, we have ramped up NW Natural programs and are 
rapidly spending down the NWN carryover, especially given larger-than-anticipated 2008 
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gas project expenditures. To continue programs at current levels, NW Natural may need 
to increase funding this fall. We have begun to discuss the matter with NW Natural. 
NWN is interested in keeping funding at adequate levels. The OPUC is pleased that we 
are spending down the gas surplus. If needed, this could be covered by a filing this fall. 
We will check back with the committee this summer. 


 
3. Douglas County landfill project. Thad Roth briefed the committee on this 
proposed project, 1 MW, 1060 kW, .97 aMW, using a third-party ownership model, which 
staff expects to bring to the May board meeting for approval. This is a smaller landfill 
with an active gas collection system in place. This project would help expand the system 
to capture 170-200% more methane. The developer would be Ameresco, Inc. Electricity 
would be sold to PacifiCorp, with royalties to the County. It was endorsed at the 
February 18th RAC meeting. Staff is working on a standardized display of costs and 
benefits, but in brief: capital cost is $3.6 million; with operating cost, above-market cost 
is $1.27 million; we would pay over four years; we would take 80-100% of the renewable 
energy certificates. Compared to other biomass projects and the program forecast, these 
costs are in the ballpark.  
 
4. Utility board seat. Margie noted that three of the utilities have asked for voting 
memberships on the board. The committee discussed the idea. Jason will talk to the 
Governor and OPUC and after that to utility representatives; the Policy Committee will 
reconvene to identify options; and then the issue will be discussed with the board in 
executive session at the May 6th meeting.  
 
5. Telling Energy Trust’s story. The continuing interest in the public purpose fund in 
a time of economic stress raise the question whether we can do a better job of educating 
people about the value of clean energy investments, not to become involved in political 
debates, but to clarify the factual record.  
 
6. Board training. Julie Hammond suggested we offer board training opportunities. 
She was thinking in particular of training about board responsibilities, liabilities, 
insurance, etc. We can arrange for this kind of training relatively easily at modest cost. 
Julie also suggested that other subjects might be considered. Would this kind of thing be 
of interest? If so, we could price out options for potential subjects: 


• Corporate governance  
• Crisis management  
• Directors and officers’ liability  
• Compensation  
• Succession planning  
• Branding and crisis communications  
• Intellectual property  
• Financial reporting  


Roger noted that branding and crisis communications is probably the most relevant 
topic. Margie suggested we send a board survey to the board, ask for responses before 
the May 6 meeting, and discuss it at that meeting. 
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ATTACHMENT 1 
 
4.13.0001-A Review Process for Open Solicitation 
Renewable Energy Projects  
 
History 


Source Date Action/Notes Next Review Date 
Board Decision April 30, 2003 Approved (R183) April 2006 


Board Policy Committee April 2006 No change  April 2009 
 
 
Purpose  
 


To clarify and establish a formal review process for renewable energy projects proposed 
through the Open Solicitation Program.  
 
Background 
 


The Open Solicitation Program was established following discussion by the board at its January 
30, 2002, meeting.  
 
In early 2002 the Renewable Energy Advisory Council recommended establishing a procedure 
for considering and funding unsolicited proposals. Their intentions included: 
 


• Quick implementation   
• Fund good ideas that languish for want of a little push  
• Fund new technologies in established applications 
• Fund old technologies in new applications 
• Establish an ongoing path for projects that do not fit criteria for subsequent 


Energy Trust programs  
 
The application form establishes both general and specific criteria for evaluation. These criteria 
include: location, viability, replicability, energy generation, leverage/partnership, expansion 
potential, market transformation, environmental benefits, best practices, education and capability 
expansion. Staff evaluates the proposals based on these criteria and the guidelines above. The 
staff review includes resource, engineering and financial data as appropriate to evaluate project 
feasibility and chances for success. Staff generally requests additional information for about half 
of the proposals received.  
 
If the final information is complete and the proposal meets the criteria, staff calculates the 
above- market costs of the proposed project and compares these to the request. We use the 
approved methodology but also calculate alternate views of the market value of the power (if 
the appropriate data exist). Typically, recommendations are presented to the Renewable Energy 
Advisory Council for discussion. This has been presented in a structured format for larger 
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projects and as general conversations for smaller projects. On occasion, the council has taken 
straw votes to help draw wide-ranging discussions to a conclusion.  
 
RESOLUTION 
 


BE IT RESOLVED: That the Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc., Board of 
Directors hereby approves the following review and approval process 
for projects brought forward under the renewable energy Open 
Solicitation program: 
 
1. Projects proposed for $50,000 or less of Energy Trust funding may 


be approved by the executive director. 
2. Projects proposed for between $50,000 and $125,000 of funding 


will be placed on a consent agenda for board action, unless a 
member of the board asks to have a specific proposed project 
placed on the regular agenda. 


3. Projects proposed for over $125,000 of funding will be presented 
for board action on the regular board agenda. Subsequent board 
approval would be required if the contract implementing an 
approved project is over $500,000. 


4. The Renewable Energy Advisory Council will review all projects 
over $50,000 that staff recommends for funding. 


5. A summary of any project under $50,000 approved by staff will be 
provided subsequently to the board and RAC. 


 
Moved by: Rick Applegate Seconded by: John Reynolds 
 
Vote: 6 in favor; 1 opposed; 1 abstained 
 
Adopted on April 30, 2003, by the Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc., Board of 
Directors. 


 
 
 





